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Abstract 

The purpose of this research was to develop a deeper understanding of 

women who are pursuing careers as Association of Canadian Mountain 

Guides (ACMG). This study invited eight women to participate in semi-

structured interviews. A narrative inquiry was deemed the most 

appropriate method that “people by nature lead storied lives and tell 

stories of those lives, whereas researchers describe such lives, collect and 

tell stories of them, and write narratives of experiences” (Connelly & 

Clandinin, 1990, p. 2). Connelly’s and Clandinin (2000) three-dimensional 

narrative framework was used to guide the narrative analysis. The analysis 

was conducted in collaboration with the participants, therefore the women 

helped to write their narratives. The women’s narratives provided insight 

into the relationship of the ACMG and its female members. Five themes 

emerged: establishing oneself as an ACMG guide, challenges of the 

examination process, perceptions towards women guides, balancing of 

personal life/motherhood with career, and future goals.  
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Hearing the Missing Voices: An Analysis of Female Guides in the Association 

of Canadian Mountain Guides 
 

“Can we hope that the day is not far off when our achievements will be 

judged on their own merits, rather than over-praised because we are 

women”(Mrs. Dawson.  In Smith, 1998) 

 

A look into the history of mountaineering reveals a male dominant 

environment, in which men were recognized, researched and written about, as 

explorers, fur traders, surveyors and recreationists. Little was known about 

women’s involvement; their stories were unheard or trivialized, their voices silent 

(Henderson, 1996). Since the 1800s women such as Phyllis Munday, Margaret 

Fleming and Henrietta Tuzo Wilson, were among the early pioneers participating 

in mountain adventures (Skidmore, 2006; Smith, 1989). The Alpine Club of 

Canada (ACC) formed in 1906 was one of the few alpine clubs that emphasized 

equality towards men and women in its mountain adventures. As men and a few 

women sought out more challenging and difficult routes, the ACC seemed only to 

promote and acknowledge the men. It recruited men from its membership to lead 

mountain trips as amateur guides; initially women may not have been included 

due to their low numbers and/or their lack of interest. Eventually, a few women 

demonstrated their mountaineering ability and competence, became amateur 

guides, but not without encountering and negotiating gender issues. 

After the closure of the Swiss Mountain Guides services in 1954, Parks 

Canada recognized the need to develop a professional guide’s certification 

program. The early 1960s saw the first two professional guides certified by Parks 
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Canada, one of them being Hans Gmosser. In 1963, Gmosser was instrumental in 

establishing the Association of Canadian Mountain Guides (ACMG). In 1982 

Sharon Wood was the first woman to receive her ACMG assistant alpine guide 

certification (P. Tucker, personal communication, August 7, 2011), and in 1992 

Diny Harrison became the first woman to gain her full mountain guide status. At 

present few women take their talents to the level of high risk guiding in the 

mountain stream
1
, and their numbers are perennially low in comparison to those 

of men. To understand the experiences of these strong women as they became 

ACMG guides and developed their careers, the question directing this research 

was: What do the female guides’ stories tell us about how they establish 

themselves as guides, negotiate the ACMG certification process, and address the 

effects of being a guide on their personal lives? Qualitative research and narrative 

inquiry was used to explore eight women’s thoughts, aspirations, epiphanies, 

routines, actions, and decisions, in order to gain an understanding of their 

personal and social experiences as they trained to become and worked as guides. 

Narrative inquiry is the study of experience and its meaningfulness 

(Bruner, 1990; 2006; Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Polkinghorne, 1988). 

Interviewing women and gathering their stories allows them to make sense and 

create meanings from their experiences (Bruner, 1990; Polkinhorne, 1991). Using 

a semi-structured interview I explored: (a) the gender issues a woman faced that 

constrain or enhance her experiences of becoming a guide, (b) the factors / people 

that contribute to a woman’s decision to proceed with her certification or to end 

                                                           
1
 Mountain stream include the high risk activities of: Alpine, ski, rock climb and mountain 
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her guiding career, and (c) the woman’s ability to negotiate her gender identity to 

become a successful guide. I divided my analysis section into two phases: The 

first phase used Connelly and Clandinin’s (2000) three-dimensional narrative 

inquiry framework to analyze each participant’s story indentifying their personal 

and social experiences within a temporal timeframe of past, present and future. In 

collaboration with each woman, I wrote her narrative addressing the research 

question and sub questions. The second phase involved interpreting and 

identifying “descriptions of themes that hold across the stories…” (Polkinghorne, 

1995, p.12) common themes that emerged from the analysis conducted in the 

three-dimensional framework phase.  

The literature review drew from literary sources and scholarship to 

provide a view of women’s involvement in the mountains, and to gain a 

perspective on social expectations, beliefs about physicality and gender issues. At 

present, there were few scholarly studies on certification agencies and female 

candidates, indicating a gap in current scholarship. Therefore, to help understand 

the experiences that ACMG women encounter and negotiate this study used 

contemporary research from the fields of adventure recreation (AR)
2
 and outdoor 

education (OE)
3
. Delving into the various research studies that focus on women 

                                                           
2
 For this research Adventure Recreation implies activities “that contain structural components of real or 

perceived danger and usually involve a natural environment setting in which the outcome is uncertain but 
influenced by the participant” (Ewert & Hollenhorst, 1997, p. 21). The types of adventure activities can 
range from day trips to expeditions involving rock climbing, mountaineering, ski touring, hiking, to name a 
few (Carter & Colyer, 1999). 
 
3
 Priest and Gass (1997) indicate that outdoor education “takes place primarily, but not exclusively, through 

involvement with the natural environment. In outdoor education, the emphasis for a subject of learning is 

placed on relationships concerning people and natural places” (p.17). Two branches of outdoor education 

have been identified as adventure and environmental education. 
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leaders and instructors helped to contextualize the challenges that ACMG women 

experience, thus providing a better understanding of women who enter and excel 

at high risk activities that are recognized as masculine and are male dominated. 

This study will expand on the existing leadership and gender research to include 

professional women guides in the Association of Canadian Mountain Guides, and 

add a Canadian example to the existing scholarship. 
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Chapter 2: Reviewing the Literature 

 

 “It has frequently been noticed that all mountains appear doomed to pass 

through the three stages:  an inaccessible peak – the most difficult ascent in the 

Alps – an easy day for a lady” (A.F. Mummery, as cited in Mazel, 1994).  

 

This chapter reviewed literature that focused on women’s participation in 

mountain adventures and establishing themselves as leaders and instructors. The 

first section of this chapter explored the history of women’s involvement in 

Canada’s mountain culture. To understand women’s experiences in relation to the 

gender issues and biases they encountered, it is important to have a solid 

understanding of early women’s involvement in the mountains. Incorporating 

contemporary literature gave insight into the current challenges that women faced 

and negotiated while working and recreating in male dominated environments. 

The historical section reviewed the lives of women mountaineers and 

explorers in Western Canada and the ACC’s inclusion of women in its 

membership, where subtle biases appeared towards the few women who sought 

harder climbs. These women’s lives were shaped by the gendering of Victorian 

ideologies and social culture. This section ended with a description of the ACMG, 

Canada’s only professional mountain guide organization that provides 

certification in the high risk activities of ski, rock, alpine and mountain. 

Certification is required for guiding in Canada’s Mountain National Parks and for 

most commercial operators offering winter and summer mountainous adventures.  
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The contemporary research section examined studies from the fields of 

adventure recreation (AR) and outdoor education (OE) to explore women 

instructors and leaders. Three areas of interest have been indentified that could 

contribute towards the understanding of the experiences and the gender issues that 

women encountered as they pursue careers as ACMG guides. The first analyzed 

how these two fields structure leadership and the emphasis that is now being 

placed on certifications. The second analyzed, leadership training, specifically 

how acquiring technical skills have affected women. The third analyzed 

perceptions and biases towards women leaders and instructors. This literature 

review incorporated history and contemporary research to demonstrate that 

gender differences and biases affected women as they navigated through their 

guide training, certification and career. 

Early women mountaineers and explorers 

Historical narratives had indicated that women’s involvement in 

wilderness adventures dates back to the late 1700s when Charlotte Small 

accompanied her husband David Thompson to “various fur trading houses and on 

several mapmaking expeditions” (Way, 2009). The narratives revealed that early 

women travelers and explorers were initially introduced to the mountains through 

their brothers, husbands and family friends (Smith, 1989), and over time some of 

these women organized their own trips with friends or as a single woman. Often 

these women negotiated gender-based constraints as they entered into the male 

domain of wilderness adventure as climbers, mountaineers and explorers, or 

struggled with family obligations as they cared for their aging parents, siblings 
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and/or husbands. Most of these women were well educated and came from 

affluent families; hence they had the freedom and liberty to go beyond the 

conventions of traditional society and expectations (Reichwein, 1995; Sandford, 

1990). Women participated in outdoor activities such as mountaineering, 

camping, canoeing and exploring as an opportunity to seek freedom from 

Victorian conventions and move towards independence (Bialeschki 1990; 

Reichwein, 1995; Smith, 1989). Such pioneers as Mary Schaffer Warren, 

Gertrude Benham and Henrietta Tuzo Wilson demonstrated that women were 

physically and mentally capable of summiting mountains and establishing 

themselves as mountaineers and professionals in an area that historically had been 

recognized as a male domain. 

Mary Schaffer Warren (1861-1939) was known as the first non-native 

woman to explore what is now known as Banff and Jasper National Parks (Smith, 

1995). In the late 1880s and 1890s, she assisted her husband in his botanical 

studies by producing detailed flora watercolors then photographing these 

watercolors for scientific records. The work she produced received considerable 

attention from the scientific and artistic communities. After the death of her 

husband and the publication of his work in 1907, Warren and her friend Mollie 

Adams shrugged off societal conventions by arranging month-long expeditions 

through the Rockies, specifically Banff and Jasper National Parks. “We can starve 

as well as they”, she marked. “The muskeg will be no softer for us than for them; 

the ground will be no harder to sleep upon; the waters no deeper to swim, nor the 

bath colder if we fall in” (Warren, cited in Smith, 1989, p. 59). In 1907 this 
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attitude was uncommon, for it contradicted society’s expectations of middle-class 

women and demonstrated a behaviour that was viewed as inappropriate and 

scandalous, especially when women adventurers were accompanied by men who 

were not their husbands or a male family member, but were male guides. Mary 

Schaffer Warren defied traditional values and beliefs to become an explorer who 

discovered and mapped Maligne Lake, in Jasper National Park, and may have 

been one of the major influences towards including the lake and its surrounding 

area into the park (Smith, 1989).  

Gertrude Benham (1867-1938), an aristocrat from Switzerland, was the 

first accomplished woman mountaineer to visit Canada in the summer of 1904 

(Scott, 2002; Smith 1989). Under the guidance of two Swiss guides, she climbed 

many peaks, established new routes on mountains, and made first ascents of Mt. 

Faye, Mt. Allen, Mt. Bowlen, and Mt. Assiniboine. She achieved all these first 

ascents at a time when society questioned women’s physicality and endurance in 

outdoor adventures; “[s]ocial and scientific theory of the day proposed statistical 

and empirical evidence of the biological inferiority of women” (Standford, 1990, 

p. 247) and suggested that excessive physical exertion could have negative 

implications on women’s ability to bear children. Benham’s impressive 

accomplishments in the one summer in Canada demonstrated her ability of 

climbing mountains that surprised some people. During one of her climbs a “male 

climber was astonished at her pace and kept enquiring every kilometer if she was 

tired yet” (Smith, 1989, p. 130). In 1904 Benham bested Charles Fay by climbing 

his namesake mountain (Mount Fay) in dangerous snow conditions. A woman 
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“nearly forty years of age...had beaten one of the area’s foremost mountaineering 

pioneers to the summit of his own mountain” (Standford, 1990, p. 249). Her 

achievements in the Canadian mountains demonstrated the opportunities for 

women to climb; “She became a legendary climber and living reminder of the 

capacity women had to achieve…” (p. 248).  

Henrietta Tuzo Wilson (1873-1955) has been recognized as the first 

Canadian-born woman mountaineer/climber. Despite family obligations of 

looking after her mother when her father passed away, Henrietta was an avid 

mountain climber who climbed several mountains in the Rockies and Selkirks. 

She accomplished all of her climbs while adhering to the clothing conventions of 

Victorian society, by “setting her skirt to working length” (Smith, 1989, p. 138). 

Her greatest accomplishment was when she and her Swiss guide Christian Bohren 

ascended the summit of Peak Seven in the Valley of the Ten Peaks, west of Banff 

in 1906. She was the first woman to have climbed Peak Seven 3246m (10650ft). 

As a result, Peak Seven was one of the first mountains in the Canadian Rockies to 

be named in honor of a lady mountaineer; it was named Mount Tuzo in 1907. At 

the age of 34 she married and moved to Ottawa, ending her mountain climbing 

lifestyle. It was very common among women that once married they stopped 

participating in mountain adventures. They conformed to society’s beliefs of a 

respectable wife, her role of supporting her husband and raising a family.  

 In the early 1900s women explored and developed careers in the 

mountains despite the challenges that they encountered. They negotiated gender 

constraints related to society’s perception that they were biologically inferior to 
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men while establishing themselves as professionals and mountaineers in a 

historically male domain – one in which many male climbers resented and made 

fun of their involvement (Standford, 1990). They were obligated to fulfill roles as 

family caregivers once they married or until the passing of loved ones, which 

allowed them the freedom to choose their lifestyles. Mary Schaffer Warren played 

an instrumental role in shaping a section of Jasper National Park, and Gertrude 

Benham and Henrietta Tuzo Wilson demonstrated the capabilities of women who 

sought to be mountaineers. These women’s persistence and iron wills allowed 

them to negotiate societal barriers and gender restrictions. 

History of the Alpine Club of Canada (ACC) 

The ACC was founded on a philosophy of supporting a national 

mountaineering culture with a vision to “mak[e] Canadians better people by 

experiencing and appreciating their mountains” (CAJ, 2006, p. 10). It was co-

founded by Elizabeth Parker and Arthur O. Wheeler in 1906. Through its 

promotion of mountaineering, tourism, recreation, and environmental 

stewardship, it became a “critical partner in the development of Canada’s national 

parks” (Reichwein, 1995, p. 2). Under the encouragement of Elizabeth Parker, 

who “saw alpinism as a sport for women as well as men” (Reichwein, 1995, 

p.91), the ACC permitted women into its membership. Its 1906 membership 

consisted of “women [making] up 33.3 percent of the 201 members” (p. 94). 

These women were from middle - to upper - class families, had the privilege of 

being well educated, and had the luxury to travel and enjoy adventures. Women 

were encouraged to become mountain climbers; but as a product of the times and 
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the influence of the Victorian era (Louie, 1996; Reichwein, 1995), the ACC 

created a subtle distinction between its male and female members through its 

formal practices and rules for women who wished to climb more challenging 

mountains. Nonetheless, a small sub-set of women did negotiate their way to 

more difficult climbs and recognition; some even proceeded to lead and become 

amateur guides.  

The subtle practices and rules that negated women’s participation in 

climbing and leading were evident in the climbing practices of the ACC summer 

camps. All members received equal encouragement when climbing easy to 

moderate routes led by Swiss Guides. The men and women were treated equally 

because Swiss Guides were the ones responsible for the safety and success of the 

trips. Since the climbs were relatively easy and were guided, no gender issues 

arose, because women did not challenge the underlying power dynamics and the 

masculine image associated with the competent male guide leaders. “Women’s 

participation in guided, routine climbing did not threaten the unwritten codes and 

structures underlying the sport, which venerated male physical and mental 

superiority” (Louie, 1996, p. 72); thus, they did not challenge the ACC’s 

practices. As women explored more difficult climbs and challenged ideas about 

abilities that were thought to be exclusively masculine, beliefs about gender 

differences became noticeable in regards to what was regarded as suitable for 

women and their competencies. While men were encouraged to climb difficult 

routes for the prestige of the club, women were relegated to easier routes 

(Robinson, 2004). There became a “clear distinction between what was 
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considered an appropriate climb for a lady and for a gentleman” (p. 8). ACC 

administrators and leaders questioned women’s mental and physical 

competencies.  

This was clear, for example during the ACC’s first official ascent of Mt. 

Robson in 1913, when all three summiting parties consisted of men and ACC 

“officials vehemently denied the possibility that women’s abilities could be in the 

same league” (Louie, 1996, p. 96). When a local newspaper mistakenly reported 

that one of the summiting parties had a woman present, Wheeler, the director of 

the ACC wrote a curt editorial response in the local newspaper. He corrected the 

error, then he reinforced his view that most women lacked the capabilities to 

make it to the summit, extolling the heroic demands, hardships and the life-

threatening dangers the men faced. Wheeler stated: “The accomplishment of the 

climb, at the present time, quite beyond the physical ability of most women, and it 

is needless to say that no permission was given by the camp management to any 

lady climber to make such an attempt…” (Wheeler, cited in Louie, 1996, p. 103). 

His statement indicated the lack of confidence that he (and possibly others) had 

towards women and their capabilities of climbing difficult mountains and 

handling extreme weather.  

The distinction of suitable climbs between men and women, and the 

perception of women being physically inferior, in which ACC enforced, 

motivated women to participate in the sport of guideless climbing. The sport of 

guideless climbing, in which individuals climb a mountain without the leadership 

of a professional guide, gained popularity among the male members, becoming 
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prestigious and re-enforcing masculinity in the 1920s (Louie, 1996). Even though 

the ACC lagged behind in recognizing this sport of climbing, the pressure of 

needing volunteer amateur guides soon motivated it to encourage and promote 

these trips, and recruit lead climbers for its amateur guides. Since few women 

conducted guideless climbing and mountaineer trips, the ACC initially ignored 

women such as Phyllis Munday and Polly Prescott who had participated on 

guideless trips. It seemed that the ACC placed more emphasis on promoting and 

recruiting men, than on women.  

To avoid being restricted by the ACC patriarchal hierarchy and its 

preference towards its male members, a smaller sub-set of women promoted all-

women climbs, known as manless climbs or cordee feminine (Louie, 1996; 

Reichwein & Fox, 2001). These all-female trips allowed women to disengage 

themselves from the general hegemonic masculine mountain culture one which 

assumed that in “mixed parties men were the real leaders, with real authority, 

particularly when confronting risk or imminent danger” (Reichwein & Fox, 2001, 

p. 46). Manless climbing encouraged women to expand on their knowledge, skills 

and responsibilities, and to develop their own style of leadership, becoming 

confident leaders. By the early 1930s women such as Margaret Flemming, Polly 

Prescott, and Marjorie McLeod were participating in manless climbs (Fox & 

Reichwein, 2001; Mazel, 1994).  

In the field of leadership when masculinity and competence is highly 

valued, it becomes problematic for women participants, as seen in the ACC 

environment. Even though ACC officials supported women’s climbing, they 
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never formally promoted or acknowledged women climbing challenging terrain. 

As women advanced to more difficult and prestigious high-altitude climbs, they 

did not receive the same recognition and support as the men. “High-altitude first 

ascents, unlike routine guided mountaineering, were understood, promoted and 

relied upon to sort out unequivocally the men from the women…” (Louie, 1996, 

p. 108). A few women did become amateur guides leading ACC summer trips; 

they included Emmie Brooks, Phyllis Munday and Polly Prescott (Reichwein, 

1995). This subtle bias, a tendency to emphasize masculinity and competence in 

amateur guiding was reinforced by the creation of the Silver Rope award in 1934. 

This prestigious award honored excellence in leadership and technical ability in 

mountaineering and ski mountaineering (ACC, n.d). To paraphrase Louie (1996), 

the Silver Rope award was meant for both men and women members who were 

actively guiding ACC trips. However, a few executives believed that women 

lacked the capability of responding adequately to an emergency situation, and that 

they remained inferior climbers. Hence, these executives thought women were not 

appropriate recipients of the award. It wasn’t until 1941, seven years after its 

inception that Polly Prescott, an American, who led ACC trips and participated in 

manless climbs, became the first female to be awarded the Silver Rope Award for 

Leadership. Phyllis Munday was the second female to receive the award. She was 

the first woman (with Annette Buck) to summit Mt. Robson in 1925; in addition, 

working with her husband, she pioneered and geographically surveyed the area of 

Mt. Waddington (the highest mountain in BC) from 1925-1935. She and her 

husband were well recognized as climbers and explorers of British Columbia. 
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Why she did not receive the award before Polly and other males is a question 

worth pondering, because it wasn’t until eight years later, in 1949, that she 

received the award. In a written letter to Don Munday, Sidney R. Vallance, vice-

president in 1948, said “We all know that no-one has more right to wear the silver 

rope than she; the only thing is that it should have been awarded long ago” 

(Louie, 1996, p. 128).  

While the ACC advocated women joining the club and supported women 

climbing easy to moderate routes, it subtly restricted women from advancing to 

more difficult climbs through a lack of encouragement and recognition. Even 

though the majority of women consented with what the ACC promoted, a few 

women sought out more challenging mountains on their own, as they encountered 

biases in the ACC regarding what was acceptable for a woman. The attitude of the 

ACC was that women lacked the capabilities to become good climbers and 

mountaineers because they were inferior to men physically and in terms of 

competence. As these women negotiated the masculine culture of the ACC, they 

conducted their own personal trips, developing their knowledge, skills and 

experience as competent leaders. A few women did eventually receive recognition 

for their leadership becoming ACC amateur guides and receiving the 

distinguished Silver Rope Award.  

History of the Association of Canadian Mountain Guides (ACMG)  

The mountain guiding industry’s strong masculine environment and 

patriarchal structure originated with the arrival of Canada’s first mountain guides 
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– Swiss guides
4
, in 1899, and continued to the young European male climbers 

who arrived in the 1960s to guide in Canada’s Mountain Parks. Consequently, 

Canada’s mountain guiding industry had traditionally been male dominated and 

not surprisingly the establishment of ACMG was conducted by male guides. It 

wasn’t until the early 1980s when a woman entered into the ACMG and attained 

her alpine guide certification.  

In the late 1940s, the post war period, changes were happening in the 

Canadian National Parks that involved the ACC, CPR and a young man named 

Hans Gmosser. The ACC and CPR were key players in the reorganization of the 

National Parks; they pushed the National Parks to provide more opportunities for 

recreational users, emphasizing the need for better accessibility to the mountain 

parks (Reichwein, 1995). The National Parks saw an increase in international 

(Reichwein, 1995) and domestic (Robinson, 2009) visitors, who were “often ill-

trained and poorly equipped” (Calvert & Portman, 2006, p. 26), and who 

preferred to explore and climb without guides.  

With the end of the Swiss guides’ contracts in 1954, the National Parks 

Service realized it no longer had the mountain and ski expertise that Swiss Guides 

provided to their warden service. Due to an increase in accidents and fatalities in 

their mountains, Parks Canada in 1955 hired Swiss Guide Walter Perren to 

                                                           
4
Swiss mountain guides (1899-1954), are mountain guides that arrived from the Swiss Alps to 

guide in Canada’s mountain parks. They were hired by Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR) hotels to 

guide hotel guests and tourists up mountain peaks in the Canadian Rockies, Columbia Mountains 

and Coastal Mountains (Spaar, 2010). 
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develop a mountain rescue program and a professional testing program for all 

individuals who aspired to become professional mountain guides. Initially, in 

order to attain a guide license an individual had to complete a two-page 

questionnaire and make a payment of $2.00 (Calvert & Portman, 2006). Perren’s 

testing program for ski and mountain certification included a four-day 

comprehensive exam consisting of: a one-day rock climbing exam, a two-day 

mixed climb exam and a day of oral and written exams. The first two candidates 

to be granted guide licenses in 1956 were European climbers Bruno Engler and 

Hans Gmoser (Calvert & Portman, 2006; Sandford, 1999).  

From the 1940s to the 1960s the ACC was a constant presence in the 

National Parks becoming (somewhat reluctantly) a key player in institutionalizing 

new climbing practices and a new view on climbing (Reichwein, 1995; Robinson, 

2009). Through its employment of professional Swiss mountain guides, (later) 

Canadian mountain guides, and its development of amateur lead guides, the ACC 

played a formative role in the development of Canadian mountaineering. That role 

has continued to the present day with the association actively recruiting, training 

and establishing amateur guides who are “very competent and perform as well as 

the professional guides” (C. Scott, personal communication, July 13, 2011). When 

the ACMG offered its first certification process a prominent member of the ACC 

was invited to act as a client, providing feedback on the performance of the 

aspirant guide (C. Scott, personal communication, July 13, 2011). Today, the 

ACC continues to have close operation affiliation with the ACMG and “continues 

to play a role in the training and testing of guides” (ACMG, n.d).  
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Hans Gmoser who arrived in Canada in 1951 played an active role in the 

ACC and was one of the first professional mountain guides certified under 

Perren’s new examination process. Gmoser was among the young European 

climbers who began a new era of climbing and mountaineering in Canadian 

National Parks. Gmoser was recruited by Perren to organize a group of guides to 

establish the ACMG. In 1963, he and a group of eight to ten men, which included 

Brian Greenwood, Willi Pfisterer, Dick Lofthouse, and Peter Fuhrmann (Calvert 

and Portman, 2006), formed the ACMG under the auspices of the ACC and Parks 

Canada. In 1965 the ACMG offered the first guide training and certification 

program. A few years later, in 1972, the ACMG became a member of the 

International Federation of Mountain Guides Association (IFMGA); an 

international body responsible for the establishment of professional mountain 

guide standards worldwide (ACMG, n.d).  

In 2012, the well-established ACMG is an influential player in Canada 

Mountain National Parks and the adventure industry; it is also recognized as a 

professional association of trained and certified mountain guides and instructors 

in Canada. An ACMG guide is an individual who guides/instructs clients in the 

mountains and provides experience based adventures, which involve varying 

degrees of goal oriented tasks. Professional guides/instructors competently 

manage risks and provide client care, while ensuring a safe and enjoyable 

experience. ACMG certification has evolved into three streams involving a 

variety of activities: the ACMG Mountain Guide (Rock, Ski and Alpine), Hiking 

Guide (Assistant and Full) and Climbing Instructor (Levels 1, 2 &3, and Top 
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Rope). The stream this study focused on was Mountain Guide. The mountain 

rescue program was renamed as Mountain Safety Programs Specialists. Most 

wardens working in any Mountain National Parks in the Mountain Safety 

Program are usually certified ACMG guides. Commercial businesses that operate 

summer and winter activities in mountainous and avalanche terrain often hire 

guides who are licensed by the ACMG. Individuals who pursue a career as a field 

instructor for any Alberta or British Columbia adventure academic institution 

offering mountain courses/field trips in Western Canada usually possess an 

ACMG certification.  

The ACMG certification process has placed emphasis on the technical and 

physical aspects of training, developing comprehensive exams that assess an 

individual’s “physical skill and toughness with excellent judgment and 

compassion….” and in addition “set[ting] technical standards for mountain 

guiding and climbing instructor certification…” (ACMG, n.d). Since 1996, the 

Canadian Mountain and Ski guide program at Thompson Rivers University has 

collaborated with the ACMG to deliver its training and examination courses. 

Before training and certification, an individual must choose an area(s) of focus, 

whether it is ski, rock, alpine, hiking or indoor climbing, basing the decision on 

her existing skills and knowledge. Chart 1.0 provides an example of the learning 

stages required for certification in one of the activities in the Mountain guide 

stream process – ski guiding. The ski guide process was chosen due to the 

author’s familiarity with the process.  
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Chart 1.0. Ski Guide Process 

Certificate Flow 

 

 

p 

 Note: Adapted from ACMG website (n.d) 

At the time of this study the certification process takes two to ten years of 

continuous training, depending on the discipline and the individual’s expertise 

and experience. A full mountain guide certification takes the longest, as it 

involves attaining full ski and alpine guide certification. Using the ski guide 

process as an example, the following is a brief description of the certification 

process, which has been broken into five stages:  

Stage 1: To begin the certification process, an individual must possess the 

prerequisites, which consist of knowledge, skills and experience of the outdoors 

and competency in alpine skiing. They must also possess the following 

certifications: Advanced Wilderness First Aid (80 hour course) and Canadian 

Avalanche Association (CAA) Avalanche Operations Level I.  

Prerequisites 

CAA Level I Avalanche 

Advance First Aid 

Guide Training Ski 

Asst Ski guide Exam 

CAA Level 2 Avalanche 

Ski Guide Exam 
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Stage 2: The guide training stage consists of three modules: alpine, 

mechanized and ski tour. These modules provide assessment and teaching 

experience in mountainous terrain for the participants. Each of these modules 

takes five to seven days to complete. This course is a prerequisite to the 

apprentice ski guide exam. 

Stage 3: The apprentice guide exam consists of nine days of assessment 

and coaching on an individual’s technical, judgment and decision-making skills in 

mountainous ski terrain. This exam evaluates an individual’s ski guiding skills, 

knowledge and decision making in a ski touring and ski mountaineering 

environment. Examples of skills evaluated are: skiing ability, crevasse rescue, 

group management, rope applications and rescue techniques, lost skier search, 

glacier travel, route finding, and avalanche assessment, etc.  

Stage 5: The full ski guide exam assesses the individual in an eight-day 

course. The purpose of this exam is to certify individuals to work as independent 

guides leading ski touring and mountaineering trips. Prerequisites for this exam 

are: guide training, apprentice ski guide, and CAA avalanche operations level II 

certification, which consists of three modules, each ranging from three and a half 

to seven days,  

If an individual fails any exams they must redo the entire examination for 

the same price. Most candidates in this industry focuses on one particular 

discipline, establishes a career in that area, while others proceed to attain two 

discipline certifications (summer and winter) or their full mountain guide status.  
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Through this process of certification a candidate must be physical fit and 

tough. Also, they must have possess the technical knowledge and skills to pass 

their exam. These are important qualities towards ensuring participants safety in 

hazardous mountain terrain. However, research by Humberstone (2000) and 

Warren and Loeffler (2006) indicated an emphasis on these qualities and abilities, 

did favour men and place women at a disadvantage. Women experienced barriers 

such as developing technical skills, committing to domestic obligations and 

financial constraints (Sharpe, 1998), as they entered into the outdoor adventure 

field. Also, they encountered challenges of: lacking the confidence in their skills 

(Warren & Loeffler, 2006) and gaining the confidence of participants. Therefore, 

when women enter the ACMG environment they might encounter two dilemmas: 

a) a hegemonic patriarchal structure that developed and organized its certification 

process to examine qualities that are incongruent to women; and b) the belief that 

women who desire to become ACMG guides are transgressing society’s 

expectations of women in the outdoors. This could create a double-bind dilemma 

that demonstrates a complex situation that women face, requiring a closer look 

and investigation into how women established themselves in a patriarchal 

structured organization, navigated the certification process and negotiated the 

gender issues. 
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Chapter 3: Contemporary Scholarly Research 

 

Women leaders/instructors in outdoor education and adventure recreation. 

This research has drawn from scholarly studies on women in outdoor education 

(OE) and adventure recreation (AR). The fields of OE and AR represent a group 

of outdoor education programs, camps, adventure businesses, certification 

associations and adventure academic institutions. The literature used in this study 

focused on adventure tourism (Wicksted, 2002), outdoor education (Allin, 2000; 

Allin & Humberstone, 2006; Haluza-Delay, 2003), alternative sports (Appleby & 

Fisher, 2005; Pfister, 2010), adventure recreation leadership (Carter & Colyer, 

1999; Jordan, 1991; Medina, 2001) and certification (Sharpe, 1998, 2001, 2002), 

to name a few.  

The current literature indicated that these fields had a history of being 

male-dominated with early participants, guides, leaders and instructors being 

predominantly male (Allin, 2000; Carter & Colyer; 1999). Furthermore, the 

recreation activities in these fields had traditionally a masculine overtone (Carter 

& Colyer, 1999; Little & Wilson, 2005; Humberstone, 2000), which is reflected in 

the literature of the Outward Bound movement, with its “early philosophies of 

‘muscular Christianity’ and character building” (Humberstone, 2000, p. 30). 

Outward Bound was established in 1934 based on military models that sought to 

build character in boys by promoting masculine traits of “competition, 

independence, toughness and discipline” (Carter & Colyer, 1999, p. 76). The 

feminine traits of caring, communication and consideration were not associated 

with masculine outdoor pursuits. In addition, emphasis was placed on technical 
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skills and physical requirements, which often excluded women, and maintained 

male domination in such activities as climbing, mountaineering, and exploring to 

name a few (Allin, 2000; Warren & Loeffler, 2006).  

The fields of OE and AR thus contributed to a patriarchal hegemonic 

system in which men were in the position of authority and power, working as 

leaders, directors, coordinators and instructors (Allin, 2000). As women entered 

into these environments they encountered gender issues because they were 

instructed and evaluated according to male standards and masculine traits. This 

created challenges for them since they differed in their perceptions and use of 

training programs (Sharpe, 2001, 2002), their development of technical skills and 

feelings of competency (Loeffler, 1997; Warren & Loeffler, 2006) and their 

establishment of leadership skills (Carter & Colyer, 1999; Haluza Delay & 

Dyment, 2003; Henderson, 1997; Wittmer, 2001).To provide insight in 

understanding the experiences and the possible gender issues that women 

encountered as they pursued careers as ACMG guides, this study explored three 

factors: the influence of certification in OE and AR, the development of 

leaders/instructors, and the perceptions/ biases towards women as leaders and 

instructors. Although there is substantial literature that analyze the fields of OE 

and AR, little research has been done regarding female guides and the certifying 

agency ACMG. Therefore, this research could possibly expand upon existing 

scholarship by examining women who have negotiated their place and constructed 

their identities in the male dominant and masculine environment of mountain 

guiding. 
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Influence of certification in OE and AR. Even though the fields of OE and AR 

have been significantly researched, there is a gap in scholarly literature with 

respect to certifying agencies. Priest and Gass (1997) presented a model in which 

three elements were identified that contributed to the development of outdoor 

leaders. The three elements involved “individual certification, program 

accreditation and outdoor leadership preparation” (p. 6). Exploring individual 

certification and outdoor leadership preparation of this model helped to 

investigate the role that certifying agencies play in outdoor education and 

adventure recreation, and provided an insight into the position ACMG played in 

the development of high risk guides. 

As adventure programs and commercial operators continued to provide 

outdoor experiences, they required their professional outdoor leaders and guides 

to possess specific certifications. Certification indicates that an individual has met 

a minimum or advanced standard of competency that has been evaluated by a 

certifying agency (Priest & Gass, 1997). The ACMG is a certifying agency that 

assesses and evaluates individuals’ technical skills and judgment in specific 

activities to a high level of competency. The requirement for certification is 

increasing, and the trend has indicated that general certifications in first aid, safety 

and activity-specific skills (such as ski guiding and avalanche risk management) 

continue to be required by employers (Attarian, 2001; Sheridan, 2004).  

Attarian’s Trends in Outdoor Adventure Education (2001) 

comprehensively looked at the past and present trends in the field of adventure 

programs. Attarian indicated that there are a number of problems with 
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certification, including: (a) the ability to effectively identify and evaluate people 

(soft) skills associated with adventure programming such as judgment and 

communication, (b) the misconception that certification is the solution for safety 

or environmental protection, (c) the fact that certification often excluded those 

who are experienced, but not certified, and (d) the financial costs of and time 

requirements for certification. He concluded that certification will be required by 

programs for legal and insurance purposes. 

Yet even though certification was not seen as an adequate way for 

evaluating instructors or leaders (Gass, 1999), there was still momentum from 

adventure programs, business and academic institutions requiring their outdoor 

guides/leaders/instructors to possess certifications. Other variables, such as 

personal needs, lawsuits and insurance, were driving organizations to require such 

credentials. A study by Collins, Carlson, Hunt, Wagstaff, and Albertson (2009) 

explored the development of outdoor education professionals and their 

competency levels, reinforcing that while “certifications are contested as to their 

importance in the field of outdoor leadership, they are making an impact in the 

development of outdoor leadership competencies” (p. 27). This study evaluated 

certifications, experiences and professional roles in relation to Priest and Gass 

core competencies of “foundational knowledge, self awareness, decision making 

and judgment, teaching and facilitation, environmental ethics, program 

management, safety and risk management , technical ability, communication 

skills and professional ethics” (Collins et al., 2009, p. 25). A survey was sent to 

graduate students from the Wilderness Education Association (WEA), to which 
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119 responded. Of that number, “98 respondents (82.45) received a Certification 

of Outdoor Leadership” (p. 26) upon course completion. In this study the 

researchers described a perceived connection between certifications and 

competency, by virtue of which participants perceived themselves competent and 

confident once they possessed a certification. Also, certifications and experience 

were thought to complement each other and were recognized as necessary for 

professional development. The study indicated that insurance companies and land 

managers perceived those who possess certifications had attained a level of 

competency, therefore required certification for liability reasons. These studies 

highlighted an importance on technical skills, certifications and competency in the 

fields of OE and AR, reinforcing the pivotal role of the ACMG. 

Women and leadership training. In order to guide a group, a woman must have 

acquired specific technical skills to a certain level of competency (Median, 2001; 

Sugarman, 1999; Wicksted et al., 2002), which requires a level of physical fitness. 

Most women proceed through a series of steps in developing skills essential to a 

specific adventure discipline; for example, canoeing initially requires a basic 

standard first aid (16 hours) and a basic (16 hours) paddling course, then entails 

an advanced wilderness first aid (80 hours) and a swiftwater rescue (30 hours) 

technician course. Each of these steps focused primarily on the development of 

hard skills, which are easier to evaluate than soft skills and posed challenges for 

women. The current research indicated that in the development of leaders and 

instructors, emphasis was placed on the acquisition of hard technical skills and 

physical strength over soft skills such as interpersonal relations and 
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communication (Warren & Loeffler, 2006; Haluza Delay & Dyment, 2003). 

Research also revealed that certification reflects the evaluation of hard skills and 

that soft skills are impossible to certify (Attarian, 2001; Sheridan, 2004). If this is 

the case, women are at a disadvantage because research indicated that in society 

men have been socialized to deal more efficiently with learning the hard skills, 

whereas women often “lack the precursory experiences in mechanical 

manipulation and technical training afforded to men” (Warren & Loeffler, 2006, 

p.111). Therefore, societal factors contributed to the perception that men are 

associated with hard skills, “the traditional hard-edge stuff such as planning, 

honing technical skills, making tough decisions, and dealing with conflicts” 

(Graham, 1997, p. 8), while women are seen to possess the soft-edge skills, such 

as “developing trust, communicating with sensitivity, balancing intellect with 

intuition and inspiring those you lead” (Graham, 1997, p. 8; Warren & Loeffler, 

2006; Wittmer, 2001).  

Women’s opportunities to develop careers in OE and AR were further 

constrained by the various levels of education and exams, some of which focused 

on the evaluation of hard technical skills in environments where women were a 

minority; “the spaces of outdoor education and outdoor adventurous activities 

have been,… largely male” (Allin, 2000, p. 52). Two studies conducted on the 

Scottish Mountain Leader Training Board (SMLTB), by Sharp et al. (1998, 2001) 

explored the way that men and women perceived and used the program. The first 

study (1998) consisted of a questionnaire completed by a representative sample of 

710 with 81.2% of male respondents and 18.8% of female respondents. The 
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results showed that there were gender differences in registration and progression 

to higher levels. At the initial levels the numbers of women registrants were 

marginally lower than those of men, whereas the numbers of women advancing to 

the higher levels of the mountain process were significantly lower in comparison 

to those of men, indicating “the gender divide sharpens as the scheme progresses” 

(p. 233). The findings indicated that the reasons women were under-represented 

may be associated with the “scheme’s content, structure and course delivery, as 

well as the way it is perceived by people, its importance, relevance and value” (p. 

236).  

In addition, the women’s responses indicated a difference in their 

perception towards the content and structure of the program. The second study 

(2001) consisted of a questionnaire sent to every individual who had participated 

in the program within a specific five-year period. It explored the SMLTB program 

and the low numbers of women participants by examining the differences in 

views between men and women. Once again, male participants/respondents 

outnumbered females. The results indicated that women perceived the usefulness 

of the scheme differently than men, placing more importance on the acquisition of 

knowledge such as route finding, whereas the men favored the acquisition of 

skills such as rope handling. The researchers found that the women dropped out 

because they were dissatisfied with certain parts of the program. They concluded 

that the barriers that women encounter within the SMLTB leadership program 

may possibly lie in the structure of the program, which is a certifying agency 

similar to the ACMG. Sharp et al.’s findings suggested that a certifying agency 
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structure and its development/instruction of certain programs contributed to the 

low numbers of women participants. The same factors might exist in the ACMG 

and have contributed to its low numbers of women candidates.  

If the emphasis on hard skills presented women with a significant 

challenge on their way to certification, the pressure of confronting social 

perception about the outdoors, physicality, masculinity might be even more 

discouraging. Early research has indicated that historically women have been 

known to be the weaker/inferior sex (Bialeschki, 1990; Humberstone, 2000; 

Pfister, 2010) and socialized to believe that participating in outdoor activities 

recognized as masculine was inappropriate (Carter & Colyer, 1999; Warren & 

Loeffler, 2006). Therefore, women had to negotiate and challenge traditional 

assumptions in regards to their career development, physicality, leadership and 

motherhood.  

The research by Allin (2000) especially revealed insight into the gender 

issues and challenges women encounter as they established careers in outdoor 

education. In-depth interviews were used to explore how twelve highly qualified 

women between the ages of 34 and 61 years negotiated their outdoor male 

dominant environments. The study provided some interesting results: (a) the 

majority of participants were introduced to the outdoors by fathers, brothers or 

male playmates, received support from home environment and school, and 

identified themselves as physically fit; (b) women did not identify their physical 

qualities as being masculine, but adopted some masculine characteristics (such as 

the clothes they wore) in order to be accepted into an environment that was male-
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dominated; (c) women competent in the outdoors indicated a lack of confidence in 

their early careers and they never exceeded their male partners in skill level; (d) 

tensions and struggles did exist when women worked in an environment that they 

perceived as macho or emphasized elements associated to masculinity; (e) a few 

of the women decided against having children because of being restricted from 

pursuing their outdoor careers, whereas women who decided to have children 

experienced pressure to leave or as one woman experienced, relations with her 

male colleagues became more relaxed that having children “feminizes you” (p. 

65); (f) women often did not receive support from women who were in positions 

of power. However, the female participants were starting to see their masculine 

environments changing as more women entered the outdoor environment. This 

present research will explore the experiences that women encountered as they 

pursued careers as ACMG guides, providing insight into their thoughts and 

decisions as they negotiated a male environment.  

A recent study by Dilley and Scraton (2010) focused on women and 

serious leisure
5
 in relation to their climbing careers and identities, demonstrating 

that similarities existed between serious leisure processes and establishing a 

career as a guide. The study used a gender lens to explore the identities and 

lifestyles of women climbers. A combination of spider diagrams, in-depth 

interviews and climbing diaries were used to explore the experiences of nineteen 

                                                           
5
 According to Stebbins (2007), serious leisure is the “systematic pursuit of an amateur, hobbyist, 

or volunteer core activity that people find so substantial, interesting and fulfilling that, in the 

typical case, they launch themselves on a (leisure) career centered on acquiring and expressing a 

combination of its special skills, knowledge and experiences” (p. 5). 
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women climbers. The findings revealed a story of women who challenged the 

traditional notion of gender through their passion for climbing and the lifestyles 

they lived, and addressed the traditional gendered expectations of femininity by 

embodying masculine traits of physical strength, skill and knowledge. In 

relationships they experienced the traditional gender expectations (he led, she 

seconded), inhibiting their climbing skills development, and prompting some 

women to climb without their boyfriends and husbands. The social space of 

climbing is where the women felt accepted and had a sense of belonging. Finally, 

motherhood did pose some difficulties for the women, especially when children 

were young. The study focused on women committed to climbing as a serious 

leisure, exploring the negotiations and the decisions that they made and how 

“gender identities [were] implicitly tied to their serious leisure identities” (p. 138), 

experiences which could be shared by women pursuing careers as ACMG guides. 

Perceptions and gender biases towards women leaders and instructors. 

Traditionally, leadership positions in OE and AR had been male dominated and 

are still seen in today’s outdoor industry in upper management, employers, 

administration and programmers (Allin, 2000; Allin & Humberstone, 2006; 

Jordan 1991; Saunders & Sharp, 2002). The literature revealed that the task of 

ensuring women were viewed as effective leaders and instructors in the outdoors, 

was an ongoing battle against the andocentric view that society had of leaders in 

outdoor/adventure activities (Henderson, 1996). Research has shown that 

effective male and female leaders use a variety of leadership styles, adopting both 

masculine and feminine traits, depending on the situation, task at hand and clients 
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(Henderson, 1996; Priest & Dixon, 1991; Sheridan, 2005). However, women 

leaders were perceived and evaluated differently than their male counterparts 

because they were performing a gender role that was incongruent with society’s 

ideology around leadership. Therefore, women working in the outdoor/adventure 

industry were active agents challenging the assumptions that participants brought 

with them to their adventure experiences, such as the perceptions of female 

frailty, male physical supremacy, traditional gender stereotypes (Carter & Coyler, 

1999) and competency.  

At the time of this research, there are few AR and OE research studies that 

focus on perceptions regarding women in positions of leaders, instructors or 

guides. However, one study by Jordan (1991) explored participants’ views of men 

and women outdoor leaders and the influence that gender biases had on one’s 

perception. The participants were registrants from the 1988 Colorado Outward 

Bound School summer program. There were 147 participants, of which 67% were 

males and 36% were females. In the study, both female and male participants 

showed a preference for male leaders because they perceived the male to be more 

competent than the female. Jordan noted that leadership in society was given a 

higher status because a leader was able to influence those around her towards 

achieving goals. Since society connected high status and competent leadership 

with masculinity, discrimination emerged. In Jordan’s study the women did not 

receive recognition for some leadership behaviors, such as those that involved 

physical and technical skills. Also, they were not perceived as competent when 

compared to male outdoor leaders. Therefore, “recognition and reinforcement of 
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legitimate leadership in men is found (preference for a male leaders), while the 

same was not true for women” (p. 242).  

There were, however, several problems with the study. These included the 

fact that (a) the participants were starting the summer courses, not finishing them. 

This caused the reader to wonder if perceptions would have changed in the 

participants after the summer courses; and (b) the participant’s level of experience 

was unknown. This would have been interesting to know because experienced 

participants might have had a different perception of female leaders. Even though 

this was an older study it acknowledged that gender biases did emerge to 

influence or hinder women pursuing careers in outdoor adventure. The present 

research explores if this perception is still occurring and how women are 

negotiating this discrimination dilemma. 

 

Summary 

A review of the literature thus indicated that the outdoor environment had 

traditionally been male-dominated with the exception of a few extraordinary 

women mountaineers and explorers. The ACC had a patriarchal organization 

structure with Elizabeth Parker and a few other women being the exception. 

Although the ACC welcomed women as members, a few women encountered 

gender differences and biases. This was especially evident when women began 

climbing difficult mountains or routes, receiving no encouragement or 

acknowledgement from ACC senior administrators. The few women who did 

summit many difficult peaks achieved these feats by organizing their own 
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climbing and mountaineer trips outside the ACC organizational structure, 

participating on guideless trips and organizing manless trips with their women 

friends. Eventually, the ACC granted them permission to participate in its more 

difficult trips. They, also received recognition for excellent leadership and work 

as amateur guides for the ACC.  

The ACMG was established at a time and in an environment that 

recognized the accomplishments of men more than those of women (even though 

there were a few women such as Arlene Bloom and Sharon Wood, who were 

accomplishing amazing feats). It was developed as a certifying agency for 

individuals interested in becoming guides in Canada’s western mountains. The 

ACMG has established its authority in professional competence and ethics in the 

mountains, gaining exclusive guiding rights in the Mountain National Parks and 

becoming a dominant voice in the adventure tourism industry. When reviewing 

the history of the outdoors, the formation of the ACC, and the influence of male 

European guides, it was not surprising to learn that the ACMG had developed a 

pedagogical structure that required physiological strength, masculine traits and 

lifestyle choices that favored men over women (albeit in a subtle and unconscious 

way), therefore creating barriers for women who pursued careers as ACMG 

guides. 

The research conducted in the fields of OE and AR demonstrated how 

leadership (which is similar to guiding) had been socially constructed to favour 

men over women, therefore creating a gendered environment for women in 

regards to their attaining certification and society’s perception of them in 
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leadership roles. Certification placed emphasis on hard skills over soft skills, 

which outfitters, governments and insurance companies required from guides, 

leaders and instructors. Given the influence that certification had in the outdoor/ 

adventure fields and the pivotal role that ACMG played, it was important to 

understand its impact on women desiring to become ACMG guides. As women 

trained to become guides they negotiate an environment that has historically been 

a male-centered culture, possibly creating issues and challenges for women. 

Research regarding society’s perception of women in outdoor leadership roles 

was scarce and outdated, but had indicated that women and men both favoured 

men in outdoor leadership positions believing women lacked physicality, 

technical skills and competency. Hence, this research will seek to address the 

research question by gathering the stories of women who are ACMG guides. 
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Chapter 4: Methodology 

 

In giving accounts of ourselves or of others, we are guided by narrative 

plots. Whether for formal biographies or autobiographies, for 

psychotherapy, for self-disclosure, or for entertainment, we do more than 

catalog a series of events. Rather, we render the events into a story 

(Sarbin, 1986, p. 23). 

 

The conceptual framework of this research used information gathered from the 

fields of AR and OE, a constructivist epistemology and narrative inquiry to 

explore the experiences of eight women who have developed careers as ACMG 

guides. It provided insight into the lives of women who decided to become guides 

in high risk activities in an organization that has a male dominated environment. 

The research questions that directed this study are: 

Central Question: What do the female guides’ stories tell us about how they 

establish themselves as guides, negotiate the ACMG certification process, and 

address the effects of being a guide on their personal lives? 

 Sub Questions: 

A) What gender issues do the female guides face that may constrain or 

enhance their experiences of becoming a guide? 

 

B) What are the influencing factors / people that contribute to a female’s 

decision to proceed with her certification or end her guiding career? 

 

C) How do female guides negotiate their gender identities to become 

 successful guides? 
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 This study analyzed women's stories, which are representations of how 

people interpreted their experiences and constructed their identities (Polkinghorn, 

1988). Stories revealed individual and social experiences, moved in a temporal 

direction of past, present and future, and occurred within a setting and/or place 

(Bruner, 1990; Clandinin, 1990, 2000; Ollerenshaw & Creswell, 2002; 

Polkinghorne, 1988). The first section of this chapter discussed my rationale for 

using a constructivist paradigm and narrative inquiry to direct the analysis and 

interpretation processes of this research study. The second section revealed the 

sampling strategy, data collection, analysis, and ethical considerations.  

Epistemology Paradigm and Narrative Perspective  

 Constructivist Paradigm. A constructivist paradigm focused on how 

people interpreted the world based on their experiences with others (Instructional 

Design Knowledge Base, n.d). Individuals are influenced by the norms and values 

related to their communities, cultures, history, ethnicity and politics, to name a 

few. Constructivist philosophy is based on the ontological assumption of relativity 

that “what is said to be ‘the way things are’ is really just the ‘sense we make of 

them’” (Patton, 2002, p. 64). This implies that individuals create stories to convey 

their interpretations of what they saw and how they reacted; they are narrating 

their experiences that they meaningfully constructed (Crotty, 1998; Patton, 2002). 

The stories of the female ACMG guides were re-constructions of past and present 

events involving their interpretations of their struggles, challenges, successes, and 

decisions that had impacted their personal and professional lives. Thus, it was 

important to listen to their stories and look at the complexity of their stories 
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“rather than narrow the meanings into a few categories or ideas” (Creswell, 2007, 

p. 20), thereby gaining a richer understanding of their commitment towards 

pursuing careers as ACMG guides. 

 Narrative Inquiry. A narrative approach was used in this qualitative 

study because it was best suited for exploring the stories of women who 

established themselves as ACMG guides and captured in detail their experiences 

that included events, actions, meanings, epiphanies, images, and customs 

(Connelly & Clandinin 1990, Polkinghorne, 1995). Polkinghorne (1995) 

suggested that narrative is often used in qualitative inquiries to examine 

individuals’ everyday experiences, through their natural linguistic expressions, 

and not through “decontextualized short phrases or with abstracted counts 

designed for use in computational analysis” (p. 6). The use of narrative inquiry 

allowed researchers to examine human experience within a phenomenon, through 

stories revealed, in which humans lead storied lives, both individually and 

socially (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, 2006; Clandinin & Rosiek, 2007). 

 Connelly and Clandinin (1990) indicated that narrative is both 

phenomenon-inquiry into narrative and method-narrative inquiry, “we say that 

people by nature lead storied lives and tell stories of those lives, whereas narrative 

researchers describe such lives, collect and tell stories of them, and write 

narratives of experience” (p. 2). This concept was adopted for the theoretical 

foundation of this study. In this study I looked at the phenomenon of women who 

are pursuing careers as ACMG guides from the perspective of eight female 

guides. It was my understanding that telling of a lived experience by an 
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individual, as she reflected and interpreted upon her experience, helped her to 

make sense of it as she explained it to others. As a narrative inquirer I elicited 

stories from eight women that described their individual experiences and 

associated meanings as they pursued ACMG guiding careers, gaining an insight 

into each woman's overall experience.  

 This research used Clandinin and Connelly’s (2000) metaphorical three-

dimensional narrative inquiry space approach. This narrative inquiry approach 

explored the ways humans experienced the world (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; 

Clandinin & Connelly, 2000); therefore as a researcher I was focused on the lived 

experiences of my participants. In contrast to other narrative approaches, 

Clandinin and Connelly (2000) narrative inquiry was influenced by the work of 

John Dewey (1934), who emphasized that experience was both individual and 

social, which is similar to the constructivist’s paradigm that a person is an 

individual who has experiences in relation to social, historical, and cultural 

environments. We as people tell stories that allow us to think as we figured out 

our lives and understand another individual’s thinking, actions and reactions 

(Ollerenshaw & Creswell, 2002). Furthermore, in the process of engaging in one’s 

life an individual is always “telling, retelling, and reliving stories…as they reflect 

upon life and explain themselves to others” (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 4). 

Along with this concept of interaction Dewey believed that experience involved 

continuity, “the notion that experiences grow out of other experiences and 

experiences lead to further experiences” (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000, p. 2); 

therefore all experiences have past, present and future elements. Through this 
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narrative inquiry approach stories are collected as data through interviews, 

analyzed according to the three-dimensional framework, and then retold in a 

temporal sequence in order to make sense of the experiences (Creswell, 2007; 

Dean 1998). 

 Hence using narrative inquiry in this study allowed for a retelling of the 

women’s experiences and the meanings that they created out of their encounters 

(Bruner, 1990). Through the three- dimensional narrative inquiry approach, rich 

descriptions were produced in regards to Clandinin and Connelly (2000) ‘four 

directions of inquiry’, which involved: “(A) The first direction (inward), means 

looking towards internal conditions, which reflects feelings, hopes, aesthetic 

reaction and moral dispositions. (B) The second direction (outward), means 

looking at existing conditions in the environment. (C) The third and fourth 

direction (backward/forward), means looking at the past, present and future” (p. 

50).  

 The three-dimensional narrative approach required collaboration between 

the narrative inquirer and participants: “the narrative inquirers cannot bracket 

themselves out of the inquiry…” (Clandinin, 2006); both were involved in the 

storytelling and restorying process, creating a relationship wherein the 

participants felt comfortable and felt that they could voice their stories (Clandinin, 

2006; Connelly & Clandinin, 1990; Ollershaw & Creswell, 2002; Richmond, 

2002). Therefore this research process involved gathering data (stories), listening 

to interviews repeatedly, developing a three-dimensional narrative table for each 

participant, receiving participant feedback on the analysis of their experiences, 
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and restorying their experiences into a narrative that involved the participants 

rechecking, ensuring that their experiences and implied meanings are accurately 

portrayed. 

Methods 

 Sample. In narrative research the recommended type of sampling is 

purposeful selection or a sample of individuals who can answer the research 

question (Creswell, 2007; Marshall, 1996; Polkinghorne, 2005; Richards, 2006). 

Polkinghorne (2005) indicated that the data collected be “sufficiently rich 

bring[ing] refinement and clarity to the understanding [of] an experience” (p. 

140). In this research the selection of women who were at different stages of their 

guiding careers provided different perspectives and relevant descriptions of their 

experiences. I recruited assistant and full ACMG guides who work or have 

worked in the adventure tourism industry. The three reasons that women ACMG 

guides were chosen: a) to guide in the Canadian mountains an individual must be 

a certified ACMG guide, b) the ACMG is an umbrella organization encompassing 

five adventure activities (there are no other equally diverse organizations), and c) 

the percentage of women certified as ACMG guides is significantly low.  

 Sample size. Marchall (1996) and Mason (2010) indicate that the 

appropriate size is “one that adequately answers the research question” (Marchall, 

1996, p.523). As of 2010, the ACMG membership had 405 active ACMG guides 

and of those only 37 (8%) are women. This research recruited eight women, 

which represents approximately one quarter of the population of female ACMG 

guides, therefore providing a strong representation of female guides. Recruiting 
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eight women at different stages of their guiding careers and guiding different 

activities generated information-rich stories that allowed for five themes to 

emerge. This sample size of eight women was achievable within the research data 

collection timeframe, the geographic locations of Alberta and British Columbia 

and the women’s availability.  

 Recruitment of Sample. Through using the snowball method and asking 

friends, eight women were recruited who met the following conditions: (A) one 

woman from each of the four activities (ski, rock, alpine and mountain) 

participated; therefore each discipline certification process was represented; (B) A 

variety of assistant and full guide’s participated; therefore different perspectives 

on the examination process were revealed; (C) Women who had failed an exam 

participated to discuss their perspectives around failing and their decisions to 

proceed or not; (D) Full mountain guides participated in order to explore their 

view of the whole certification process; (E) Women raising children participated 

in order to discuss issues around parental responsibilities and decisions; (F) One 

female participated who is no longer a guide, exploring her decisions around 

leaving and career patterns. Implementing the recruitment process I approached 

two female guides who I knew personally and invited them to participate, and 

they accepted. I approached a tourism operator requesting an email be sent to its 

women guides describing my research study and inviting women to participate. I 

received seven responses to this invitation; due to individual commitments and 

time restraints, six women agreed to participate in the study. Upon each woman's 

agreement to participate I arranged a date, time and suitable location with her to 
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conduct the interview. Due to scheduling restrictions recruiting women and 

conducting the interviews were conducted concurrently.  

 Throughout the initial stage of the interview recruitment process when a 

woman emailed her willingness to participate in the study, I contacted her by 

email to introduce myself, my research purpose and explain my interest in hearing 

her experiences (See Appendix A – Interview Initial email). During this initial 

email conversation I outlined the interview procedures emphasizing that her 

participation is entirely voluntary and informed her that she can decline or 

withdraw from the study anytime. Each woman approved the audio recording of 

all information collected and note taking by myself during the interview process. I 

informed them that all information was confidential and pseudonyms were 

established at the end of the interview and then transferred at the time of 

transcription. I indicated that situational information would be altered so an 

individual’s identity will not be revealed, which did occur whenever possible. 

However, given the small group size and complexity of their descriptions not all 

situational information could be altered, therefore anonymity could not be 

guaranteed. Once a woman confirmed her participation I emailed her a package 

consisting of a cover letter and consent form. (See Appendix B –Cover Letter –

Interview, Appendix C –Interview Consent,). They were encouraged to seek any 

clarification before the interviews began. The consent form was filled out at the 

start of the interviews so that I was able to witness it. A thank you letter 

(Appendix E – Thank you) was sent to each of the participants after their 

involvement was done. 
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 Location and Setting. The locations of the interviews were conducted in 

the hometown of the participant unless she indicated another location due to her 

schedule. The researcher suggested a private setting ensuring anonymity of the 

participant and reducing the possibility for disruptions. Four of the interviews 

were conducted at the participant’s home, providing a comfortable and quiet 

setting allowing for a clear audio recording to occur. The other four were 

conducted at cafés of the participant's choice, where ensuring anonymity was not 

guaranteed but which the participants preferred. Also, at some cafés the noise was 

loud, which required careful listening of audio during transcription process. 

 Semi-structured open-ended interviews. In this study the interview 

questions created a one on one interaction between researcher and interviewee 

(Mason, 2002), allowing for open discussion and reflection from the participants 

as they talked of their experiences. The women had the freedom to voice their 

stories, to direct and control their own responses with minimal interference from 

the interviewer (Silverman, 2010). Probing questions were used to elicit further 

details, feelings and meanings of a woman's experience. Using open-ended 

interviews as a data collection method allowed for in-depth discussion and 

exploration of the women's experiences through the mode of conversation, which 

was audio recorded and later transcribed. The interview questions were divided 

into two categories: one focused on their ACMG process and the second focused 

on their guiding careers. An initial pilot test of the questions was conducted, 

which allowed the researcher to practice her skills as an interviewer in gaining 

access to the participants' experiences and associated meanings (Polkinghorne, 
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2005). After the pilot test was conducted a few questions were changed ensuring 

that the questions were relevant, understandable, and created reflective 

experiences. Due to time restrictions of the researcher, the availability of some of 

the participants and the length of travel distance a follow up interview did not 

occur. An alternative to the interview, follow-up questions were developed 

through the three-dimensional narrative inquiry framework, addressing 

clarification and further explanation; these were emailed to participants along 

with their three-dimensional table. All but one participant provided feedback. 

Data Analysis: Three-dimensional Narrative Inquiry Space 

Using narrative inquiry helped to understand the women's experiences, 

which were told through their stories. Stories are their interpretations of events 

and actions (Polkinghorne, 1988) that occurred within social, cultural and 

institutional settings (Moen, 2006). Through the use of a feminist lens this 

research analyzed the lived experiences of eight women in relation to 

“expectations, roles, and behaviours associated with being male, as well as 

female” (Henderson, 1996, p.111).  

 A three-dimensional narrative inquiry framework was used to analyze the 

data collected for each of the female participants. Through this analysis a 

narrative was completed of each woman's experience and through this overall 

process themes were identified, allowing for a comprehensive understanding of 

how the women made sense of their lives (Ollerenshaw & Creswell, 2002; 

Polkinghorne, 1995; Thorne 2000) and constructed their identities.  
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 This three-dimensional narrative inquiry framework's elements and their 

directions (mentioned previously) helped to provide an understanding of the 

experiences that the women narratively constructed and narratively lived 

(Clandinin & Huber, 2002). The three elements of this framework are: personal 

and social (interaction); past, present and future (continuity/temporality), and 

place (situation). The following table is a clear description of the three-

dimensional narrative inquiry framework combining the components and 

directions. 

Table 1.0: The Three-Dimensional Space Narrative Structure 

Interaction Continuity / Temporality Situation / Place 

Social Past  Present Future  

Look outward 

to existential 

conditions in 

the 

environment 

together with 

people and 

their 

intentions, 

purposes, 

assumptions, 

and points of 

view 

Look 

backward to 

remembered 

experiences, 

feelings, and 

stories from 

earlier times 

Look at 

current 

experiences, 

feelings, and 

stories relating 

to actions of 

an event 

Look forward 

to implied 

and possible 

experiences 

and plot lines 

Look at context, time, 

and place situated in a 

physical landscape or 

setting with topological 

and spatial boundaries 

with characters' 

intentions, purposes, and 

different points of view 

Note: Adapted from Ollerenshaw and Creswell (2002) 

 This narrative inquiry structure helped to capture the wholeness of the 

women's stories, which as lives are full of richness and complexity. These stories 

were then retold into narratives that represent the women's lived experiences. In 

this study the data analysis was a lengthy process involving:  

 A) Interviews. Interviews were conducted during the week of November 

15-25, 2011. Due to time restrictions of the participants and researcher's schedule 
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the data collection of interviews was completed first. After the interviews were 

completed the analysis involved listening to the audio recording, developing an 

initial understanding of the women’s experiences, and then transcribing the 

interview. As I transcribed verbatim the audio recordings I highlighted gaps in 

conversation, silence, tensions, events, commonalities and differences (Clandinin 

& Connelly, 2000), writing my thoughts in the margins of the transcripts. The 

transcriptions were hand written first then each transcription was transferred to a 

computer file; this lengthy process added a more in-depth analysis and 

understanding of the women's experiences. 

 B) Transcription and analysis. After the transcripts were transcribed, 

each participant's data was analyzed according to the three-dimensional 

framework. 

 Interaction: Participants' lives are shaped by their personal and social 

experiences, in which they reflect and process through memories. Analyzing the 

participant's personal experiences provided an insight into their desires, feelings, 

hopes, aesthetic reactions and moral dispositions towards an incident or situation 

involving their interactions with others. This interaction resulted in a negative or 

positive impact/influence on the participant.  

 Continuity / Temporality: Analyzing the women's transcripts of their past 

experiences information is revealed of how they established themselves as guides, 

negotiated the ACMG process, and their associated feelings towards events and 

actions, as well as reflecting on present experiences, associated feelings of 

themselves as guides and the impact of guiding on their identities and lives. These 
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stories revealed past and present experiences, which lead to future experiences 

and plot lines.  

 Situations/places: The above analysis was done while looking at specific 

situations in the participants landscape, in relation to physical places or sequence 

of places (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000; Ollerenshaw & Creswell, 2002).  

 This procedure required the reading of each transcript numerous times, 

according to the narrative inquiry framework, resulting in the development of a 

three-dimensional narrative table for each participant in the study. The narrative 

inquiry table identified and organized each participant’s interactions (personal and 

social) within specific situations/places. As each narrative inquiry table was 

completed it was emailed to the participant for her feedback on: clarification of 

content, removal of content that would reveal her identity, removal of sensitive 

content and to answer specific questions, ensuring confidentiality was maintained. 

Working within narrative inquiry involved continual discussions with each 

participant, engaging her in the narrative development (Clandinin, 2006; Connelly 

& Clandinin, 1990; Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). 

 C) Writing of Narrative. Once the participant provided her feedback or 

approval to continue, the restorying process of the final narrative text began, 

which described the experiences and interactions of the participant within the 

temporal/continuity timeline of past, present and future intentions. Upon its 

completion the narrative was emailed back to the participant for further feedback 

and any changes she requested. When conducting narrative inquiry emphasis is 

placed on collaboration between the participant and the researcher (Clandinin & 
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Connelly, 2000; Ollerenshaw & Creswell, 2002). During this data collection and 

analysis process themes and patterns were identified as they emerged through the 

women's stories. 

 Having the participant’s continual involvement, albeit through email, 

during the analysis process helped to "…understand another's experience in life or 

their relation to others, to let their voice be heard, to let them speak for and about 

themselves…"(Clandinin, 2007, p. 231). Realizing that even though the women 

are telling their stories, their interpretations of their experiences, they chose to 

reveal what they want others to hear and the meaning their story conveys 

(Clandinin, 2007). Collaborating with the women throughout their three-

dimensional table and narrative development allowed each woman the 

opportunity to have input into how her story presented in written form, thus 

maintaining confidentiality. 

Ethical Issues.  

 This research adopted the University of Alberta's ethics standards that are 

administered by the Research Ethics Board (REB). Ethics need to be taken into 

consideration throughout the research study “as we negotiate entry to the field site 

of the research; involve participants in our study; gather personal, emotional data 

that reveal the details of life; and ask participants to give considerable time to our 

projects” (Creswell, 2007, p. 44).  

To ensure confidentiality each participant created a pseudonym for herself, 

which was used in all transcriptions and documentations. Throughout the 

interview, when sensitive information was revealed, I reiterated that all 
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information would be kept confidential. As well, each participant was informed 

during the initial contact that their participation was strictly voluntary and that 

they could withdraw at any time during the research without repercussions. To 

achieve confidentiality each participant's final narrative was returned for their 

feedback and approval, and any sensitive or revealing information was removed 

upon request, therefore reducing the possibility of any negative reaction from the 

ACMG or its members. Also, any quotes/descriptions used in the findings were 

sent to their respective owners for alterations or approval. During the interviews 

participants were treated with respect and at anytime that the participant 

expressed anger, frustration or sadness, I gave them time to collect themselves, 

redirected the questioning if necessary.  

Clandinin and Connelly (1990, 2000) mention the issue of relational 

responsibility or "the possibility of joint ownership, depending on participant - 

researcher relationship, may emerge" (p. 176). During this study I was very aware 

and concern with ensuring confidentiality of the participants and maintaining the 

trust that the women gave me. Therefore, involving the women in the analysis 

process and seeking their approval of their overall narrative helped to manage this 

concern. Even when a few women gave carte blanche to what was written about 

them, as the researcher I was careful of what information was revealed, being 

cautious with how readers could ultimately read the text and how the participants 

could be represented. Finally, having the participant’s knowledge of what was 

being written about them, providing them the opportunity to become involved, 
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and consulting with them on any quotes/descriptions included in the discussion 

section, maintained the ethics and integrity of this study. 

Rigor.  

 Guba and Lincoln (1981) suggest “that qualitative approaches can meet 

the tenets of rigor and that trustworthiness occurs by paying attention to 

methodology” (p. 188; cited in Henderson, 2006). To establish credibility and 

trustworthiness, I have adopted Lincoln and Guba’s (1985) four measures, 

credibility, transferability, dependability, and conformability. Adopting this 

approach identified the strategies that this research used to “have [my] account 

resonate with the [women] participants, to be an accurate reflection of what they 

said” (Creswell, 2007, p. 45) and the meanings they associated to their 

experiences.  

Credibility refers to the methods used to ensure that the findings are 

truthful and reliable. In order to achieve this I ensured: a) that my interview guide 

contained questions that were relevant to the phenomenon under investigation; b) 

I identify my personal bias (such as my own guiding experiences) and other 

relevant information (such as running late for an interview) in regards to the data 

collection, analysis and interpretation. I recorded my thoughts, reactions, views 

and changes in procedures on the interview schedule; c) I supported my 

explanations and conclusions by providing descriptions and quotes (Hendeson, 

2006), thereby generating confidence in the themes. 

Transferability refers to using the findings from one study to other 

situations. To achieve this as discussed in my methods section, I provided 
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contextual information of the research design (such as my criteria for recruitment, 

the number of participants, the types of data collection used, the length of the 

interviews, and the time period of my data collection). Also, a clear and detailed 

narrative of each woman's experience was developed, which include a detailed 

understanding of the issues, the types of experiences the women reveal, and the 

situations that they encounter. 

 Dependability refers to the stability of data over time and if the research 

procedures can be replicated by other researchers. As the research was being 

conducted I recorded all changes that were made during its process on each 

interview schedule. Also, I provided an audit trail so other researchers can follow 

and understand my decisions and interpretations; this involved keeping all my 

notes, documents and recordings organized and presentable. All electronic copies 

of the interviews, transcripts and data analysis are stored in files and are available 

for perusal.  

 Confirmability refers to whether the findings are reflective of the “subjects 

and the inquiry and not a product of the researcher’s biases and prejudices” 

(Henderson, 2006, p. 188). I sought feedback and input from each participant 

twice, upon completion of their three-dimensional narrative tables and their 

narratives. Also, I used the participant's own words and perspectives to reinforce 

explanations of the behavior studied, as well as, clearly stating my position in the 

conclusion of my report. Finally, all my notes, memos, audio recording, 

transcriptions, analysis and all other documentation regarding this research are 

kept available to other researchers. 
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Summary 

 A narrative inquiry was used for this study to gain a better understanding 

of women who proceeded through the ACMG certification process and 

established themselves as guides working in high risk environments. A sample of 

eight women was selected for this study. Clandinin and Connelly (2000) three-

dimensional narrative space framework was used for the study's analysis. 

Collaboration was a continual process that existed between each participant and 

the researcher until the completion of her narrative. The issue of confidentiality 

was address throughout the data collection and the analysis, however, anonymity 

could not be guaranteed. Therefore, collaborating with the women in writing their 

narratives and seeking their approval was essential. Files were created for each 

participant that contained: audio recording of the interview, notes, transcription, 

three-dimensional narrative table, feedback and final narrative of participant.  
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Chapter 5: Findings 

 

Introduction 

 The findings in this chapter came from analyzing the stories of eight 

women who attained ACMG guide certification and who established professional 

guiding careers. The analysis was conducted using Clandinin and Connelly’s 

(2000) three-dimensional narrative inquiry framework, resulting in a three-

dimensional narrative table of analysis on each participant (refer to appendix - 

tables 2-9). During this analysis stage each participant data was examined in 

conjunction with the frameworks three elements: interaction (personal and social), 

continuity/temporal (past, present and future) and place (situation). This 

illuminated each woman’s experience, thoughts, feelings, and opinions as she 

progressed through the ACMG process to working as a guide in the adventure 

industry. Following the analysis a narrative was written for each participant that 

allowed the reader to learn about the participant through experiencing her process 

of becoming an ACMG guide (past), negotiating the ACMG process (past & 

present) and planning her future (future). Within this narrative analytical process 

the research question was addressed and explored. 

 The format of this chapter starts with introducing the female participants 

in a general sense because of confidentiality. Since there are so few women 

guides in the ACMG, providing specifics would possibly identify the women. The 

three-dimensional narrative tables consisted mostly of their words, with a few 

general comments from the researcher for clarification proposes. In the narratives 
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verbatim quotations are used allowing the participant voice to be captured. 

Through this analytical process themes were identified as they emerged, which 

will be discussed in the following chapter.  

Introducing the participants  

 The women were Caucasian, and all were over the age of 33. Except for 

one participant all were active ACMG guides who had been guiding for over 5 

years. Few of the women guide in one discipline and the majority guide in more 

than one discipline. Four women had completed their desired ACMG 

certifications and were no longer in the ACMG process, three were still in the 

certification process and one did not indicate. Out of the eight women, four were 

married, four were single, and four had children. Five of the women graduated 

from an outdoor adventure academic program before starting the ACMG 

certification process and two had additional degrees from academic institutions. 

All the women were influenced, albeit slightly for a few, by a friend, family 

member or spouse who was male. The majority of the women indicated that most 

of their mentors were males who were guides or in the guiding certification 

stream. All the women indicated that they entered the ACMG process through one 

sport that they were strong in and passionate about, thereby turning a recreational 

sport into a guiding profession. Seven of the women participated and provided 

feedback on their three-dimensional narrative table. All provided feedback and 

approval of their final narrative. The ACMG is a strong influential community 

with majority of their friends, employers and mentors being fellow ACMG 
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guides. Therefore for a few participants a sense of protectionism, apprehension of 

sounding negative and concern of future negative consequences became evident. 

The three-dimensional narratives of women participants 

Sky’s narrative 

Sky has actively guided in the winters for a number of years as a winter guide. At 

this time, she is a non-active member, since she has decided to stay home and 

raise her children. She is married and lives with her family in a mountain 

community. Interview was conducted at her home with her family present with 

few interruptions. 

Past 

 Sky entered the guiding industry with little outdoor experience, except for 

her passion for skiing: “I was always an avid skier…it was a huge passion” 

(personal). She decided to attend an adventure program, knowing nothing about 

guiding, so when she was asked the question “Who wants to be a ski guide? 

“[She] lifted [her] hand not even really knowing what being a ski guide was or 

what kind of opportunities there were…”(past). She often felt intimidated by other 

students who had vast amount of outdoor experience, which required her to work 

extremely hard to learn the skills and knowledge that many already had, being 

‘super nerdy’ to catch up. As she progressed through the program she was 

introduced to an element of skiing—ski touring
6
, which motivated her to go the 

ACMG route. 

                                                           
6
 Ski Touring – Travelling through snow covered terrain, using skis to go both uphill and downhill. 
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 Her training consisted of going out on trips with male friends who were 

also in training, and often she was the only woman. There were times when she 

felt that she had to prove herself regarding the decisions she made, which 

frustrated her. She remembers with a chuckle how she “obsessively trained 

everyday…and [got] worked up about it” (past), then she would observe some of 

the guys who appeared laid back about the training and their fitness. She 

maintained her fitness level because she did not want it to be a weakness. Sky 

remembered how nervous and stressed she was before the exams because of the 

“unknown aspects of the exams” (past) and having a lot of self-doubt wondering 

if she was up to the ACMG standards to pass her exam. She trained hard and 

practiced whenever she could.  

 During the ACMG examinations she was the only woman in her groups. 

However, she never felt she was restricted in any way by her sex throughout the 

entire process. A challenging aspect of the exams was how hard they were on her 

self-esteem: “It really breaks you down…I never had an ego…my weakness has 

always been my confidence…it [was] really hard on [my] self esteem” (personal). 

To maintain her confidence she learned not to internalize and take things 

personally, she developed a thick skin. Upon failing an exam she felt frustrated 

and sad, deciding that she had enough. 

 While Sky was working in the industry she received good feedback from 

the clients and felt supported by her employers. Often she was the only woman 

working for an employer and experienced environments that were sometimes 

competitive and a ‘bit of a boys club’. With one employer she and another woman 
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guide were often placed on opposite shifts to balance out the environment. A 

challenging aspect for Sky was working in a male dominated industry as a 

woman, where women could not afford to be emotional: “You can be happy but 

you can’t show weakness” (past) and possess a strong personality: “It’s a man’s 

world” (personal). She indicated a woman must be confident, decisive and 

assertive because if not “people will not follow you, they won’t listen to you, they 

will walk all over you” (social).  

 While working in the industry Sky felt that with certain co-workers she 

had to prove herself; however she did gain their appreciation and respect when 

she showed her eagerness to learn and improve. Once she had their respect they 

were great friends and mentors, and she felt supported. 

 Sky found that she often had to prove herself to her clients realizing that 

being young and a female, she would get attitude, even though she felt she was 

qualified. She believes that her biggest asset was being strong and good at her 

sport, which gained her respect from her male clients. She found that some clients 

loved having a female guide and others preferred a male guide because “they 

automatically assume that men are better…” (past). She felt great pleasure 

proving them wrong. Whereas, some groups of clients got a kick out of having a 

female guide once they realized that a woman was just as good and qualified as a 

male guide. The hardest challenge that she found was finding a balance “where 

they’re going to respect you and they’re going to listen to you, but you’re not 

bossing them around like hurting their egos” (personal). Another challenge was 
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clients making propositions which she tried to avoid by maintaining a 

professional attitude. 

 Entering into the ACMG process she developed many friendships in the 

guiding community, which she saw as a tight - knit group: “They kind of all stick 

together… you have a lot of things in common and you’re working together… I 

mean it’s nice…” (social). She maintained friendships outside of the community, 

enjoying the diversity and not talking about work all the time. Sky found that 

being a guide had been hard on relationships because of the lifestyle of being 

away from home a lot and knowing the party scene at some backcountry lodges: 

“You’re in a lodge you don’t really know what’s going on with your 

partner…they (referring to clients) are on their vacation but this is your life…” 

(past). Going through the ACMG process she gained confidence in herself and 

self worth. 

Present 

 Sky is not guiding at the moment because she has decided to stay home 

and look after her children. She considered everything, especially the risks that 

are involved in her sport: “Working 6am-5pm and then dinner commitments with 

the guests…flying around in a helicopter all day, being in avalanche terrain all 

day…the thought of my children not having a mom…I choose my kids” 

(personal). Since her husband has a better paying job and they want one parent at 

home with the kids: “It’s gonna be [her] because that’s a role that [she] has 

chosen” (present). She wonders now if she had attained her full guide status in her 

sport would she go back working as a guide once the children are old enough. She 
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feels in her current position of being an assistant guide it will be hard to return to 

guiding. Being a mom has really changed her life, in a positive way, by 

mellowing her out. She believes that her strong ‘agro’ personality was necessary 

to be successful in passing her ACMG exams. On the negative side, since 

stopping she feels that she has lost her sense of identity—“Like who I am 

anymore” (personal) and needs to re-establish herself. Her husband still 

introduces her as a guide but she does not see herself as one anymore.  

Future (based on conversation after the interview) 

 Sky does not see herself going back to guiding. Due to ACMG 

redeveloping the assistant program, it now requires guides to apply for their full 

exam within a three year period. She feels it would be harder to start the training 

all over again and has no desire to redo her assistant guide exam. She realizes the 

need to re-establish herself and believes that she can do this through developing 

another passion into a profession.  

Chris Narrative  

Chris is an active member of the ACMG, who guides part time, since she is busy 

raising a family and working on other projects. She still climbs and skies 

recreationally. She has no plans to continue towards attaining her full mountain 

guide status. Interview was conducted at her home, which provided a quiet 

setting, no family members were present.  

Past  

 Chris entered the ACMG process with a strong background in 

mountaineering and climbing. During the summer months she worked as an 
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instructor for a variety of outdoor programs. She became involved in developing 

mountain training programs, providing her the opportunity to enter the 

commercial adventure industry. As she was developing courses and instructing, 

she realized that to guide in the National Parks she had to attain her ACMG guide 

certification. Being in the mountains was her passion and was “[her] medium, 

[her] arena…was the area where [she] problem solved the best…” (personal). 

Two incidents that motivated her to become an ACMG guide were a male mentor 

who encouraged her to climb and guide, and the death of a close friend who had 

lived a full life: “That really made me get off the fence and get on with it” (past).  

 Chris had the good fortune to train with peers who were already guides or 

in the training process and most were men. As she entered the examination 

process she believed she was already fit and tough because she was already 

instructing and leading people in the mountains. So, she was comfortable with her 

physicality adding: “I don’t mean that in a boasting way but it was my life” 

(personal). During the certification process she felt she was an equal and being 

one of the few women she felt proud in regards to what she was achieving. Even 

though she was prepared the biggest obstacle for her was her nervousness, and 

knowing that on exams speed was critical and she sometimes made mistakes. The 

few challenges that Chris encountered during the exams were examiners who 

tried to (whether it was intentional or unintentional) –‘psych you out” (social), 

they looked for everyone’s weaknesses and placed participants in situations where 

normally one would not be in unless a mistake was made:“They would push us 

and test us…the methods were primarily negative reinforcement” (past). She was 
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of the belief that majority of people remember more from their mistakes and not 

their successes, resulting in her being hard on herself. However, there was a 

situation in which she became frustrated with her examiners and their method of 

evaluation, stating they did not “give us credit when credit is due” (past). She did 

receive support throughout the certification process and never thought she was 

alone because she was with men she knew and trained with. She realized that she 

might have been treated differently sometimes during her sessions of instruction 

because she believed that women are more receptive to feedback than men are: 

“He’s an expert or pretends he knows, whereas women don’t” (social).  

 Chris remembered during her first winter of guiding apprenticing at a 

reputable operation with veteran guides. Due to circumstances she found herself 

guiding instead of apprenticing, which created difficulties with her relative 

inexperience being accepted by the other guides. She never faulted their attitudes, 

stating “within a couple of weeks I mean [they] saw that I was keen to learn and I 

was picking [things] up” (past). The veteran guides eventually saw “[her] less of a 

woman and more of an aspiring guide” (past). She has never forgotten the words 

of encouragement from one of the veteran guides: “You’re going to make one hell 

of a good guide” (past).  

 Chris believed that in the guiding industry there are two types of 

experiences she was able to provide depending on the type of clients: the 

instructional (clients are more into learning) experience versus goal based (ticking 

things off from a list) experience. She believed that the heliski industry provides a 

goal based experience and guides walk a precarious line: “…between safety and 
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pleasing the clients in the steep and deep” (past). Chris always preferred being a 

guide who provided an instructional rather than a goal based experience. 

 Chris’ community at the time was her close group of friends that she was 

training and practicing with and who had significant influence on her, which gave 

her “a sense of belonging to a certain tribe” (personal). She believed that her 

ACMG experience was very humbling and character building. It was an 

experience where she gained new skills, more confidence and a standard of 

professionalism. 

 During Chris’s years of guiding she took some time off to raise a family 

finding it hard to guide part time because: “She [was] not intimate enough with 

what’s going on beneath [her] feet (referring to the history of snow pack 

development throughout the winter)” (past). She found the demands of guiding 

often did not accommodate a woman who was a mom, stating: “I found it to be 

very stressful…[needing] to look after [myself] really well… it’s a day of hyper-

vigilance…working 24/7” (past). Chris believed that women guides who become 

moms are not wired to take the risks that are involved in guiding high risk 

activities. Also, she experienced pressure from family and friends to put her 

career aside. She believed that she had married a man who was an equal partner, 

which to her surprise did not occur when they had children. During her stint away 

from the guiding industry she felt that she had lost her identity as she watched her 

colleagues pursue their guiding careers.  
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Present 

 Chris now works as a part time guide, since she has another career that she 

developed early in motherhood. She doesn’t identify as much with the ACMG 

community as she used to. Her passion for the outdoors and people was what 

brought her back into guiding. These days she sees a more competitive 

atmosphere among newer guides, who seem eager to work harder, work longer 

contracts, and take more risks, and she is not interested in competing with them. 

When she works she is comfortable with taking the lead or having someone else 

take the lead indicating: “I have nothing to prove…which I feel is very liberating” 

(present). She sees herself as a conservative leader, looking after her clients and 

ensuring that they are comfortable. She feels she does not need to please 

everyone, hold court, or seek the center of attention; she is content to be the 

quieter introverted leader. Being a guide has expanded her community and given 

her more common ground with her peers. Given that she guides, is a mom and has 

another profession, her identity is not associated to guiding as in the past. She 

encourages guides not to make guiding their identity. She has actively participated 

in recreational climbing and skiing trips because she believes it is important to 

maintain her fitness, skills and current professional standards.  

Future 

 Chris doesn’t see herself going back to full time guiding. She is quite 

happy being a part time guide, mom and working on other projects. She will 

continue to climb and ski, since they are her passion. She realizes that staying 
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active in her sports, will keep her current to the practices and standards occurring 

in the adventure industry, which she believes helps to make a good guide. 

Aven Narrative  

Aven is an active member of the ACMG, who guides year round, working in 

Canada’s Mountain Parks and internationally. At this time, she works as a guide 

for a few tourism operators and her own guiding business. The interview was 

conducted at a noisy café, which required listening carefully to the audio 

recording during the transcription process. 

Past 

 Aven’s introduction to the outdoors started at a young age as she 

participated in outdoor clubs and organizations, to attending an outdoor academic 

institution and participating in long expeditions every year: “She was always 

interested in the outdoors and found [herself] drawn to the people in the 

community” (personal). A pivotal moment for her was when she joined an 

outdoor club that was very active in mountaineering. She married an outdoor 

enthusiast and as they grew together her husband had some influence on her 

outdoor pursuits but mostly it was her own ambition that motivated her to become 

a guide. Her decision to become an ACMG guide came from her desire to learn 

more about the outdoors, to teach in the outdoors, and to be able to work 

anywhere. She entered into the ACMG process through the ski stream being 

confident in her fitness and general ski level. She received support from her 

husband and friends throughout the process. During her training she would team 

up with anyone who wanted to go out and was fortunate that some of her friends 
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were mountain guides. For the most part her role models and training partners 

were men. When she registered for the ski exam she questioned whether she had 

enough mileage and mountain sense to pass, however due to her expeditions and 

instructing experiences she thought she would be ready. Throughout the 

examination process she was often the only woman on the exams, which made her 

feel self conscious, but overall she believed that she was treated fairly.  

 While Aven was training and moving through the certification process she 

was employed by a few operations and non-profit organizations. Tourism 

operators often hired women guides believing that women would bring maternal 

and supportive traits to their operations. This opportunity came with a challenge, 

regarding the client’s perception of her guiding abilities. She encountered 

situations where certain clients appreciated her nurturing abilities but other clients 

questioned her guiding abilities because they were unfamiliar with seeing a 

woman in a guiding role. Aven stated, “it seemed that I was held to higher 

scrutiny” (social). She experienced at times a lack of respect, which all guides 

could experience and should not take personally. Consequently, she indicated that 

often she felt that she had to prove herself:  

 “There is always performance pressure and it took me a while to gain 

confidence. Clients will  always have assumptions about a guide so you have 

to get to know them and do a good job to  win their trust” (past). 

 

As she was facing these challenges, lacking the confidence and developing her 

guiding style, she tried to fit into her environment by being an equal to her male 

co-workers. Through time and gaining confidence she realized that she had to do 

things her own way: “It didn’t work to compete with the guys…[she] had to 
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develop [her] own style” (personal). She negotiated the masculine environment by 

blending in, which she was eventually successful after going through different 

phases and trying different things, such as saying dirty jokes. Reflecting back to 

some personality conflicts with her co-workers she felt that she could have 

handled them better, but now realizes that dealing with conflict was difficult for 

her. 

 As Aven’s guiding career developed she never intentionally decided 

against having kids ‘it just never happened’. She realized that guiding full time 

and raising a family was impossible unless a woman had a partner who was 

willing to share the primary care responsibilities. The desire to have children just 

never coincided between her and her husband. She started her guiding career later 

in life, whereas these days she sees women starting younger and building a career, 

since it is becoming more accepted for women to work as a guide and raise a 

family. 

Present  

 Aven enjoys working as an ACMG guide because she sees the outdoors as 

her medium for teaching outdoors skills. She indicates “mountains are my passion 

and I like sharing the experience with other people” (personal). When she is out 

guiding she sees it as an exploration where she is continually being challenged 

and always learning something about herself. It keeps her sharp as she helps her 

clients to achieve their goals. Working as a guide she enjoys the smaller groups, 

where there is more co-operation and better communication, whereas working 

with bigger operations: “There can be more of a male mentality and there can be 
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more competition" (present). She now prefers her own trips because she is 

guiding people who she knows. Plus, the men that come on her trips are already 

comfortable with her and her leadership role and she does not need to prove 

herself. She believes that there are clients who: “Just assume that a man is better, 

[while] others prefer a female, it is all about assumptions when choosing a guide” 

(social). Nowadays she feels that she isn’t concerned about the client’s perception 

of her because her confidence has grown over the years. She adds: “It took me a 

while to do things my own way [and] develop my own style. I feel [now] I can 

manage a group and keep them safe, regardless of how they feel about me” 

(personal). She sees her style of guiding as one that keeps her clients safe, 

encourages growth and provides a good experience. She reveals “I like to see 

people learn things, I like to be part of people’s growth, that’s really satisfying to 

me…I’m a good team player” (present).  

 She believes that a woman who decides to become a mountain guide can 

gain the physicality and the technical skills just as any man. She indicates that 

women survive the ACMG process by approaching problems differently, a 

woman does not need to: “Be a big brute to be a good mountain guide, [she] just 

has to be super thoughtful, use the terrain the best [she] can and do lots of 

coaching” (present). She sees women guides in the mountain guiding community 

as being supportive of each other in their guiding roles.  

 Much of the time she is guiding for herself, running trips on her own, 

which has become a huge part of her life. Her personal life involves friendships 

with other guides, and she has maintained a few outside friendships. She adds “I 
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would say that my personal life is very entwined with my guiding life” (present). 

She sees herself as a peripheral person not needing to be the centre of attention 

when she is with a group. She acknowledges that she is a drifter within her career 

because every diverging route that she has taken has always led her back to 

guiding. Her guiding career has become a big part of her life. 

Future 

 She plans to keep guiding and running her own trips both nationally and 

internationally. She has developed a solid reputation as a summer and winter 

guide. Eventually she does plan on: “Slow[ing] down and be[ing] more selective 

with time and type of work” (future). She eventually sees herself providing 

support work to the industry. 

Maria Narrative 

Maria is an active year round ACMG guide. She has received full guide status in 

her activities of choice. She has guided for a few tourism operations and has her 

own private clients. Presently, she is trying to balance being a guide and a mom. 

The interview was conducted in a café with some noise and only one interruption.  

Past 

 Maria’s passion for being in the outdoors was her motivation to attend a 

specific academic institution. She was drawn to the outdoors and the mountains 

by the physical elements one encountered. Through a friend she heard of an 

opportunity to work at a backcountry lodge, which introduced her to a number of 

guides. At the time she knew nothing about mountain guiding, but soon realized it 

was a full time profession. It was during this employment period she met one 
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particular female guide, who became one of her mentors. She knew she wanted to 

work in the outdoor industry, so she left her employment to attend an adventure 

program hoping that it would give her ideas and options for jobs. During this 

program she was introduced to many different sports, but as soon as she 

participated in her first mountaineering and rock course, she realized that her 

career goal was to become an ACMG guide. Maria realized that by attending the 

adventure program, she was “learning the right skills right away” (past). 

Receiving her first guide certification gave her direction and provided many 

employment opportunities, especially at one particular tourism operation, which 

she still guides for. Maria felt lucky she was continually supported by her 

husband. She adds: “He helped me train, coached me…super supportive through 

the whole thing…like financially…emotionally” (social).  

 Throughout her training and examination process she maintained a strong 

focus towards achieving the certifications she needed to guide year round. She 

never had an issue with her physicality, stating: “…the whole fitness and the 

physical demands of it was never an issue…” (past). She believed that her past 

experience of participating in male dominated sports made her comfortable and 

adaptable for being in all male environments on exams. A challenge that she did 

encounter was: “…maintaining focus [and] keeping [the] intensity up…just too 

really stay motivated…stay in tune with the whole process” (personal). Also, 

finding a balance between earning enough money, getting the hours of work, and 

setting time aside to train, she realized that her life was all about training for her 

certifications. During her training she actively sought out mentors who were 
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professional guides working in the industry and who invited her on practicum’s. 

Throughout her training her climbing and skiing partners were mostly men. 

 In half of her exams she was the only woman, so “It was always a treat to 

have another woman on the course, [but] it was unusual” (social). Maria mentions 

that even though there were women on the courses: “…it didn’t mean necessarily 

they were a closer friend or closer climbing partner than say one of the guys on 

the courses” (past), because the guys on the courses were often guys she trained 

with. In her exams the most challenging aspect that she found was the ongoing 

judgment assessment, which she saw as the: “Gray nature of the examination 

process” (personal), she describes it as:  

 “We have to be open minded and do what’s right for the given situation, 

 there is not just one way to do things and what works one day will not 

 work another…things are grey not black and white…” (personal).  

 

Another challenge was the pressure of having her co-workers exam her. Maria 

highlighted that her strong points were her mountain sense, judgment, client care 

and professionalism; whereas she had to work on the technical aspects a bit more, 

which she found annoying when all she really wanted to do was go skiing. Maria 

acknowledged two major choices/sacrifices she made to pursue her guiding 

career; she put old friendships and family time on hold, and delayed having a 

family.  

 Maria always felt that clients scrutinize or judge her because she was a 

female, however she never felt that she had to prove herself and usually at the end 

of the day there were no issues. She felt that majority of the time the comments 

were more positive than negative and being a woman had its advantages. She did 
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not necessarily see these traits as female but realizes some guests perceived them 

that way. When a situation required her to take on an authoritative style, she 

noticed that her clients were surprised but accepting: “It’s a little 

shocking…they’re not used to seeing women acting that way…[she] think[s] for 

some clients when they see that shift in [her] personality they appreciate…they’re 

like ‘Wow’… there’s a reason why she’s being like this” (past). 

She felt supported by her various employers and never felt any biases against her 

for being a woman. She enrolled in their incentive programs, which helped her 

financially through the ACMG courses. 

Present 

 Maria believes that she is fortunate to work in groups that have really 

good dynamics, when she works on co-ed teams she notices that some of her male 

co-workers have: “More traditional feminine qualities than I [do] in terms of 

sensitivity to the guests…” (present). When she is involved in guiding or 

instructing women programs and working on all female teams, she does notice a 

difference, maybe because the groups are smaller, but she feels “…like we talk 

more…we get the clients more involved” (present). She does feel that when she 

works with another woman their communication is more thorough and they have 

longer discussions, however she does not “necessary think it’s a girl thing…but 

the nature of that other person…” (present). These days Maria finds that she is 

climbing and skiing more with female friends and is enjoying the fact that she is 

no longer in training. 
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 Maria has developed a patient and sensitive guiding style that allows her 

to: “…appreciate when people are intimidated, scared or apprehensive” (present), 

whereas she sees most guys being goal oriented. She enjoys guiding people into 

the mountains taking great pride and ownership when her clients have a good 

time. Over the years she has developed a few private clients that keep her busy. 

She mentions that when she is involved with clients that are not familiar with her 

there will always be an element of scrutiny: “Yes, I think that scrutiny will always 

exist as a female guide. I find it empowering because at the end of the day, I think 

people who initially are scrutinizing end up being impressed” (personal). 

 Maria’s friendships have developed around climbing and skiing within the 

guiding community, but she also maintains a few friendships outside the guiding 

community. She is now trying to balance out guiding and being a mom. She does 

not want to give up guiding to be a full time mom; rather she would prefer sharing 

the role of primary caregiver with her husband. 

Future 

 Maria plans to continue guiding her private clients by organizing 

customized trips and providing instructional courses. She believes that her female 

clients will understand and appreciate that she is trying to balance out guiding and 

being a mom. 

Alex Narrative 

Alex is an active member of the ACMG, who guides year round, and works in 

Canada’s Mountain Parks and internationally. She has received full guide status in 
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her chosen sports and has worked as a guide and instructor for numerous years. 

The interview was conducted at her home, quiet with no disturbances. 

Past 

 Alex entered the great outdoors when she was a teenager through an 

Outward Bound course: “…I wanted it do it so badly…” (past). A pivotal moment 

for her was when an instructor in the program recognized her leadership abilities, 

which gave her the confidence to actively pursue an outdoor career. Her outdoor 

journey led her to pursue her sport for many years. After she graduated from an 

academic outdoor program she started her dream job of developing a sport 

program, but it did not provide the ideal place to live. She always had the desire to 

live in a mountain community that allowed her to instruct and guide, so she 

applied to the ACMG. When Alex registered for the ACMG she realized she did 

not understand much about the organization or its certification process, leading 

her to have conflicting thoughts. Consequently, she was not initially sold on the 

ACMG. During her first ACMG exams she felt prepared and ready, due to her 

years of leading and instructing, but she still felt the exams were intimidating. As 

she progressed to other activities she took her time, trained a lot and worked as a 

guide. She definitely felt outnumbered on the exams and was annoyed when 

women were always split up, which she believed forces women to behave 

differently. She found that the ACMG never treated her differently from the male 

candidates, but feels women are different, indicating: “It’s hard to verbalize…they 

don’t make you feel different, but you are different…because we behave 

differently, we like different things, we act differently…I think it’s hard to be 
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generic” (personal). She sees the whole certification process promoting more of a 

‘follow me’ leadership style, which seems to be more directional and hierarchal. 

Alex realizes that big objective trips require a more directional leadership, but she 

prefers to lead by getting people involved, which she felt was not allowed on the 

exam. She mentions: “I knew I had to be a certain way to pass the exam and once 

I did I could be the guide I wanted to be” (personal). Throughout the examination 

and training process she had a few strong female mentors, one she still sees as 

“one of my best role models” (social).Working in the adventure industry she 

experienced a difference in client’s perceptions towards her when “I”- statements 

are used by co-workers:  

 “…I have decided …I’m going to teach you…I’m going to do that, there’s 

 no inclusion, there’s no we statements…as soon as you work with 

 someone using we statements and us  statements it changes right away” 

 (social).  

 

Alex remembers an experience when she was working with a male co-worker 

who unknowingly used -“I”-  statements throughout the week; the end result “they 

(clients) didn’t ask me a question for five days” (past). 

 Alex realizes when she was a younger guide she lacked confidence, which 

might have contributed to feelings of needing to prove herself to her male clients 

to earn their respect. She would prove herself by leading a hard pitch, putting up a 

harder top rope or bragging about her abilities. Also, as a younger guide she 

experienced sometimes the competitive side of male clients when they saw what 

she (a woman) could do. However, she questions whether her low self-confidence 

contributed to her having these feelings of insecurity. She does realize that 
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through the ACMG process she has gained confidence in her skills and a sense of 

belonging to a big community. 

Present 

 After years of guiding she now is sold on the ACMG and its certification 

process. She agrees with the high standards: “I feel like I do my job well and see 

those around me also doing their jobs well, [this] leads me to believe that the 

process work[s]” (present). However, she still feels “that the system could have 

been more approachable” (present). She does not have any future plans to attain 

her full mountain guide certification because of her age, and “it’s another six 

years and thirty grand…I don’t want to invest more into my body” (personal). 

 When she guides she often involves her clients in the game plan, allowing 

them to learn through the experience, which may include opportunities for them 

to lead. She mentions that she has gained a lot of confidence in her skills, “I know 

what I am offering…offer it well and in a style that will hopefully suit that person 

who’s coming out with me” (present). When she does need to take a direct and 

assertive approach her clients respect her, and she believes that men tend to relate 

to her better. A reward for her is seeing her clients “…being psyched about the 

day…secondary would be the personal challenge of physical[ity], mental problem 

solving, [and] decision making” (present). She sees herself very lucky to have a 

job that she loves and receives gratitude and appreciation from her clients. 

 At this time of the study the most challenging aspect is the social fatigue 

and the stress that comes with guiding, she mentions: “When I’m working lots 

and lots, I think I put all of myself out there…I don’t have any more to give 
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anyone” (personal). The stress comes from owning a guiding business, which 

means dealing with safety issues, weather factors, client’s 

personalities/experiences and the day to day operations. This dilemma of 

immersing herself into her guiding career has affected her personal life: “I feel 

that I’ve put so much energy it’s hard to give to other aspects of your life…you’re 

always around guides and clients it’s hard to meet people outside…” (present). 

However, she is trying to find a balance between her guiding career and her 

personal life. 

 When she works with other guides she makes a point of using -“we”- and -

“us”- statements, and feels comfortable with bringing up this issue when she 

notices her co-workers using -“I”- statements. When dealing with fellow guides or 

some clients she does see men taking more risks than women. She believes that 

through risk taking an individual builds confidence in his/her abilities, so when 

women do not take risks they are slowing down their learning process.  

 She enjoys working for herself, but realizes owning her own business 

brings additional pressures and can feel like an endless job. However, she is 

motivated to work for herself, rather than work for employers.  

Future 

 At this point Alex is unsure with what she plans to do: “right now I am 

going with what I know, but likely I will find new things to challenge me again” 

(future). 
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Jessica Narrative 

Jessica is married and lives with her husband in a mountain town. She is an active 

ACMG member who works full time during the winter season as a guide and in 

the summer she works at another profession. She is in the process of attaining her 

full mountain guide certification. The interview was conducted at a quiet café 

with little noise and no interruptions. 

Past 

 Jessica developed a passion for skiing from a young age, growing up in an 

environment in which skiing was a part of her everyday life. She started her 

skiing career as a ski patroller, which allowed her to ski on a regular basis. An 

influencing moment occurred while she was participating in a course and one of 

the instructors, who she respected encourage her to go the ACMG route: “These 

guys are not exactly the hugest confidence booster[s]….I take this person’s advice 

very seriously” (social). Knowing that she wanted to further her career in the ski 

industry and the instructor’s encouraging words, she applied to the ACMG. 

 Jessica’s training and mentoring occurred when she was out skiing with 

friends; usually she was the only female (ratio 10:1), an environment that she 

sought. Even though she did have female friends to go out with on adventures, she 

would rather do non-skiing related activities with them. She never questioned her 

physicality during her exams: “…I would say that with my friends I was doing 

much bigger days than I ever did on exams” (past). Her biggest mentor was her 

dad who taught her safety aspects of skiing and choosing safe terrain. Her 

development of technical skills was achieved through lots of practicing and 
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getting advice about the standards. On the judgment skills she delayed her exam 

for a full year, and “…it gave [her] enough miles to feel confident” (past).  

 Throughout her exam process she felt for the most part that she was 

treated equally. Depending on who the examiners were she did face a few 

challenges that involved personality conflicts. Sometimes she felt like “they [had] 

something over you…” (social). She also felt a few examiners were really grumpy 

and not sociable, which on a few occasions caused her and other participants to 

second guess their decisions. Some examiners often did not take her seriously, 

questioning her leadership, resulting in her having to confront them: “Look when 

I am guiding I’m not going to stress out my clients unless I actually want them to 

do something…I can change my tone quickly and then they know it’s serious…” 

(past). She believes that the examiners like to see a certain approach taken, which 

might not work for everyone, and might not work for her.  

 When Jessica was training for her certification and working in the 

industry, she knew she had an advantage as many employers try to have at least 

one female guide working because it helped to balance out the work environment, 

thereby making it more open and approachable. There have been moments albeit 

rare when she was asked to do chores that male guides would not be asked to do, 

but it didn’t happen enough to ‘piss her off’. Since she has lived and worked in 

masculine environments all her life, she likes the informal joking around 

atmosphere that she works in. She indicated: “I would hate to have to be careful 

about what I say all the time…if you were sensitive and if you didn’t like joking 

around…it probably wouldn’t work (referring to the teams she works with)” 
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(past). She adapted her style for the teams she works with, and on a few teams the 

guys like to joke (sometimes inappropriately), which she is comfortable with 

because her jokes can be similar, but realizes that “you have to have a tough skin” 

(social).  

 During her guiding career she guided clients who had a good 

understanding of the ACMG process and the requirements to become a guide, so 

often she was received in a positive manner. When she had to take an 

authoritarian leadership style, her clients reacted: “…like I made her mad, she’s 

not happy with this, this is really important…usually they listen…sometimes it 

takes a while…” (past). There have been times when a client’s initial reaction to 

Jessica has been “oh, we get you today…” (past) causing Jessica to question 

herself and her skiing ability, whether she will be good enough for the group. She 

questions herself even though she realizes that she is skiing every day, while they 

are working in offices.  

Present 

 Jessica enjoys the guiding lifestyle and sees it as an incredible experience: 

“Being away from home…close community of friends…getting fed and not have 

to do much cleaning...amazing skiing…, [and] meet[ing] amazing people” 

(present). Since she is still in the training and examination process, she realizes 

that she still needs to work on the technical aspects of guiding, referring to 

learning the variety of rope systems. She believes that as a professional guide, she 

“should be able to be as good or better skier than [her] clients” (personal). At the 

moment she is trying to get mentorship from professional guides and her 
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superiors, which she knows that she has been lacking. She still trains with friends 

where she is the only woman. She sees her leadership style as being on the light 

side, in which she uses her sense of humor to problem solve and relieve stressful 

situations. Jessica believes that making friends with her clients enhances their 

compliance to her directions, as well as respecting her. She enjoys setting her 

clients up for success: “I set their boundaries, I tell them what I want them to do 

and why, then I correct as we go…” (present). She used to tell dirty jokes with her 

clients but found that it set a wrong tone: “That’s one thing that I kind of 

changed” (present). Jessica believes that as a guide you should set professional 

boundaries with co-workers and clients. 

 Since entering the guiding process Jessica has seen her personal 

relationships suffer since much of the winter she is ski guiding and in the summer 

she works at another job. Her husband who is also a guide, would prefer her home 

more, but by taking the same weeks off allows them to see each other. She has 

noticed recently that he seems to be leaning towards wanting a family, which she 

realizes would affect her guiding career, and adds: “[it’s] something we’ll have to 

sort out” (present).  

Future 

 Jessica plans to attain her full mountain guide certification by just 

chipping away at each individual discipline, realizing that this route will be a 

longer process. She knows that employers have training programs for their guides, 

so she knows that she has to push her present employer for it. Eventually, she 

would like to have her own business that specializes in safety and guiding. 
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Asha Narrative 

Asha is an active ACMG member who works year round in Canada and 

internationally. She has her full guide status in various activities allowing her the 

flexibility to offer a variety of trips and work for different tourism operations and 

organizations. The interview was conducted in a quiet café with a few 

interruptions talking to fellow guides. 

Past 

 Asha’s involvement in the outdoors began when she met a group of 

students by coincidence, influencing her to register in an adventure program. She 

realized that instead of friends or boyfriends teaching her outdoor skills, it was her 

instructors who taught her skills, gave her knowledge, placed her in leadership 

roles, and allowed her to develop a sense of independence. She was inspired by 

her male instructors/ mentors who encouraged her to work at an outdoor program, 

where she became involved in a community of people with similar passions. Asha 

realized that to keep working in Canada and National Parks she had to become an 

ACMG certified guide, “because a lot of work is in the National Parks and if 

you’re not a certified guide you can’t do a lot of work in Canada” (social). 

However, she never imagined herself in the role of an ACMG guide, because she 

was never “exposed to mountain guiding as a legitimate profession” (personal); 

instead, she was raised to believe that she had to be a doctor, lawyer, or nurse. 

During her training she took time off to receive other degrees and work in other 

professions, but kept returning to guiding because “that process of trial and error I 

guess that’s one way that I [felt] like I’m doing what I’m supposed to be doing” 
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(personal) and she was drawn to “a lifestyle [that] is addictive…” (personal), 

thereby gaining an appreciation towards a community of people (ACMG) that she 

shared a similar lifestyle and she truly enjoyed. 

 Throughout Asha’s training process she was constantly out training with 

individuals who were also in the examination process. Her training consisted of 

working in the industry, taking exams, and training every spare moment; 

dedicating her life to becoming an ACMG guide. She actively sought out 

professional mentorship by inquiring and attending staff training weeks at 

numerous commercial operations. As she was training she adapted her technical 

skills to suit her physique and strength, which she believes is “…actually a good 

thing because you don’t waste all your power unnecessarily” (past). She believed 

that the ACMG advises and supports participants to figure out their limits and 

work around them. 

 There have been a few challenges that Asha experienced with the ACMG 

examination process. At times in the certification process Asha felt “that [she 

was] not wanted” (personal) in the ACMG. She experienced “two examiners 

[who] didn’t want to pass [her]” (social), which occurred on two exams—one she 

passed and one she failed. She remembers two incidents when she became 

frustrated with the examiners and the subjective nature of the exams: a) she was 

not recommended for an exam based on her perceived physicality, a decision she 

didn’t agree with, and b) when she failed an exam, which she believed that she 

should have passed. Asha is of the opinion that once examiners make a decision 

“it’s really hard to get them to change their minds” (social). Asha believed that 
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during her early years of becoming a guide, she lacked confidence in her abilities, 

which caused her to not appeal the former incident regarding not being 

recommended for an exam. She did appeal the later incident. She sees the ACMG 

and its administrative body- Adventure Studies Department at Thompson Rivers 

University as “just an old boys club” (social), controlled by a few certain people, 

who pre-dominantly are men. Asha believed by being “a big[ger] person with 

thick skin…” (personal) helped her to succeed through the certification process. 

 As an experienced guide working in the industry some employers did not 

appreciate when Asha took a leadership position:  

“It’s hard to know I guess when you’re the female…at one operation I was 

quite experienced…I tried to take a leadership role but I was new to that 

operation and they didn’t like it and I feel like it was because I was a 

woman…I don’t know for sure… a lot of times I sense it…” (past). 

 

She thrives on variety, contracting herself out to many different operations. 

However, she believed the biggest drawback to this situation was she continually 

had to prove herself. 

 Often when Asha welcomes her clients “their jaw [would] drop open, like 

this is [our] guide for the day…[she] [could] tell they [were] not impressed….” 

(social). There were many times that she felt she had to prove herself to her 

clients, however once she took them out of their comfort zone their attitude 

changed towards her. She always enjoyed guiding men who have daughters 

because they tended to recognize her skill level and respected her.  

 Asha has experienced that being an attractive women has helped her in the 

industry, but it has hindered her because clients questioned her abilities as a good 

guide. Furthermore, during the training process she sometimes wondered if she 
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received recommendations because of her capabilities as a good guide or because 

she is attractive, which has made her question herself: “It’s like I never got self-

esteem about my skills as a guide and I think in some degree I still wonder that” 

(personal). Overall, she does realize that her experience through the ACMG 

process has given her more confidence in her skills. 

Present 

 Asha realizes that being a woman in the industry provides many 

opportunities for her: “…there’s the attitude of more doors open to women 

because every operation wants to try and have one woman (token woman) 

working there” (present), however once an operation has its one woman per shift, 

then often it becomes hard for other women to get hired. Furthermore, she thinks 

there is an attitude within the guiding industry, stating: 

 “…women aren’t as competent as men, whether we’re conscious of it or 

 not….most of us aren’t conscious of it…we don’t expect women to 

 be on the same level as men and if they try to be it can be offensive 

 sometimes (referring to cocky attitude)…” (personal).  

 

She continually has been in situations where clients question her capabilities as a 

guide. She finds that when she works on a team with a male guide and being the 

experienced one, she still encounters “clients [asking] a question and you’re 

standing beside each other and they turn and ask the man, it’s just like that every 

day” (present). This constant dilemma becomes tiring and wears her down. With 

her private clients she finds that they are familiar and comfortable with her 

guiding style and she does not have to prove her competence to them. She is 

working towards developing a larger private client base, in which she does not 

have to prove herself, deal with employers or always guide beginners.  
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 Asha believes that for a woman to become a guide she needs to have 

perseverance and competence. She encourages women to get out and train with 

both men and women: “…definitely find the time to work with women and train 

with women” (present). Asha has become a confident guide and sees herself 

having a masculine leadership style, which “makes it clear who is the leader” 

(present). She does try to take everyone’s needs into consideration but realizes she 

needs to be more about the experiences than goal oriented. She has seen men who 

are more patient and better connectors with clients than she is. 

 Her community of friends consists mostly of guides and is spread out due 

to her travels. Since she travels a lot she has to work on personal relationships 

because often no one knows what she is doing or where she is at, a situation that 

she is comfortable with. Asha claims that she is the “…antithesis of the word 

balance” (present), because of the two extremes in guiding: the guiding season, in 

which every guide works hard and consistently throughout the season, and the 

shoulder/off seasons that guides take off to relax and recreate. In reality she does 

believe that she balances everything out by blending the two extremes into one 

working contract. 

 Asha would like to be in a relationship, but finds it hard to find a guy who 

can tolerate her lifestyle and who she is attracted to. The lifestyle that she enjoys 

has come with some choices/sacrifices: “I am trying to come to terms with how I 

have chosen to live my life, grieving the loss of not having kids” (personal). She 

is accepting the fact that she has no pension plan, has never excelled in her sport 

of passion or developed a stable community. She loves the freedom that guiding 
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gives her. However, she sometimes struggles with the challenge of supporting 

herself financially in the lifestyle she has created for herself. 

Future 

 Asha sees her future having two potential options. She could develop a 

private guiding business, but at present feels unfocused and discouraged to do so 

because she lacks the experience and guidance to start up a business. The second 

option is to go back to school and develop a more traditional and secure career. 

However, she indicated, “I’ve worked really hard to get where I am,…[it would 

be] a real shame to walk away from it all” (personal). 

Jaylyne Narrative 

Jaylyne is presently staying at home to raise her child. She is trying to balance out 

her schedule of being a mom and a guide. She is an active ACMG member who 

works as a seasonal guide. She has been guiding for numerous years and is in the 

process of deciding when she will be attempting her full guide certification in her 

sport. The interview was conducted at her home in a quiet and comfortable 

setting. 

Past 

 Jaylyne has many years of experience in the guiding industry and has 

worked for many tourism operations. Her desire to guide and experience new 

geographical settings motivated her to move and work in western and northern 

Canada. As she established herself in a mountain community in western Canada, 

she realized she had to attain her ACMG and IGA (Interpretive Guides 

Association) certification to guide within the nearby parks. As she was working as 
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a hiking guide, one of her employers required her to guide backpacking trips, and 

offered to pay for her backpacking certification. She feels that her employers 

throughout her guiding career have always been supportive and encouraging. 

Hence, most of her summers consisted of guiding hiking and backpacking trips 

for operators. Even though her winters consisted of working at non-guiding jobs: 

“…just figured I’ll never become a ski guide it just seemed daunting to me, you 

know the avalanche,… so much hazard that you can’t control....” (personal), 

however she did organize recreational ski trips with friends. These trips allowed 

her the opportunity to lead, thereby challenging her decision making and terrain 

assessment kills. Under the encouragement of a friend, who had gone through the 

ACMG guide process, she decided to work towards her certification. However 

never taking it too seriously, “…[she] thought it was only a pipe dream.” 

(personal). Nonetheless, Jaylyne did feel excited at the “prospect of learning new 

skills, seeing new places and becoming more proficient in winter mountain travel 

and hazards” (personal).  

 During her training she received a lot of mentorship from her boyfriend 

and through him she met many guides, who became mentors: “Mostly males 

because all his friends were male guides…so that was what I [had] most of the 

time” (past). She did have a few female mentors, which allowed her to observe 

their guiding style and ask them questions on their decision making. Through 

assisting on teams where there was a female and a male guide she was able “…to 

see the difference between her style and his style, so it was good that way” (past). 

The majority of her mentors were men, who were teaching her skills and 
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standards, but “going out and doing stuff with women made [her] more confident 

in [herself]” (personal). An aspect of Jaylyne’s training was switching off leads, 

which provided her the opportunity to lead sections, giving her “great practice, 

good learning and [being able to] apply [her] skills and knowledge” (past). She 

found that because of her years of guiding in other activities she had competence 

in her strength and abilities, but realized that her weak point was her cardio. This 

required her to add extra training into her days of guiding, to ensure that she was 

ready for her exams.  

 In her exam process she was usually the only woman on the exam, which 

she found frustrating because she did not have anyone to confide in, but she felt 

she was treated equally by her peers—‘as one of the guys’. She did feel in one 

incident that she was treated a bit unfairly by the examiners, where her physicality 

came into question. She understood the reasons, but questioned as in all practical 

testing environments the subjective nature of the exams. 

 When Jaylyne worked in environments that allowed her to switch off leads 

with male guides, she was seen as an equal by the clients. There were a few times 

when she had to prove herself to the clients, which was challenging and annoying 

because she believed that since she passed her exam she was qualified. She has 

experienced sexist comments from clients, which she has learned to brush off and 

not internalize. Also, she has noticed that older men “are more withdrawn when 

they have a female lead guide…less apt to follow or more analytical, whereas the 

younger men are just like yeah, whatever, she’s my guide” (social). She has 

experienced that women will approach her first; men tend to go to her for soft 
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issues (first aid), whereas for the technical issues (routes of the day), “they both 

will go to the male, I’ve noticed that definitely…it’s very stereotypical and 

annoying” (past), but funny.  

 She has enjoyed working at a ski operation that had quite a few female 

guides, feeling “it was more relaxed and less competitive” (past). She finds that 

the older male mountain guides have a different perspective than the younger 

guides: “…our generation [is] a bit more open to women, accepting and 

supportive” (social). Overall, she has felt that she has been treated as an equal and 

her decisions respected, most of the time. Since she has always worked in 

masculine environments she has developed the skill to never “show [her] feelings 

of self doubt…but to show [her] feelings of strength and comfort” (personal). 

Present 

 Her years of guiding have given her a lot of confidence, knowledge and 

social contacts. She definitely is involved in the guiding community: “…it’s 

pretty much everywhere in my world…” (present), she has lots of friends who are 

guides and her husband is a guide. Along with her confidence she sees her 

guiding style as more explanatory because with her the clients know where they 

stand and where they are going for the day. When she has to be assertive, tough or 

disciplinary, “[she is] not as comfortable with it, but [she] do[es] it” (present); 

most of the time the clients take her seriously. 

 One of the challenges that she faces is when clients proposition her, but by 

“… look[ing] less into the eyes of the men,… and being more assertive put[s] [up] 

a barrier” (personal). Also, she finds that adopting a non feminist persona in her 
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work environment, “…has made [her] more approachable and happier with co-

workers and employers” (personal).  

 She acknowledges that if she was younger she would have gone for her 

full mountain guide status, but realized that she started the process too late. At the 

time of the interview, she is excited about being a mom, but does not know how 

much work she will be doing. Even though her husband is very supportive of her 

and her desire to continue to guide, he makes more money, therefore “it makes 

more sense for him to be [working]…at this point anyway…even though my 

sanity is at risk (chuckles)” (present). 

Future 

She feels under pressure to attain her full guide or risk losing her assistant status:  

 “Honestly [I am] not that motivated to go for it again; however I know that 

 I am not allowed to remain an assistant guide forever. I know I would get 

 more credibility and money in the industry if I [was] a full guide” 

 (personal).  

 

She plans on attempting her full exam in the next one to two years. She does not 

plan on working full time while her child is young, and hopes to be guiding next 

year. 

Summary 

 Through the use of interviews and collaboration with the participants 

detailed narratives were created that addressed the three questions while providing 

insight into the experiences of eight women as they established themselves as 

guides, negotiated the ACMG process, and balanced personal lives with guiding. 

Each of the women’s meaningful experience was retold by the researcher through 
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a narrative in a chronological order of past, present and future. Each narrative 

described a woman’s passions and motivations as she attained guide certification, 

and frustrations as she encountered and negotiated the ACMG process. The 

narratives revealed each woman having a strong sense of agency, by the 

dedication and choices/sacrifices made in order to establish herself and her 

identity as an ACMG guide.  
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Chapter 6: Discussion, Limitations and Conclusion 

Discussion 

 Through using the three-dimensional conceptual framework each narrative 

reveals a unique woman who has traveled an interesting journey towards 

establishing herself as a guide in high risk activities of climbing, skiing and 

mountaineering. Five themes were identified and examined through the 

structuring of narrative tables and composing of narratives: establishing oneself as 

an ACMG guide, challenges of the ACMG examination process, perceptions 

towards female guides, balancing of personal life/motherhood with career, and 

future goals.  

 Establishing oneself as an ACMG guide. The ACMG plays a pivotal 

role in certifying individuals in the activities of mountain guiding and climbing 

instruction. It is the only nationally recognized agency for setting and maintaining 

professional standards for mountain guiding in Canada. To work in National 

Parks, tourism businesses and academic institutions that operate in Canadian 

mountains, a woman must attain ACMG certification. The decision to establish 

oneself as a guide requires commitment, patience and persistence. Asha 

eloquently summed up her experience: “You dedicate your life to it!” 

 The decision to become an ACMG guide varied for the women. Jessica, 

Chris and Jaylyne were encouraged to go the ACMG route when their guiding 

potential was noticed by male ACMG guides. Alex and Aven were outdoor 

adventure instructors who decided to advance their instructional skills to guide 
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status. Sky, Asha and Maria learned about ACMG certification while attending an 

adventure program. To become an ACMG candidate these women provided 

information about their goals, related work and education experience, and their 

backcountry experience (including their leading experience) to demonstrate they 

met the minimum level of fitness and competence in technical skills and 

knowledge.  

The women enter the ACMG certification process based on a discipline, in 

which they excelled, as emphasized by Chris: “…alpine was my medium, was my 

arena…it’s the area where I problem solved the best…I was already fit and 

tough…I don’t say that in a boasting way but it was my life”. A significant aspect 

of becoming a guide was one’s commitment, which involved working in the 

adventure industry and intensive training with partners and mentors. According to 

the women many of their training partners / mentors were their husbands, fathers, 

boyfriends and friends who were either male ACMG candidates or guides. Only 

Maria, Jaylyne and Alexa acknowledge having women mentors and/or women to 

train with. Receiving mentorship allowed the women to learn ACMG’s 

professional standards and have an insight into ACMG expectations. Maria and 

Asha specifically indicated actively seeking out practicum’s and mentors to train 

with, while Jessica realized that she needed to improve in this area. For each 

woman their intense training period varied as they attained mileage, developed 

their decision making and judgment skills, acquired technical skills and improved 

their physical fitness.  
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 An ACMG guide must be efficient and confident in guiding clients 

through all types of mountain terrain. Therefore, it is essential that a candidate 

have a high fitness and mobility level to pass an exam. Due to the women’s 

outdoor careers, intense training and involvement in long expeditions/trips the 

majority felt confident with their physicality. The women were determined that 

their fitness would never be a problem because they knew the exams were 

physically challenging. However, Asha and Jaylyne both disagreed with their 

examiners questioning their physical capabilities. The women perceived it was 

because of the subjectiveness of the examiners who might have held traditional 

gender beliefs. The occurrence of subjectivity in exams is not unusual and is 

based on the examiner’s personal judgment, which can be impeded by opinions 

and biases of how well a candidate performs (“How does the acquisition of skills 

affect performance”, n.d., p.164). Through actively training and working in their 

discipline the women either maintained or strengthened their physical 

competence, thereby believing that their capabilities were unjustly called into 

questioned. This illustrates that examiner’s might make assumptions about a 

female candidate’s physicality, thereby examining the woman with a more critical 

eye.  

 Attaining ACMG certification some of the women revealed that during 

their process of becoming a guide the acquisition of technical skills was a concern 

because it was not their strong point. However, they suggested that intensive 

training, mentoring and getting out on personal trips developed and strengthened 

their technical skills. This reinforced that women learning technical skills benefit 
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from “relationship-oriented teaching styles and repetitive practice of a skill” 

(Warren & Loeffler, 2006, p. 112). Jessica claimed that acquiring technical skills 

was something she prepared for: “I definitely had to train myself a bit more on 

rope systems and still do.” The literature of Delay and Dyment (2003), 

Humberstone (2000), and Warren and Loeffler (2006) revealed that women are at 

a disadvantage when learning hard-technical skills because women are socialized 

according to society’s perception on gender and the associated traits that each 

gender should possess. None of the women indicated having difficulty in learning 

technical skills, which is reinforced by Aven who stated that women “in terms of 

physical and technical challenges, can learn [the] skills, as well as any guy”. A 

possible reason why the women did not indicate any difficulties acquiring 

technical skills was because they came to the certification process already 

possessing a high skill level in their discipline. As an ACMG candidate they 

expanded upon their skills through practicing, taking courses, learning from 

mentors, and getting out on expeditions/trips with friends and co-workers.  

 In addition, many of the women placed more emphasis on the human 

aspect of guiding than on the technical aspect. This reinforces Sharpe et al. (1998, 

2001) findings regarding female perceptions towards the importance of the 

acquisition of knowledge rather than technical skills, which men favour. This is 

supported by Maria who indicated that her strong points were her mountain sense, 

judgment, client care and professionalism; working on her technical skills was 

annoying. This commonality among the women had a few women indicating their 

strength in this area, while others such as Alex and Jessica delayed taking exams 
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in order to gain the mileage/experience. The study by Collins et al. (2009) found 

that “general leadership experience plays a large role in the development of 

competencies” (p. 27), which came into question for many of the women. Even 

though many of the women had vast amounts of leadership experience they still 

often questioned whether they had enough mileage to pass their ACMG exam. 

Jaylyne touched upon an interesting concept when she mentioned: “As much as I 

got mentorship from the men and learned a lot from them, going out and doing 

stuff with other women made me more confident in myself”. Therefore, going out 

with other women might have allowed the women more opportunities to assume 

leadership positions. On the other hand, Jessica mentioned she preferred to train 

with her male friends rather than with her female friends. Alex, Sky, Chris and 

Asha suggested that men tended to accept and seek risk more than women. Alex 

mentioned that taking risk helps to build one’s confidence, whereas refusing to 

take risks could impede one’s growth. This is reinforced by Asha who believed 

that single people have a higher risk tolerance than those who have families. 

These women believed that other women or women with families would not take 

the risks necessary to be ACMG guides, thus they are replicating a gender bias as 

much as a man does. 

 These women were active agents as they proceeded through the process, 

which is evident in their dedication to their training, seeking mountain 

experiences and working in the industry. Six of the women were working as full 

guides in more than one discipline, which required years of training and working 

in the industry, thereby gaining experience and attaining competence. These 
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experiences support Collins et al. (2009) depiction that certification and 

competency gives one a sense of confidence. This point is reinforced by five of 

the women who claim they have gained confidence and self worth through 

attaining ACMG certification. 

 The challenges of the ACMG examination process. Most of the women 

believed overall they were treated fairly and equally in their exams, however, 

their stories did reveal a few common examination challenges that they 

experienced. Once again, a challenge was the examiners subjectivity. Asha 

believed the exam process was very subjective: “…once they decide it’s really 

hard to get them to change their minds (gut feeling).” She gave examples of 

knowing an examiner who wanted to fail her and not getting recommended for an 

exam because an examiner questioned her physical fitness. Jessica experienced 

the subjective nature of an examiners preference to see their own techniques: 

“…the examiners each want you to use their technique instead of your own. I 

think it’s fair to try and have lots of tools in the tool box, but what works for them 

might not work for me.” Maria mirrored Jessica: “We have to be open-minded 

and do what’s right for the given situation. There is not just one way to do things, 

and what works one day will not work another. Things are grey, not black and 

white….” Subjectivity might have arisen from an examiner’s bias towards 

traditional gender roles. Jessica’s comment also highlighted the ACMG dogmatic 

approach in the evaluation process, which promoted a specific guiding style and 

technique. The ACMG did not encourage candidates to modify standard guiding 

techniques, but the women have strong opinions that modification has value. 
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 Another challenge during the examination process that reinforced the 

dogmatism of the ACMG was splitting up the women into separate groups. Most 

of the women mentioned being the only woman on their exams or split up and 

placed into separate groups. Being the only woman in the group had some women 

feeling self conscious, annoyed and outnumbered. The possible reason that 

women are split up is similar to why adventure operators want females on their 

guiding teams – to balance out a male environment and bring feminine skills to 

the group. Nonetheless, Alex felt that splitting up women forced them to behave 

differently. In her opinion the ACMG treats genders the same: “… it’s kind of 

hard to verbalize…they don’t make you feel different…but you are 

different…because [as females] we behave differently, we like different things, 

we act differently. I think it’s hard to be generic.” This illustrates that women 

often feel required to conform to the ACMG, such as adopting an aggressive 

personality and a ‘follow me’ leadership style that was not their norm, in order to 

pass the exams. Their style of guiding emphasizes communication, teamwork, 

collaboration and interpersonal involvement, allowing them to empower and 

support their clients. Three women revealed that in order to be successful in the 

process they developed a ‘thick skin’. Asha believed that she was successful 

navigating the ACMG process due to being a bigger person and having a thick 

skin. Sky mentioned needing a ‘thick skin’ to avoid internalizing or personalizing 

the examiner’s feedback during the evaluations. She found the examination 

process challenged her confidence and self-esteem, which is reinforced in a subtle 

way by Chris who indicated that her experience was a humbling one. Alex 
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believed that the ACMG could be more approachable. Chris maintained that 

examiners should give candidates credit when credit is due. It appears that the 

ACMG is training its candidates to adopt an authoritative and directional 

leadership style, which many of women acknowledge is not their preference. 

‘Switching off’, therefore, assists them to negotiate the dogmatism in the ACMG 

to pass their exams. Once they attain their certifications they are free to develop 

their own guiding styles.  

 However, both Maria and Aven indicated that having another woman on 

the exam did not mean a closer relationship occurred because often they were on 

the exams with male friends who they trained with, therefore having a closer 

relationship with them than with another female candidate. Still having another 

woman on the course was ‘a treat’ and ‘unusual’ as mentioned by Maria. These 

challenges are not easy to fix, especially when there are so few women. However, 

it might change as more women pursue careers as ACMG guides.  

 These situations indicated that women are constantly negotiating their way 

through the examination process that appears to be subjective and encourages a 

dogmatic type of guiding style. Through developing ‘thick skins’ and ‘switching 

off’ they conform to the ACMG expectations until their certification process is 

over than bring into play their own style.  

 Perceptions from employers, clients and co-workers. All the women 

indicate feeling supported and encouraged by their employers, and they definitely 

believe being a female guide has advantages. However, being the only woman on 

a shift of all men has resulted in Jaylyne negotiating her environment by 
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“remain[ing] a non feminist in [her] work as this has made [her] more 

approachable and happier with co-workers and employers.” This statement 

reflects Jordan’s (1991) depiction that coping with personality clashes and getting 

along with others reduces possible tensions in the work environment. It seems that 

when working in a male dominant environment the women generally adapted to 

their environment, whether they agreed or disagreed with it. 

 The women perceive that tourism operations (eg. Heli-ski operations) 

preferred to have at least one woman per shift to balance out their all male teams 

because women help to create supportive and nurturing environments. However, 

when women display strong leadership traits that are associated with males, 

employers might disapprove, which reinforces Wittmer (2001) description “if 

women assume a leadership style that is gender-role incongruent—by being 

directive or assertive…they may receive negative evaluations…” (p. 177). Asha 

reflected on a situation when she encountered some opposition for taking a 

dominant role when she started a new job, believing (gut feeling) that her strong 

leadership approach was not appreciated because she was a woman. This 

illustrates an expectation from employers that women will bring certain feminine 

performance and behavioral traits to their working environment (Jordan, 1991), 

which is congruent with society’s perception of women. Asha also mentioned that 

once a female guide is hired employers refocus their hiring on male guides. This 

may simple occur because there are more male guides. An interesting issue that is 

worth further investigation is examining if there is an equal balance in the number 

of women hired in comparison to the number of men.  
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Through the women’s experiences we learn that when they display an 

authoritative guiding style they will sometimes encounter surprise or negative 

responses from their clients because they are challenging traditional expectations 

that clients may hold. The guiding styles of Maria, Chris, Aven, Jessica, Jaylyne, 

and Alex have embodied both masculine and feminine traits. For example, Alex 

tries to incorporate her clients into the day plan allowing them to lead when the 

situation presents itself. Aven sees herself as a team player believing she is 

providing a shared experience between herself and her clients. Chris sees her 

guiding style as one who looks after her clients and wants them to be comfortable. 

The literature by Graham (1997), Warren & Loeffler (2006) and Wittmer (2001), 

recognize these traits that the women demonstrate are categorized as feminine. 

However, when the outdoor situation changes, majority of the women are 

comfortable with taking on a more directive, decisive and authoritative style if 

needed; traits that are categorized as masculine. Sky mentioned the need for 

women to confidently display masculine traits because if they do not then clients 

“will not follow [them], they won’t listen to [them], they will walk all over 

[them]”. Wittmer (2001) suggests that when women use an authoritative style the 

responses they receive indicate that they are gender-role incongruent because they 

are displaying leadership traits that society relates to men. Most of the women 

reinforce this by commenting that clients were a bit shocked by their authoritarian 

style but often understood the reason, therefore taking the women seriously. 

However, a few women still encountered resistance and had to threaten clients of 

a return trip back to the lodge. Therefore, to be effective leaders the women use 
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both feminine and masculine leadership styles, depending on the situation. Sky 

acknowledged this by revealing that being a female guide was difficult and 

women must be able to find a balance: “…either you’re going to be too nice and if 

you try to discipline somebody you’re a bitch…you have to find that balance 

where they’re going to respect you and listen to you....” These experiences 

describe a complex situation in which women are balancing between using 

feminine and masculine guiding styles to ensure the client’s safety, but also to 

receive employers and clients respect and acceptance. Another challenge the 

women are encountering is the perceptions the clients bring with them. Female 

guides often deal with cultural and religious realities, which place higher status on 

males than females. Therefore, for a woman to be a successful guide she must be 

able to read her clients and as a guide perform accordingly. For Asha and Jaylyne 

there were occasions when clients would only direct their questions to the male 

guides. Asha expressed frustration with this situation, which often wore her down, 

but had become accustomed to this type of behaviour. The majority of the women 

have experienced clients who have at one time not listened to them. Jaylyne 

believed that “older male clients are more withdrawn, less apt to follow, and more 

analytical of a female guide.” These experiences reinforce Jordan’s (1991) and 

Carter & Coyler (1999) findings that women who are in careers involving strong 

physicality and technical skills are undervalued compared to their male 

counterparts. Thus these women are dealing with clients who have traditional 

assumptions that men are stronger and faster than women, therefore they can be 

scrutinized or feel that they have to prove themselves.  
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The industry policy of having a least one woman working on a shift can 

unintentionally create an environment that undervalues female guides. The 

employers think having a woman present will create a softer more open 

environment, whereas clients will perceive the women, as Aven revealed, “not 

going to be good enough or fast enough, maybe she’ll help with the nurturing 

stuff but maybe she’s not exactly what I want for my kind of skiing,” reinforcing 

the fact that women are negotiating a male / masculine environment and the 

preference for a male guide. Consequently, some women believe that they have to 

prove themselves, while other women just accept it, knowing that clients who 

initially scrutinize end up being impressed. 

 All of the women work mostly with male guides, unless they seek out 

working opportunities on all women teams. Overall, the majority of the women 

indicate good relations with their co-workers, having mutual respect and 

appreciating their co-workers mentorship. However, the women reveal three 

challenging issues that require further investigation: The first issue of interest is 

Chris’ experience working with veteran guides, where she felt the need to win 

their approval, which she achieved when she proved that she was capable of 

guiding. In Chris’s opinion they eventually “saw [her] less of a woman and more 

of an aspiring guide.” Jaylyne, mentioned that older mountain guides have a 

different perspective than younger guides who are more accepting and supportive 

of women guides. These women’s experiences reveal that veteran guides have a 

more traditional view of gender roles, creating an environment in which women 

feel the need to prove themselves and earn the veterans respect. The second issue 
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comes from Maria and Asha who both believed that some men possess more 

feminine skills than women do. Maria knows of co-workers who possess more 

traditional qualities than she does, in regards to sensitivity to the guests. Whereas, 

Asha believed that she puts more energy working on her masculine skills than on 

her feminine skills, which she reasons was why her relational skills were weak. 

She knows men with more feminine skills than she has. Maria realized that female 

teams tend to get the clients more involved and communicate better. She is unsure 

whether it was because of the small group size or the nature of the person that she 

was working with. Both of these women did not differentiate between masculine 

leadership style, which incorporates attributes of “technical climbing, teaching 

survival skills, making emergency decisions, or making scientific presentations” 

(Wittmer, 2001, p. 174; Haluza-Delay&Dyment, 2003; Henderson, 1997; Jordan, 

1991) and feminine leadership, which places emphasis on mediation, empathy, 

facilitation, listening, understanding, collaborative and interpersonal traits 

(Wittmer, 2001; Haluza-Delay & Dyment, 2003). They question as does Wittmer 

(2001) the designation of traits believing it is not the gender, but the nature of the 

individual who possesses a multitude of different traits; and due to 

circumstances/situations adopts certain traits over others. Finally, an issue worth 

mentioning involves communication among co-workers. When Alex worked with 

other guides who used ‘I’ statements and not ‘we’ / ‘us’ statements, she definitely 

noticed a difference in how clients perceived her. She indicated that there is no 

inclusion in ‘I’ statements. She reflected on an incident when a male co-worker 

used ‘I’ statements throughout a program, the clients “didn’t ask me a question for 
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five days.” At the time of her interview she has become very conscious of her use 

of words and when she encounters a similar situation she makes a point to debrief 

the situation with her co-worker.  

 It seems that women guides can be perceived and evaluated differently 

than their male counterparts, which creates challenges for them. As the women 

establish themselves and work as guides they are under pressure to maintain the 

high standards of ACMG, which promotes a direct and assertive leadership style, 

while being employed for their nurturing, interpersonal and technical skills. At the 

same time they are negotiating traditional perceptions that clients might bring 

with them. Once again, these women show they are active agents in their guiding 

careers, constantly negotiating a work environment that pose conflicting 

messages, as they successfully and effectively guide clients on wilderness 

adventure trips. 

 The act of balancing: Personal life/motherhood and guiding career 

 Personal life and guiding. A consistent issue among the women that is 

worth mentioning is the challenge of balancing personal and career goals. Aven 

eloquently summed up balancing her guiding and personal life: “I would say that 

my personal life is very entwined with my guiding life.” Maria, Alex, Jessica and 

Asha revealed not being good at balancing their personal life with their guiding 

life; it seemed that their guiding life encompassed all aspects of their personal 

lives. Alex indicated that she often lacked the energy to give to her personal life 

because her guiding life consumed so much of her life. Maria reinforced this by 

mentioning that during her examination process she put a lot of friendship, family 
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time and having children on hold until all the certifications she sought were 

completed. All the women friendships are formed around climbing, 

mountaineering and/or skiing partners. Some women mention having friendships 

outside the guiding community, which they have to work to maintain because 

often these friendships are not based on a sport. These women clearly mention a 

community of guides who work together and share common interests, giving 

these women a sense of belonging and possibly a sense of acceptance in an 

environment. For some women they have dedicated their lives towards achieving 

ACMG guide certification at a cost to friends and family. Since the women’s 

personal and professional lives are so entwined the interaction and 

communication skills that the women employ to navigate their employment 

(employers, co-workers and clients) environment might be similar to what they 

use in their personal lives, an interesting concept that is worth further 

investigation. 

 Motherhood and guiding. Women often face challenges within their 

careers as they combine motherhood with guiding. This was evident for two of the 

women who left their guiding careers because of the risks associated to their jobs 

and feeling a lack of support from their employers, friends and family. Chris 

indicated, “I found it to be very stressful…you need to look after yourself really 

well…it’s a day of hyper-vigilance…working 24/7.” Plus, she felt pressure to stay 

home and raise her children from friends and family. Sky indicated similar 

feelings regarding her work commitments and the risks associated with them. 

Also, the family decision of having one parent home and since her husband 
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earned a higher salary; she was the one staying home. Therefore, the primary 

reason for these women leaving their guiding careers is the risks associated with 

their jobs, the secondary being the pressure of society and its expectations of 

women being the primary caregiver. Jaylyne and Maria are presently in the 

process of balancing work and family. They are willing to give up guiding for a 

certain period of time, which is possible to achieve since they have private clients 

and have the support of their husbands. On the flipside, Asha and Alex did not 

have children because they never met a man that they wanted to have children 

with. Alex adds guiding would not have stopped her from having children. For 

Aven and her husband they did not consciously say no, it just never happened. 

Jessica now has to contemplate the possibility of a family because her husband 

wants children, a decision that could prolong attaining full mountain status, which 

she indicates they will have to figure out. The overall interpretation of their 

experiences is a complicated one that requires further investigation than what has 

been presented in this study. However, these findings illustrate that the element of 

guiding high risk sports can be a deterrent when women become mothers, as 

indicated by Chris who did not think women were wired to accept risk as much as 

men. Also, the lifestyle of a guide is often not conducive for women wanting to 

have a family for the following reasons: the intensive training that is required to 

attain certifications, the demanding aspects of the work environment, the level of 

risk involved in guiding, the lack of support from husbands and community, and 

lack of support from the industry. To add to these challenges the ACMG has 

recently started enforcing a three year grace period, in which assistant guides 
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must attempt their full guide certification within three years of attaining their 

assistants or lose it, thereby possibly affecting women who decide to be moms 

while being an assistant guide.  

 The women’s experiences clearly indicate they have developed strong 

personal and career identities as ACMG guides, which is similar to Dilly and 

Scraton (2010) findings that women strongly identified to their pursuit of serious 

leisure climbing “…pursuing climbing systematically, demonstrate perseverance, 

acquired specialists skills and knowledge…” (p. 136). In this study the women’s 

personal and work lives are implicitly connected to the ACMG, as they trained 

extensively with fellow ACMG candidates, received mentorship by ACMG 

guides, work and recreate with ACMG guides, and establish personal 

relationships within the ACMG community. Through the ACMG they gained a 

sense of belonging and feeling of accomplishment as they pursued their guiding 

careers. As a result, Chris and Sky had indicated a loss of identity as they left their 

guiding careers for motherhood. Sky questioned her identity feeling disconnected 

and unsupported from the ACMG. Chris was able to re-establish herself outside 

the ACMG and Sky was wondering whether she can. Whereas, Maria and Jaylyne 

both are actively negotiating, making choices and compromises in order to 

balance motherhood and their careers.  

 Future goals of the women. The women’s experiences provide insight 

into their challenges, opinions, and thoughts to situations / circumstances having 

occurred in their past and present lives. Through their experiences they also 

indicate their uncertainties for the future. Maria and Jaylyne are in the midst of 
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trying to balance out motherhood while working at establishing a guiding career. 

Sky is redeveloping her career away from guiding towards another venture, which 

allows her to raise her family. Alex, Asha and Aven are working at their careers 

but contemplating the next direction their careers will go. Chris wants to continue 

being a part-time guide, staying in touch with the standards and any changes in 

the industry, ensuring that her guiding skills are maintained. Finally, Jessica is 

seeking to attain further certification and work towards being a full mountain 

guide. Seven women indicate a commitment to maintaining their ACMG guide 

status and working as an ACMG guide.  

Limitations 

 This study was an exploratory endeavor to delve into an area that few 

studies have address. The narrative qualitative methodology was appropriate 

because it provides a deeper understanding into a phenomenon that has never 

been studied and establishes a foundation for future research. However, replacing 

the narrative of each woman with an open coding analysis might have allowed for 

an analysis into sensitive issues, issues that the women did not prefer to have 

mentioned in their narratives.  

 The second limitation is the sample consisted of eight women guides who 

matched the six conditions. Interviewing another group consisting of eight male 

participants would have added to the findings, allowing a comparison to occur, 

thereby identifying any similarities and differences between the groups as they 

pursued careers as guides. 
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 Lastly, the method of data collection was through an interview process in 

which the researcher lacked experience. The researcher realized that more 

detailed probing questions would have added richer descriptions to the women’s 

stories, bringing deeper insight into the women experiences.  

Conclusion 

 This exploratory study focused on the lives of women who are ACMG 

guides. It endeavored to provide a deeper understanding of women as they 

established themselves as guides, negotiated the examination process and 

balanced their professional with their personal lives. Using a narrative inquiry, 

which is an experience-centered approach; women told their stories, reflect and 

made sense of their experiences as they explain themselves to others. The 

women’s personal and social experiences were gathered, and then analyzed 

through a three-dimensional narrative framework. Each woman provided 

feedback or clarification of content and removal of sensitive content. Through 

collaboration between the women and researcher, the stories were re-told and re-

stored within the research process. 

 Obtaining certification to guide high risk adventure activities requires a 

strong level of commitment. Currently, there is a gap in academic research 

regarding guiding certification bodies and female guides. The women’s narratives 

provided insight into the relationship of the ACMG and its female members. 

Through patience, determination and commitment these women have dedicated 

their lives to the process of becoming and working as an ACMG guide. They have 

actively sought out mentors, practicums, training and employment opportunities, 
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and mountain experiences to learn the technical skills and gain the mileage to 

attain certification. In their early years they indicated lacking confidence, but 

gained confidence as they attained certification. The women revealed that their 

confidence is interwoven with gaining competence and attaining certification.  

 As these women attained certification they negotiated an examination 

process where the majority of administrators, course developers, instructors and 

examiners were male. Gender biases regarding female physical abilities and 

guiding styles were influenced by the patriarchal structure and masculine overtone 

in the ACMG. As a certifying agency, the ACMG has established high 

professional standards that candidates must achieve to attain certification. Guides 

must demonstrate good physical fitness, confidence in travel in mountain terrain 

and strong guiding skills to ensure the safety of their clients. All the female guides 

felt that they were treated fairly and equally for the most part. However, their 

stories revealed a few gender issues encountered as they negotiated a doctrine that 

was not conducive to their style of guiding. Many of the women identified more 

with the relational and empowering approach rather than the directional and 

hierarchal approach promoted and preferred by ACMG. A few women questioned 

the two leadership styles and associated traits because they believed that an 

effective guide/instructor will assume a leadership style depending on the 

situation and clients (Wittmer, 2001). In regards to subjectivity some of the 

women perceived that their performance was questioned due to gender differences 

in leadership and privileging of technical skills. This indicates that there may be a 

lack of transparency in these areas in the evaluation process. This may happen 
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because skill learning and leadership styles are gendered and may influence 

evaluation and assessment processes. It takes careful assessment of criteria to 

identify where gender biases occur or where safety requirements are essential. 

Therefore, to achieve their certifications the women conform to the ACMG 

standards by developing ‘thick skins’ and/or ‘switching off’, and once becoming a 

certified guide they could be the guide they wanted to be. Only one woman fully 

supported ACMG standard, but she realized she will now have to improve her 

interpersonal skills.  

 Working as a guide in the adventure tourism industry women work in a 

masculine environment where employers, clients and co-workers are mostly men. 

Therefore the women can encounter traditional beliefs that place a higher status 

on men than women. Consequently, they are navigating a precarious situation as 

they balance the expectations of industry standards, traditional gender role 

expectations and perceptions in their work environments. The women still place 

significant importance on establishing themselves as ACMG guides, often to the 

extent that they put their friendships, family and having children on hold. Their 

gender identity is strongly tied to their ACMG identity; their personal and guiding 

lives interconnected. The ACMG community gives them a sense of belonging, 

where they feel supported and accepted. These close intersections of identities 

lead to a sense of disconnect and loss when they leave their guiding careers. 

 However, these strong women play a pivotal role in changing the 

traditional perceptions of women’s role in society. Their positive influence on 

clients, co-workers and employers demonstrate that women are fully competent at 
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guiding high risk activities. They are proving that women are physically capable 

of navigating through challenging mountain terrain, are competent in the technical 

skills and judgment of guiding, and are effective in using both feminine and 

masculine qualities in providing a memorable and safe experience for their 

clients. They are the instruments of social change by providing clients and co-

workers an awareness of women’s capabilities.  
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Chapter 7: Recommendations for change and future research 

Recommendations for change 

 There are a few recommendations that have arisen from this study that 

could better support women who desire to become ACMG guides.  

 The ACMG and Adventure Studies Department at Thompson Rivers 

University is still a masculine environment with majority of authority positions 

being taken by men. Therefore, to bring a better understanding of the gender 

issues and biases that could occur in a male-centered domain is to create a format 

to engage female guides in discussions that allows them express their thoughts 

and provide suggestions to existing processes and policies. Most importantly 

providing the women with a venue that recognizes their recommendations as 

valuable and worthy of consideration. Secondly, the study revealed that women 

either, do not have children, leave the guiding industry to have children or have to 

negotiate their work schedules with their employers. Therefore, in order to keep 

experience, qualified and good women guides employed, it would be to the 

employers benefit to engage their female guides in open dialogues to brainstorm 

innovate work schedules / opportunities that are viable options for women to work 

and still raise a family. Lastly, the ACMG should offer mandatory professional 

development workshops for individuals who are interested in instructing / 

examining for the ACMG. These workshops would provide an opportunity for 

male and female guides to develop and enhance their instruction and human 

relation skills, guiding styles, evaluation techniques and address gender issues.  
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Recommendations for future research 

 Since, this study focused on women who are pursuing careers as ACMG 

guides, which current research literature indicated there is a gap, a few issues 

arose that require further investigations: (A) There is sparse literature on the 

ACMG, an influential organization that certifies individuals in various mountain 

activities. Therefore, research is needed to examine the ACMG and gain a better 

understanding of its training and assessment processes and how these practices 

are gendered and possibly lead to constraining women from becoming ACMG 

guides. (B) As an initial study, this analysis highlighted both gender limits and 

contributions to guiding. Clearly, more research is needed to understand the 

various aspects of gendered relationships, the intersection of leadership and 

guiding in the outdoors with gender roles and competencies, and to enable more 

equal representation of men and women guides in these extreme settings. Through 

exploring women’s stories various gender issues arose, which requires a more in-

depth examination to fully understand the gender conflict that occurs.  

(C) As the women discussed their experiences the issue of risk arose for a few of 

the women, requiring further analysis in regards to its impacts on women 

candidates and mothers who are guides. (D) Finally, the study reinforced that the 

number of women who pursue careers as ACMG guides is perennially low in 

comparison to those of men. Research in the future might address the factors and 

constraints that prevent women from envisioning themselves as guides or prevent 

them from gaining the experience and confidence to pursue careers as an ACMG 

guides.  
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Appendices 

Appendix A – Initial Email (for interview ) 

Hello, [Participants Name] 

Let me introduce myself, I am a 2
nd

 year Master student at the University of Alberta in the Faculty 

of Physical Education and Recreation. I am conducting a research study that is analyzing the 

women guides in the Association of Canadian Mountain Guides. As a guide myself (not as much 

an ACMG guide), I am very interested in the experiences that women have encountered and 

negotiated as they progressed through the ACMG certification process. This is an exploratory 

research that will collect the experiences of women who are pursuing careers as ACMG guides. 

The central question framing my research is:  What do the female guides’ stories tell us about how 

they establish themselves as guides, negotiate the ACMG certification process, and the effects of 

being a guide on their personal lives? As part of my research I am conducting an interview that 

lasts between 1-2hours and is taped – recorded. 

I am asking if you are available to participate in an interview in the month of November. The date, 

time and location of the interview are arranged based on your availability and convenience.   

The interview is voluntary and all information discussed is confidential. At the beginning of the 

interview you will need to sign a consent form.  Also, you will decide on a pseudo- name to 

maintain anonymity. The interview questions are open-ended and follow along the lines of: 1) Can 

you describe the reasons why you became a guide? 2) How do you view the ACMG certification 

process? Please be reassured that at any time during the interview you can withdraw or decline to 

answer a question. All data collected will be locked in a secured location and computer files 

accessed by a computer protected password. 

If you agree or decline to participate please email me your response? If you agree to participate I 

will need to arrange a date, time and location with you to conduct the interview. I will email or 

mail you the cover letter that contains more information and you can keep for your files. If you 

would like it mailed please provide your mailing address.  

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

Thank you 

Brenda Parks  

MA Student, Recreation and Leisure Studies 

Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation 

E-424 Van Vliet Centre 

University of Alberta 

Edmonton, AB 

T6G 2H9 
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Appendix B: Cover Letter – Introducing Research Study – Interview 

Date: 

To: (Participant’s Name) 

The purpose of this research is to have a clearer understanding of women who become ACMG 

guides in the high risk activities of rock, ski, alpine and mountain. Even though women have been 

guiding for many years and they are an expanding group in adventure sport participation, their 

numbers are perennially few as ACMG guides. This research will examine how females who 

desire to attain guide certification negotiate the masculine environment of the Association of 

Canadian Mountain Guides.  

The interview is to collect your perceptions and experiences of your progression through the 

ACMG certification process as well as working as an ACMG guide in the adventure industry. The 

interview will be facilitated by myself – Brenda Parks at a convenient location, lasting 

approximately 1-1.5 hours. The interview is a voluntary process, so at any time you want to 

withdraw from the process, you can without any penalty.  

Confidentiality Section: The interview will be audio-recorded to facilitate collection of 

information, which will be transcribed and analyzed later. All information revealed and discussed 

is confidential. Pseudo-names will be established at the beginning of the interview and any 

situational information will be altered to ensure participant’s identity will not be revealed. Upon 

completion of my thesis those sections that have a quote or description by you will be sent back to 

you for validation of accuracy and for a final comment. At the beginning of the interview we will 

go through the consent form and have you sign it. 

I would like to reassure you that this research study has been reviewed and approved by three 

professors from the Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation, plus it has received clearance 

from the Research Ethics Board at the University of Alberta. 

If you have any questions, concerns or require additional information regarding this research 

study, you can contact me at: beparks@ualberta.ca (250.262.1931). You can also contact my 

supervisor Dr. Karen Fox at karen.fox@ualberta.ca (780.904.8222) or Kelvin Jones, Physical 

Education and Recreation Research Ethics Board, 780-492-0650, kelvin.jones@ualberta.ca.  

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter and for agreeing to participate in my research 

study “The Missing Voices”: An analysis of female guides in the Association of Canadian 

Mountain Guides. 

Thanks 

Brenda Parks 

MA Student, Recreation and Leisure Studies 

Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation 

E-424 Van Vliet Centre 

University of Alberta 

Edmonton, AB 

T6G 2H9 

 

 

mailto:beparks@ualberta.ca
mailto:karen.fox@ualberta.ca
mailto:kelvin.jones@ualberta.ca
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Appendix C: Consent Form – Interview 

I have read and understand the information presented in the cover letter about the study being conducted by 

Brenda Parks in the Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation at the University of Alberta. Brenda has 

given me the opportunity to ask questions related to this study and she has provided additional details that I 

have requested. I understand that this project has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through the 

Research Ethics Board at the University of Alberta. I was informed that if I have any comments or concerns 

resulting from my participation in this study, I may contact Brenda’s supervisor Dr. Karen Fox, 

780.904.8222, Karen.fox@ualberta.ca or Kelvin Jones, Physical Education and Recreation Research Ethics 

Board, 780-492-0650, kelvin.jones@ualberta.ca.  

Confidentiality: As a participant, I understand that all personal information obtained in this interview will be 

kept strictly confidential and anonymous unless permission is given by me to the interviewer for a specific 

context. 

Anonymous: I understand that the results of this study will be presented collectively and no individual 

participants will be identified without their permissions for this thesis, presentations and any publications. I 

understand that my words may be quoted directly from the interview and used in the thesis, presentations, 

publications that are written from this research. Also, I understand that all quotations will be anonymous.  

Study procedures: I have been informed of and understand the purpose and procedures of this study and the 

purpose and procedures of the interview process. 

Withdrawal from interviews/study: I understand that I am free to withdraw my consent and discontinue my 

participation in this interview or study at anytime.  

Interview recording: I understand that the interview will be audiotape and then transcribed. 

Study Risks: I understand that this interview may involve sensitive information. Also, I realize that by 

revealing sensitive information can become uncomfortable. 

I agree for the interview to be audiotaped: (please, circle your response)  

Yes            No   

I agree to be quoted directly if a made-up name (pseudonym) is used.  

Yes            No 

By signing this consent form, you are indicating that you have fully read and understand the above 

information and agree to participate in this study.  

Yes           No 

(Print) Participants Name:   (Print) Witness Name: 

________________________________ ___________________________________ 

   

Participants Signature:   (Print) Witness Signature: 

_______________________________  __________________________________ 

 

Date: ___________________________  Date:______________________________ 

 

 

mailto:Karen.fox@ualberta.ca
mailto:kelvin.jones@ualberta.ca
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Appendix D: Interview Guide 

Interview guidelines: before Interview 

* The research purpose will be explained to each participant 

* Terms of confidentiality will be revisited  

* The interview format will be explained 

* Permission sought from participant to audio-record interview  

* Address any clarification of the interview process  

 

The interview process will use open-ended and probing questions to explore the 

participant’s experiences. The interview will be divided into two sections that will cover 

the training process and employment in the adventure industry. 

 

Research Question: 

 

What do the female guides’ stories tell us about how they establish themselves as 

guides, negotiate the ACMG certification process, and address the effects of being a 

guide on their personal lives?  

 

General Background Questions:  

1) How old are you? 

2) Are you an active member or not? 

3) How long have you been guiding? 

4) What activities (ski, rock, alpine or mountain) do you guide? 

5) Are you done with guide training and examinations? 

6) Are you married:  Yes   or No? 

7) Do you have children:  Yes or No? 

 

Section One: Training process: 

 

1) Describe the reasons why you became an ACMG guide? 

 A) Any influential people 

 B) Any incidents that stand out 

 

2) In your opinion what make a good ACMG guide? 

  

3) Describe to me your experiences with the ACMG certification process? Please provide  

examples.  

 A) Good / Bad 

 

4) Did you encounter any struggles?  

 A) What are your thoughts about your struggles?  

 

5) What is it like to be a female ACMG guide?... Are you treated differently?...What has 

helped you to navigate the ACMG certification process? 
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6) In your opinion what has made you a successful ACMG guide?  

  

7) Can you describe how being an ACMG guide affected or impacted your personal life?  

 A) Your identity – who you are now 

 B) Confidence 

 C) Competence 

  

8) What is your overall impression of the ACMG?  

 A) Its training – where or how did you train? 

 B) Its examination  

  

 9) If you could make any changes to the ACMG process what would they be? 

 

Section Two: Working as a guide 

 

1) Describe your experiences of working as a guide? 

  

2) Being a guide and working in the guiding industry, what has your experience been like 

(positive & negative)? Please describe? 

 A) Employer expectations  

 B) Client perceptions 

 

3) Reflecting on your years of guiding, what were some of the challenges or struggles 

that you dealt with and overcame? 

  

4) What is your overall impression of working in the adventure industry? 

 

5) What would be your words of advice to other women who wish to become ACMG 

guides? 

 

6) Would you like to add any other comments?  

 

***Finally, 1) What roles do you see female guides playing in the future of the ACMG 

and the adventure industry?*** 

 

End of Interview    

* I will ask for their permission to send them a copy of relevant chapters that highlight 

their quotes, asking them to verify my interpretations. 

* I will then thank them for their time and end discussion by leaving the meeting place.  
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Appendix E: Thank you letter for participant involvement in study  

Date: 

Hello: (Participants name) 

 

I would like to thank you for your participation in this research project “The Missing 

Voices”. Your involvement in the interview (focus group) was very appreciated and 

provided excellent insight towards understanding women who pursue careers as ACMG 

guides in the high risk activities of rock, ski, alpine and mountain.  

To remind and reassure you all information pertaining to you will be kept confidential. 

Once this research data is collected and analyzed, the findings will be shared within the 

research community in the form of my thesis and an academic journal publication. In 

addition I will share the findings with adventure recreation practitioners such as attending 

ACMG AGM annual meeting. If you would like a summary of the results or a copy of the 

study please let me know by contacting me at brenda@go-outdoors.ca or (250) 262-1931. 

If you have any questions or concerns regarding the research project and your 

involvement please feel free to contact me at the above mentioned contact information. 

This study will be completed by the fall of 2012. 

In accordance to the University of Alberta policy all projects involving human 

participants must receive ethics approval, this project was reviewed and received 

approval through the Research Ethics Board at the University of Alberta. If you have any 

questions, concerns or require additional information regarding this research study, you 

can contact me, or Dr. Karen Fox, 780.904.8222, Karen.fox@ualberta.ca or Kelvin Jones, 

Physical Education and Recreation Research Ethics Board, 780-492-0650, 

kelvin.jones@ualberta.ca.  

Once again thank you for participating! Seeya in the backcountry! 

Brenda Parks 

MA Student, Recreation and Leisure Studies 

Faculty of Physical Education and Recreation 

E-424 Van Vliet Centre 

University of Alberta 

Edmonton, AB 

T6G 2H9

mailto:brenda@go-outdoors.ca
mailto:Karen.fox@ualberta.ca
mailto:kelvin.jones@ualberta.ca
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Appendix F: Lists of narrative tables 

Sky 

Three-Dimensional Narrative Table #2 

 To capture the women’s experiences on establishing themselves as guides, 
negotiating the ACMG process and the effects of being a guide on their personal 
lives. 

Interaction  

Personal 
 
Looking inward to internal 
conditions, such as feelings, 
hopes, aesthetic reactions, 

moral dispositions. 

 

Attending an academic program 

 “I was so green like anything that I can do to better myself, receive more 
knowledge and just someone explaining things in a different way…” 

Becoming a guide 

 “I was always an avid skier…it was a huge passion” 

 “…skiing has always been a huge passion and just to be able to work in the 
industry and climb and get paid…I loved it…” 

 “…love to ski or love to being able to share my passion with other people…” 

 “I wanted to be a full ski guide and I wanted to be the best” 
The ACMG examination process 

 “I take things personally…it’s hard on your ego and that’s really challenging” 

 “it really breaks you down…I never had an ego…my weakness has always 
been my confidence…it’s really hard on your self esteem”- challenging 

Working in a male environment 

 “…the biggest downfall is being emotional because you really can’t…you can 
be happy but you can’t show weakness…, so you have to exude confidence, 
you have to be strong”  
“I think a strong personality you have to have as a female” 

 “…it’s a man’s world…” 
Personal gains from guiding 

 “I learned a lot about myself…gave me a lot of confidence and self worth” 
Guiding clients 

 “I think that being a strong skier was a huge asset for me…” 

 “What is so hard as a female that I find is that you either going to be too nice 
and if you try to discipline somebody you’re a bitch…you have to find that 
balance where they’re going to respect you and they’re going to listen to 
you, but you’re not bossing them around hurting their egos” 

Ending guiding 

 “I can’t do this anymore”- After failing a full guide exam, she was 
discouraged, frustrated and sad 

 “I was really hard on myself…” 
Being a mom 

 “…working 6am-5pm and then dinner commitments with the guests…flying 
around in a helicopter all day, being in avalanche terrain all day…the thought 
of my children not having a mom…I choose my kids” 

Loss of identity 

 “I felt I have totally lost my identity, like who am I anymore” – becoming a 
mom 

 “I’m not really anymore” – when husband introduce her as a guide 
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Social 
Looking outward to existential 
conditions in the environment 
with other people and their 
intentions, purposes, 
assumptions, and points of 
view. 

ACMG Community 

 “…there’s definitely the community of guides…they kind of stick 
together…you have a lot in common and you’re working together, I mean it’s 
nice…” 

Friends 

 “I really like having a diversity, not talking about work, not talking about 
skiing all the time…about other things” 

Training 

 “I just ended up training a lot with guys” 
Working in a male environment (clients and male guides) 

 “If you are not confident than people will not follow you, they won’t listen to 
you, they will walk all over you”. A woman must be confident, decisive and 
assertive. 

 “…it’s because they’re looked up to…put on a little bit of a pedestal…[they] 
run with it and gonna play it” – referring to male guides 

Co-workers 

 “You definitely had to prove yourself …they don’t respect you than they 
won’t give you the time of day…you really have to gain their respect. But 
they’re great and were good mentors” 

Clients 

 “…they see you and you’re a female and you’re young…you get attitude right 
away and I really had to prove myself” 

Continuity  

Past 
 
Look backward to remembered 
experiences, feelings, and 
stories from earlier times. 

Adventure background 

 Her sport was a huge passion since childhood. 

 Didn’t have a background that introduced her to the outdoors-parents not 
involved in the outdoors. 

 “Funny the first day of class... ‘who wants to be a guide?’ and of course 
everyone lifts their hands, ‘I want to be a ski guide’, I lifted my hand not even 
really knowing what being a ski guide was or what kind of opportunities there 
were…”  

 “…just being super almost nerdy about everything…being the one out there 
trying to learn and just trying to catch up”- She felt intimated by the other 
students  

Training 

 “I would get angry…would stand my ground”- when she didn’t feel peers 
respected her decision 

 “worked so hard” 

 “obsessively trained everyday…and getting worked up about it” 

 “I didn’t want to worry about my fitness…” 

 “…it is the unknown of those exams that gets to you…you don’t know the 
standard…you don’t know if you’re going to be up to the standard…” 

 “…do I even deserve to be at that exam…”- thoughts of self-doubt 
Examination process 

 “...never felt just because of my sex that it mattered …from training and 
throughout the entire process, I never thought that” 

 “…just try and keep your confidence up…like I can do this” 

 “You can’t internalize and personalize examiners feedback…Develop a thick 
skin”  

Working as a guide 
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 “Just[was] a bit of a boys club”, they seemed “more like competitive or like 
with each other you know”- she was the only woman on work teams  

 “…you have these types of people that are attracted to guiding…people 
might say a lot of A type personalities…a lot of really strong personalities…” 

 “He really like that balance”, “we maybe sit back a little bit more and our 
communication skills are different like we talk”- managers view on having 
women on opposite shifts 

 “…you’re in a lodge you don’t really know what’s going on with your 
partner…they (referring to clients) are on their vacation but this is your 
life…” 

Co-workers 

 “I really wanted to learn…I would always ask them questions…I really wanted 
to do a good job” – showing her eagerness to learn gained team’s respect 

 “I had a good experience and learned a lot from them” 
Clients 

 “…clients that come here…good skiers…luckily I can ski because if I couldn’t 
ski these men would eat me up…” 

 “Some clients really loved having a female guide and then others aren’t so 
into it…they just automatically assume that men are better skiers…” 

 “…realized that we [are] just as qualified as the men and or male guides”- 
referring to some groups who get a kick out of women guides 

 “…why do I have to gain their respect because I’m in this job, I’m qualified…” 

 “I got hit on once in a really awkward way…it was really uncomfortable… I try 
to keep everything professional and not go there” 

Present 
 
Look at current experiences, 
feelings, and stories relating to 
actions of an event 

Ending guiding for family 

 “We want to have one person at home looking after the kids and it’s going to 
be me because that’s the role I’ve chosen, I guess” – husband makes more 
money 

Views on not attaining her full ski guide status 

 “I didn’t make it to the full level so maybe if I was a full ski guide, I wouldn’t 
have felt the need to prove myself…” 

Shift in personality 

 “Mom [has] really changed my life like it’s mellowed me out quite a bit” 

 “…was I really that bad, was I really agro” 

 

Future 
 
Look forward to implies and 
possible experiences and plot 
lines 

(Based on conversation after interview) 

 She has another interest that she is thinking of exploring. 
 Hasn’t decided if she will go back to guiding, never received her full guide, 

feels that it will be harder to get back into it and to start training all over 
again for her full. 

 ACMG now had a policy that you must attempt your full within a certain 
amount of years, she doesn’t want to go through the assistant/apprentice 
exam again. 

 
 

Situation/Place 
 
Look at context, time, and place 
situated in a physical landscape 
or setting with topological and 

 Interview was conducted at her home. 

 She lives in a small town surrounded by mountains  

 Married with family 

 No longer guiding 
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spatial boundaries with 
characters intentions, 
purposes, and different points 
of view. 

 

Chris 

Three-Dimensional Narrative Table #3 

 To capture the women’s experiences on establishing themselves as guides, 
negotiating the ACMG process and the effects of being a guide on their personal 
lives. 

Interaction  

Personal 
 
Looking inward to internal 
conditions, such as feelings, 
hopes, aesthetic reactions, 
moral dispositions. 
 

Training to become a guide 

 “…alpine was my medium, was my arena…it’s the area where I problem 
solved best” 

 “I was already fit and tough” – “I don’t say that in a boasting way but it 
was my life” 

 “Biggest obstacle was me” because of nerves 

 “I was hard on myself, it’s kind of what I knew”  

 “I mean I was proud of it, it was kind of fun because people noticed” 
Personal philosophy 

 “I think most of us remember more from our mistakes then our successes 
 Personal gains from guiding 

 “Character building…it’s very humbling” 

 She has acquired many more skills and a standard of professionalism 

 “It has given me I would say…a lot more confidence” 
Guiding community 

 “It also gives me sense of belonging to a certain tribe” 
Families 

 “I just don’t think we’re wired to risk as much” 

 “…it’s hard for women to balance the family lives and their professional 
lives in terms of guiding…our whole attitude around risk” 

Social 
Looking outward to 
existential conditions in the 
environment with other 
people and their intentions, 
purposes, assumptions, and 
points of view. 

ACMG examinations 

 “…psych you out…” – referring to examiners 

 “…were looking for a weak point in anybody” – referring to examiners 

 “I think I got treated differently in my exams sometimes because …I think 
women are can appear more receptive than a guy…he’s an expert or 
pretend he knows, whereas women don’t” 

ACMG influence 

 “We were going to have to have certification if we wanted to continue 
working in the Parks” 

Types of clients 

 “…more instructional (clients want to learn) versus goal based experience 
(ticking things off from a list)”. 

Guide community and co-workers 

 “I had the good fortune of peers who had either been through the process 
or were about to go through the process to practice with” 

 “…my peers had a very significant influence on me” 
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Returned to guiding 

 “I missed it…I loved being in the environment with people” 

Continuity  

Past 
 
Look backward to 
remembered experiences, 
feelings, and stories from 
earlier times. 

Adventure background 

 Worked a summer job at an adventure camp as a camp counselor and 
teaching rock climbing  

 “This was my big break-right!” - involved in a new mountain training 
program. 

 One particular male mentor had encouraged her to climb and pursue 
guiding  

 “that really made me get off the fence and get on with it, yeah” – referring 
to a close friend’s death that motivated her to become a guide  

Examination process 

 “I felt very equal” 

 “…accustomed to leading people around in the mountains and 
instruction” 

 “I remember speed being critical and so between knowing that and being 
rattled I …would sometime make mistakes” 

 “I was nervous believe me…I tried to be as prepared as possible” 

 “You get pushed into situations where you won’t normally go unless you 
had really screwed up” 

 “…they would push us and test us…the methods I would say were 
primarily a negative reinforcement” 

 “…give us credit when credit is due” 

 “I was flanked by my peers” -  guys she grew up with 
Co-workers 

 “I think it was because I was useless” 

 “Within a couple of weeks I mean he saw that I was keen to learn and I 
was picking up you know” - then attitudes changed after proving herself. 

 “Saw me less of a woman and more of an aspiring guide” – referring to 
veteran guides 

 “You’re going to make one hell of a good guide” – comment from veteran 
guide 

Clients 

 “You were there to serve and I did not like the line of always walking that 
precarious line between safety and pleasing the clients in the steep and 
deep” 

Giving up guiding for family 

 “…I was into being a mom” 

 “You’re just not intimate enough with what’s going on underneath”- 
guiding part time 

 “I found it to be very stressful…you need to look after yourself really 
well…it’s a day of hyper-vigilance...working 24/7” 

 “…the expectations for me to put my career on the side was, it was just 
like all pervasive coming from all directions…it’s society around us” 

 “…I thought I had married a very  equal partner…when we had kids the 
equality just went out the window” 

Loss of identity 

 “Yeah, that was horrible, that’s what happened to me…it was so hard for 
me as I watched my colleagues you know run by me” 
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Present 
 
Look at current experiences, 
feelings, and stories relating 
to actions of an event 

Working as a guide 

 “……I am not interested in competing” – referring to newer guides 

 “…I’ve worked with others most of the time…it’s their show…their 
clients…” 

 “I have nothing to prove…which I feel is very liberating” 

 “If I have a group I make the decisions that I need to make” 
Guiding style 

 “I am a quieter introverted person”  

 “I’m not a schmoozer” 

 “…I warn my clients I look after them…I want them to be comfortable…” 

 “I ‘m probably more conservative” 
Identity 

 “Thank god it’s not my identity”-referring to guiding 

 “Don’t make it who you are…make sure you have another career 
[because]…if that’s only show you’ve got, it’s going to get old because you 
will” 

Community 

 “Well, it definitely has expanded my community”  

 “…it’s given me more common ground with some people” 

Future 
 
Look forward to implies and 
possible experiences and 
plot lines 

Balancing guiding and personal life 

 “…I don’t really consider myself a full time guide now” 

 “…I have a different, [another] career…” outside of her guiding 
Maintaining guiding standards 

“Keeping in touch and keeping up with the changes that are occurring in 
the industry and sport, helps to make for a good guide” 

Situation/Place 
 
Look at context, time, and 
place situated in a physical 
landscape or setting with 
topological and spatial 
boundaries with characters 
intentions, purposes, and 
different points of view. 

Guided for many years 
Active ACMG member 
Has another job 
Presently is guiding part time 
Is a mother 
Interview conducted at her house – quiet – no family members around  
 

 

Aven 

Three-Dimensional Narrative Table #4 

 To capture the women’s experiences on establishing themselves as guides, 
negotiating the ACMG process and the effects of being a guide on their personal 
lives. 

Interaction  

Personal 
 
Looking inward to internal 
conditions, such as feelings, 
hopes, aesthetic reactions, 
moral dispositions. 

Motivation towards becoming a guide 

 “I was always interested in the outdoors and found myself drawn to the 
people in the community”  

  “I wanted to learn more so the outdoor thing was where I thought okay if I 
can learn about the outdoors and teach that would be what I want to do” –
so she attended an adventure academic program 
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   “I wanted to improve my skills and learn from the best, so I went through 
the ACMG” 

ACMG examination 

 Questioning herself, “…is this enough am I good enough in terms of mileage 
mountain sense” 

Working with co-workers 

 “It didn’t work to compete with the guys…I had to develop my own style” 

 “There are always personality struggles and looking back on some of the 
situations, I could have handled them better. Dealing with conflicts is a 
difficult thing for me” 

Clients 

 “Over the years my confidence has grown. It took me a while to do things my 
own way, develop my own style. I feel that I can manage a group and keep 
them safe regardless of how they feel about me” 

Family 

 “I never intentionally decided not to have kids...we never consciously said 
no…it just didn’t happen”  

Social 
Looking outward to 
existential conditions in the 
environment with other 
people and their intentions, 
purposes, assumptions, and 
points of view. 

Social group 

 “…I joined an outdoor club and that was really pivotal for me…” 
ACMG Training 

 “…there were many male role models”- she felt supported by husband and 
friends 

 “I teamed up with other folks(mostly men) to practice my climbing…” 

 “…some of my friends were mountain guides…we just went out and had fun” 
Clients 

 “some people were not used to seeing a woman in the guiding role and they 
doubted my abilities. It seemed that I was held to higher scrutiny” 

  When offering her own trips “Men are comfortable…I don’t have to prove 
myself to them like in another situation in a mob scene situation [bigger 
operators]…some people will just assume that a man is better, others prefer 
a female guide, it is all about assumptions when choosing a guide…you kind 
of have to convince people”  

Industry versus clients view on women guides 

 Two impressions: 1- “I think they like having a woman around and the idea 
was that …I would be more maternal, more supportive, or more supportive 
of the new skiers”. 2- “she’s not going to be good enough or fast enough, 
maybe she’ll help with the nurturing stuff but maybe she’s not exactly what I 
want for my kind of skiing” 

Continuity  

Past 
 
Look backward to 
remembered experiences, 
feelings, and stories from 
earlier times. 

Adventure Background 

 She was involved in many outdoor clubs and organizations 

 “Involved in these big…trips every year” 

 “We developed and grew together” – referring to husband 

 “He did influence me for sure but that’s not why I wanted to do this, I would 
have done it anyway” – referring to husband 

 “I was always involved with [adventure programs]” – referring to her jobs 
Training process 

 “…I started in the skiing stream…” 

 “I was confident about my fitness level and ski level…” 
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ACMG examination process 

 “I thought I would be ready” – for her ski exams 

 “…what I did was just made a couple of good friends in the group…”  

 “I felt kind of self conscious, being the only female, but hoped I would be 
treated fairly and I was” 

Industry’s view on hiring women guides  

 “I think the idea was to have a couple of women around to make things 
seem softer”  

Working with co-workers 

 “I think for many years I tried to be like one of them…you think one day I’ll 
be equal with these guys, or be fitting in…like any new person thinks”  

 “I went through different phases I guess. I tried the dirty jokes…I liked the 
parties…I just tried to fit in where I could” 

 “…I realized well I’ll just do things my own way, I’m not going to go out and 
try and ski faster than some of these guys…I’m just going to do my own 
thing” 

Clients 

  “… I always had to prove myself” because “There is always performance 
pressure and it took me a while to gain confidence. Clients will always have 
assumptions about a guide so you have to get to know them and do a good 
job to win their trust” 

 “Some people are just rude or they ignore you…it is something we should 
not take personally” 

Guiding vs being a mom 

 “Unless you have a partner who is willing to share the responsibility” 

 “…when I started these courses I was older…these women are finishing 
earlier and it’s become more accepted as the part of mainstream options for 
young people” 

Present 
 
Look at current experiences, 
feelings, and stories relating 
to actions of an event 

Making guiding her show 

  “…it’s an exploration for me” 

 “I’m running more trips on my own now because I can do them my way with 
people I know” 

 “I put a lot of time and energy into guiding, organizing guiding trips and 
training for guiding trips and keeping fit…it’s a huge part of my life” 

Guiding style 

 “…it’s helping people travel through the mountains and working with them 
on shared experience”. 

 “I like a challenge it keeps me sharp, I’m always learning something about 
myself and then there is the element of helping others to achieve their 
goals” 

 “I like to see people learn things, I like to be part of people’s growth, that’s 
really satisfying to me…I’m a good team player” 

Identity 

 “I’m a peripheral person, I like to be there, but I’m not the centre of 
attention in a big group” 

  “…I am a drifter…I ended up here because everything leads me…” 
Balancing guiding and personal life 

 “I would say that my personal life is very entwine with my guiding life” 
Working with co-workers 

 Working with smaller operations with smaller groups, more co-operation, 
“talking things through, you do this, I’ll do that”, whereas working with 
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certain bigger operations, “there’s more of a male mentality, there can be 
more competition” 

Clients 

  “…men that come on my trips are already comfortable with a woman in a 
leadership role” 

 “They want to go with someone who’s safe and have a good experience, 
then they can go with me” 

Community of friends 

 Maintained friendships outside of guiding, “I’ve managed to keep that 
friendship going” 

 “then some of the other women that are my friends are ACMG women” 
Views on Women in the examination process 

 “In terms of physical and technical challenges, women can learn those skills 
as well as any guy” 

 “…the way a lot of women survive is that we have to approach problems in a 
different way…you don’t have to be a big brute to be a good mountain 
guide, you just have to be super thoughtful, use the terrain the best you can 
and also do lots of coaching” 

 “I think the women are supportive of each other in their mountain guiding 
roles” 

Future 
 
Look forward to implies and 
possible experiences and 
plot lines 

Plans 

 “…run my own business” 

 “Continue guiding but slow down and be more selective with time and type 
of work. Possible do some support work in the industry” 

Situation/Place 
 
Look at context, time, and 
place situated in a physical 
landscape or setting with 
topological and spatial 
boundaries with characters 
intentions, purposes, and 
different points of view. 

Single woman 
Active ACMG member 
Full-time guiding  
Guiding for a number of years 
Travels a lot for guiding  
Interview was conducted at a café…a bit noisy 

 

Maria 

Three-Dimensional Narrative Table #5 

 To capture the women’s experiences on establishing themselves as guides, 
negotiating the ACMG process and the effects of being a guide on their personal 
lives. 

Interaction  

Personal 
 
Looking inward to internal 
conditions, such as feelings, 
hopes, aesthetic reactions, 
moral dispositions. 

Becoming a guide 

  “…not spending my day outside it’s like this anxiety, oh my god! I wasn’t 
outside today…” 

  “…my first mountaineering and rock course I was okay I want to be a 
mountain guide” 

 “I was definitely focused…okay this is what I want to do” 
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 Challenging aspect of training 

 “…maintaining focus…just keeping that intensity up…just too really stay 
motivated…stay in tuned with the whole process” 

Gray area of the examination process 

 “…the hardest thing for me was … the gray nature of the examination 
process…” 

 “We have to be open minded and do what’s right for the given situation. 
There is not just one way to do things and what works one day will not work 
another. Things are grey not black and white…’ 

Knowing the examiners 

 “…knowing my examiners and having this extra pressure…I really wanted to 
do well”   

Being a women guide 

 “Yes I think that scrutiny will always exist as a female guide. I find it 
empowering because at the end of the day, I think people who initially are 
scrutinizing, end up being impressed” 

Guiding style 

 “…I find it really rewarding showing people a good time in the mountains” 

 “…I take a real sense of pride or ownership for them having a good 
time…people feeling good about what they’ve accomplished, taking them 
into an environment that they otherwise maybe wouldn’t be able to be in” 

Choices/sacrifices 

 “…I feel like especially throughout my years that I was training for my guides 
exams I put like a lot of old friendships or a lot of family time …on hold…” 

 Delaying having a family, “I felt like I did put the whole pregnancy thing on 
hold because I really wanted to get through my exams” 

Family life 

 “…definitely my kid will now come first before my profession but I don’t 
want to give up guiding…I don’t want to be a full time mom...I’d like it to be a 
shared thing…” 

Social 
Looking outward to 
existential conditions in the 
environment with other 
people and their intentions, 
purposes, assumptions, and 
points of view. 

Support of husband 

 “…my husband for one thing…he helped me train, coached me…was super 
supportive through the whole thing…like financially …emotionally, so I feel 
lucky” 

Women on the exams 

 “…I’d say there were like 50% of my courses that I was the only girl”  

 “It was always a treat to have another woman on the course. It felt unusual” 
Employer support 

 “I never felt there was any sort of biases” 

 Working for [outdoor operators], “…was super supportive in terms of they 
knew that I wanted to be a guide and helped me get through my other 
courses”  

Clients perceptions towards a female guide 

 “…there’s sometimes when I felt like I was maybe being scrutinized or judge, 
how is she going to do as a female guide?…I felt like after I spent a day with 
my group there was never any issues..”  

Working with co-workers 

 “In the winter predominantly I’ve worked on all male teams” 

 “...in the summer there’s female guides that I work with…” 

Continuity  

Past Adventure background 
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Look backward to 
remembered experiences, 
feelings, and stories from 
earlier times. 

 “I knew I wanted to work in the outdoor industry” 

 “a big motivation for attending [academic school name] was to be in the 
mountains” 

 “I didn’t even know about the ACMG at that point…” 

 “…when I graduated I wanted to work in the [adventure] industry …had an 
opportunity to work at a winter operation…”  

 First glance into guiding 

 “I really like the just the physical element of it…” 

 “I didn’t know anything about the mountain guiding profession” 

 “…I met all the guides and then I recognized wow this is a full time 
profession this is pretty intriguing” – first job at a tourism operation 

 “…one woman in particular a female guide…she really became a mentor for 
me over the years…”  

Adventure academic program 

 She applied to an adventure guide program, “…maybe give me ideas of 
options or find out what else I could do in the outdoor industry” 

 “…I was kind of learning the right skills right away”- attending the adv. 
program 

Her training 

 “…always being in sports and being around a lot of guys…I felt comfortable…I 
never felt like it was harder for me as a woman” 

 “…the whole like fitness and the physical…demands of it was never an 
issue…” 

 “…when I first started climbing and skiing a lot of my partners were guys…” 

 Mentoring – “guides that invited me on either a practicum or working as a 
assistant for them…definitely something that I pursued” 

 “…just the whole balance of like trying to still make enough money and get 
enough days in working…setting enough time aside to train…just my life 
being all about climbing or skiing”- Challenging aspect 

ACMG Examination Process 

 “…I never felt like it was harder for me as a woman…”  

 “I say the technical aspects of guiding wouldn’t be my strongest points” 

 “I just want to go climbing…just the whole coaching people and the 
decision making, mountain sense and stuff is more of a draw to me…” 

 “…my mountain sense or my judgment or professionalism or client care 
would be stronger components…” 

 “Once I finished my first guide examination…that was really great for me…I 
felt like it gave me direction and a in for me…” 

Examination process with other women 

 “…a woman on the course didn’t mean necessarily they were a closer friend 
or closer climbing partner, than say one of the guys on the course…” 

 “…going through my courses I was doing it at the same time as some friends 
so some of those guy friends were actually …closer friends then the girls that 
I ended up with” 

Working with clients 

 “…I felt it was an asset, more positive comments then ever negative 
comments…” – being a female guide 

 “…a better communicator or I’m more sensitive to their needs…oh, it helps 
that you’re a female, [is] how some guests perceive it” 

 “…it’s a little shocking…they’re not use to seeing women acting that way…I 
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think for some clients when they see that shift in my personality I think they 
appreciate, they’re like wow…there’s a reason why she’s being like this” – 
taking a authoritative leadership style  

 

Present 
 
Look at current experiences, 
feelings, and stories relating 
to actions of an event 

Today’s recreational partners 

 “…there’s definitely more of a female influence in my climbing and skiing 
now” 

 “…I’m going out skiing because I love to go out skiing, it’s not …a component 
of training…” 

Guiding leadership style 

 “…I’m pretty patient…” 

 “…I can be pretty sensitive to…I can appreciate if clients are intimidated, 
scared or apprehensive”, whereas, “I see more in males…this is what we are 
doing, this is the goal, we’re doing it” 

Working with clients 

 “…I do a lot of women courses…” 

 “…I do have a quite a few private clients…over the years one trip builds into 
another…”  

Working with her co-workers 

 “…had more traditional feminine qualities than I did in terms of their 
sensitivity to the guests or their nature…” – referring to male guides 

 Working with other females – “…I feel like we talk more…we get the clients 
more involved…I don’t know if that’s more the nature of the type of guiding 
we’re doing…” – guiding smaller groups vs big groups on all male teams 

 “…working with another woman our communication is more thorough , we 
have longer discussions…I don’t necessarily think it’s a girl thing I think it’s 
just the nature of that other person that I’m working with …” – referring to 
male co-workers  

Community 

 “a lot of my friendships have formed around climbing partners, skiing 
partners” 

 “…I do have a lot of friends who are not guides…” 

Future 
 
Look forward to implies and 
possible experiences and 
plot lines 

Negotiating work with family life 

 “…summer I have lots of private clients…” 

 “…don’t know how my winters will look like…just have more private clients 
and do more personalized trips…” 

Clients 

 “…I do have a lot of female clients…my impression is that they will 
appreciate that I am trying to balance the two…” 

 “…I have some ideas to how children can be incorporated into trips…” 

Situation/Place 
 
Look at context, time, and 
place situated in a physical 
landscape or setting with 
topological and spatial 
boundaries with characters 
intentions, purposes, and 
different points of view. 

 Active ACMG member 

 Guides year round 

 Has been guiding for a number of years 

 Presently a mom –trying to balance being a mom and a guide 

 Lives with her husband and child 
 

Interview conducted in a café…bit noisy, had one interruption when participant 
had to leave. 
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Alex 

Three-Dimensional Narrative Table #6 

 To capture the women’s experiences on establishing themselves as guides, 
negotiating the ACMG process and the effects of being a guide on their personal 
lives. 

Interaction  

Personal 
 
Looking inward to internal 
conditions, such as feelings, 
hopes, aesthetic reactions, 
moral dispositions. 
 

A pivotal moment 

 “I hadn’t recognized it but it was a bit of a changing moment for me…” – 
counselor points out her leadership skills 

Becoming an ACMG guide 

 “…I knew rock climbing was my passion…all I thought of was I wanted to be a 
rock guide” – why she applied to the ACMG  

 “…very proud of myself when I achieved a certification…I can’t wait until 
someday I can say I’m a full this…” 

Examination process 

 “…definitely felt outnumbered on the exam and it felt like, it’s kind of hard to 
verbalize…they don’t make you feel different…but you are 
different…because we behave differently, we like different things, we act 
differently. I think it’s hard to be generic” 

 “I like to get people more involved…so I feel that’s obviously not allow on 
the exam…you gotta just switch off” 

 “I knew I had to be a certain way to pass the exam and once I did I could be 
the guide I wanted to be” 

Working for herself 

 “You always want to be doing and giving your best as it speaks directly of 
you from start to finish. It can also feel like an endless job…” 

 Social fatigue- “When I’m working lots and lots, I think I put all of myself out 
there…you’re just giving yourself nonstop and when I come home and 
hermit…I don’t have any more to give anyone” 

Personal gains from guiding 

 “…a lot of confidence in my skills” 

 “A lot of community” 
Attaining more certifications 

 “…it’s another six years and thirty grand…I don’t want to invest more into my 
body” 

Social 
Looking outward to 
existential conditions in the 
environment with other 
people and their intentions, 
purposes, assumptions, and 
points of view. 

Youth camp and recognition of leadership skills 

 “one of the instructors pulled me aside and told me that they felt that I was 
a leader in the group…”  

ACMG Community 

 “I didn’t realize how tight of a community the ACMG is. Everyone knows 
what everyone has been through to get where they are. It is supportive in 
that way” 

 “…a lot of good friends, lots of climbing partners…” 
 Mentors 

 “She was for sure and still is one of my best role models”  
Co-workers 

 “…I have decided we’re…I’m going to teach you…I’m going to do 
that…there’s no inclusion there’s no we statements…as soon as you work 
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with someone using we statements and us statements it changes right away” 
Male clients reaction to her directional style 

 “…in general men seem to appreciate a more directive style than the 
women” 

Continuity  

Past 
 
Look backward to 
remembered experiences, 
feelings, and stories from 
earlier times. 

Adventure backgound 

 “When I was 15 I did an Outward Bound course and that was what triggered 
me towards the whole outdoor pursuits…I wanted to do it so badly…” 

 Graduated from an academic adventure program 

 “It was [the] ideal job but not the ideal place to live” – referring to a job and 
why she left it 

Becoming a guide 

 “To be honest I didn’t know much about it”- ACMG 

 “…felt prepared…felt like I had done enough rock climbing, but still scary as 
hell” 

 “I took my time…I didn’t rush anything…trained a lot, I worked a lot as a 
guide” 

Working as a guide in the industry 

 “It’s opened so many doors for me because there are so few women in 
it…there are perks for sure” 

ACMG examination 

 “…felt that things were very particular…want[ed] us to have climbed all the 
routes before the exam…”  

 “We were always split up, which is annoying…you’re always with the guys 
and it forces you to behave differently, it really does” 

 “follow me out front leadership…more directional more hierarchal…” – 
ACMG promotes this leadership style 

Working with co-workers 

 A male co-worker, who unknowingly used I statements throughout the 
week, “they (clients) didn’t ask me a question for five days”, she never 
debriefed the situation after “…I don’t think I felt like it was worth it” 

As a young guide with clients 

 “…I was a younger guide less confident” 

 “I got the feeling that with men I needed to tell them or show them my 
abilities to get their respect”  

 “…to feel respected I would lead a hard pitch, put up a harder top rope 
instead of the male guide…or brag a bit more about my abilities…”.  

 “Sometimes men see a woman doing something and they feel that they 
should be able to do it as well…”  

 “Perhaps it was my own insecurities that I put on them inadvertently” 

Present 
 
Look at current experiences, 
feelings, and stories relating 
to actions of an event 

ACMG process 

 “Now I am sold…” – on the ACMG process 

 “Like I do my job well and see those around me also doing their jobs well, 
leads me to believe that the process works. I think the high standards are 
good” 

 “I do still think that the system could feel more approachable”  
Rewards in guiding 

 Clients being “psyched about the day …secondary would be the personal 
challenge of physical[ity], mental problem solving, [and] decision making” 

 “The rewards I think about that every day with my job now…how lucky I am, 
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I get so much gratitude and appreciation at the end of the day” 
Balancing personal and guiding life 

 “I feel that I’ve put so much energy it’s hard to give to other aspects of your 
life…you’re always around guides and clients it’s hard to meet people 
outside…”   

 “…I feel…I haven’t been able to balance super well” 
Guiding style: 

 She involves clients into the game plan, “I know some clients of mine really 
love to take pictures, have lunch in nice spots…when I can accommodate 
that I do” 

 “I’m open to having people learn through the experience that might mean 
leading and I know a lot of guides aren’t comfortable with that” 

 Her style, “…I know what I am offering…offer it well and in a style that will 
hopefully suit that person who’s coming out with me” 

 “I stress about it the night before what route I’m choosing, safety part…is it 
going to be a good day…I really want the person to have a good time… and 
when the day ends, responding to emails, updating website…” 

Working with co-workers 

 “I have made a real effort to make sure I use we and us statements”, plus 
has brought it up with co-workers, “when I notice it” 

Working with clients  

 “I think I have more confidence now and see this less - referring to men 
needing to climb just as well as women.  

 “I find that they respect me more for it…they know this must mean we got to 
take this seriously…” – when she is authoritative  

Accepting the risk factors 

 “I’ll see men often take more risks…if you get through [them] it just builds 
more confidence…as a female that could slow you down if you aren’t willing 
to take those risks…” 

Future 
 
Look forward to implies and 
possible experiences and 
plot lines 

Future direction 

 “unsure at this point” 

 “right now I am going with what I know but likely I will find new things to 
challenge me again” 

Situation/Place 
 
Look at context, time, and 
place situated in a physical 
landscape or setting with 
topological and spatial 
boundaries with characters 
intentions, purposes, and 
different points of view. 

Single  
Active ACMG 
Guides year round 
Has attained her full guide in her sports 
Has been guiding and instructing for many years 
Very active into the guiding industry – contractor 
Guided during the day of the interview 
 
 
Interview was done at participants home – very quiet and comfortable 
atmosphere.  
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Jessica 

Three-Dimensional Narrative Table #7 

 To capture the women’s experiences on establishing themselves as guides, 
negotiating the ACMG process and the effects of being a guide on their personal 
lives. 

Interaction  

Personal 
 
Looking inward to internal 
conditions, such as feelings, 
hopes, aesthetic reactions, 
moral dispositions. 
 

Motivation to becoming a guide 

 “…for me like skiing is what I really love to do it’s my passion in life…” 

 “…I wanted to ski full time and ski professionally” 
Working in a masculine environment 

 “Boundaries, I always think you have to set professional boundaries 
anyways…  

 “I really believe strongly on professionalism” 
Guiding style  

 “I feel like I should be able to be as good or a better skier than my clients, as 
a professional. 

 “… maybe I’m not as confident in my skills as some” 

Social 
Looking outward to 
existential conditions in the 
environment with other 
people and their intentions, 
purposes, assumptions, and 
points of view. 

Mentors (family and community) 

 “…my dad did quite a bit as far as being a really safe skier, choosing real safe 
terrain…” 

 “…a huge group of friends that I went with…”- training partners 
Influencing moment 

 “One of the instructors…if you want to take your assistant you should do it…a 
lot of [these] guys are not exactly the hugest confidence booster[s]…I take 
this person’s advice very seriously…” 

ACMG examination process 

 “…personality conflicts with examiners…it almost feels like they have 
something over you…”  

 “I think it’s sort of the personality conflict thing, it just really grumpy 
examiners that I have a hard time with…you know when examiners [are] 
quiet you start to make up things of why they’re not happy…”  

The employment of women guides 

 “For the guest it’s nice and it’s a better working environment generally in the 
guides room they found…I think it’s more balanced…maybe more open 
environment”-employers hiring policy for having a woman guide 

Working with clients 

 “I say the majority is a really positive perception generally because they have 
an understanding of the certification process…” 

 “…it’s incredibly rare but it’s definitely happen where there’s been 
harassment…” 

Co-workers 

 “…I seemed to get received well…”  

 “I don’t get too worked up about like guys joking around as much…like just 
being part of the team…you have to have a tough skin” 

Continuity  

Past 
 
Look backward to 

Adventure background 

 Grew up in an environment that “guiding was sort of part of everyday” 

 “I have always worked in masculine environments” 
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remembered experiences, 
feelings, and stories from 
earlier times. 

  I skied patrolled and then just started moving up in certification towards 
becoming a guide” 

Preference to train with male friends 

 “We were always skiing and always skiing hard…a ton of people to go with…” 

 The ratio of her skiing with her friends, “probably like 10:1 ([her] and 
10…maybe…even worse) 

 “I think I seek out that ratio. I enjoy having male friends to do this kind of 
stuff with. I have some female friends to adventure with, but for the most 
part I seem to do other stuff with my female friends” 

Training 

 Physical fitness – “…I would say that with my friends I was doing much bigger 
days then I ever did on exams” 

 Technical side – “…something you can really prepare for…I definitely had to 
train myself a bit more on rope systems and still do actually” 

 “…that stuff (referring to technical skills) is all just practice and getting 
guidance from other guides on the standards….Judgment stuff I think is 
miles” – “I actually delayed my full by a year…it gave me enough miles to feel 
confident” 

ACMG certification process 

 “…was a pretty level playing field” 

 “…I had issues on exams where examiners have maybe not tak[en] things as 
seriously”. She believes because “I’m a relatively flippant person…I might not 
get taken as seriously as I intend”  

Challenges of certification process 

 She has indicated to examiners “…look when I am guiding I‘m not going to 
stress out my clients unless I actually want them to do something…I can 
change my tone quickly and then they know it’s serious…”  

 “On exams, it seems like the examiners each want you to use their 
technique, instead of your own. I think it’s fair to try and have lots of tools in 
the tool box, but what works for them might not work for me” 

Employers reception  

 “they definitely would not ask one of the guys to do that…it doesn’t happen 
enough to piss me off…” – regarding chores 

Working with co-workers 

 “…I do like the informal atmosphere. I would hate to have to be careful about 
what I say all the time” 

 “I think if you were sensitive and if you didn’t like joking around…it probably 
wouldn’t work much…” – referring to her work team 

Clients reception  

 “We get you today…I’m like god, maybe I got some really good skiers in this 
group…”  

 “I don’t think that they realize that I’m doing this almost every day and 
they’re in the office almost every day”. 

 “…they’re like I made her mad, she’s not happy with this like this is really 
important…usually they listen…sometimes it takes a little while…” - Being 
authoritative/directive with clients 

Present 
 
Look at current experiences, 
feelings, and stories relating 
to actions of an event 

Mentorship 

 “I haven’t had strong mentorship from other guides…professional 
mentorship…I sort of tried to remedy that lately” 

Guide style 

 “I’m on the light easy side where I try to make friends with my clients so that 
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they’ll want to do what I want them to do” 

 “I set their boundaries, I tell them what I want them to do and why, then I 
correct as we go…I set them up for success…” 

 “…I don’t do dirty jokes when guiding, I used to but I found that it kind of set 
the wrong tone with my clients…that’s one thing that I kind of changed” 

 “I’ll try and solve issues in a non serious manner”  
Family 

 “…my husband definitely would prefer it if I was home more…he’s a guide as 
well…we try and get weeks off together…” 

 “…I actually think he’s leaning in the direction of family and kids…that’s 
something we’ll have to sort out” 

Training 

 “This ratio(10:1) still exists for me”. 
Attraction to Guiding Lifestyle 

 “I think being away from home is something I actually really enjoy” 

 “…I enjoy it! It’s such a close community like your friends…” 

 “As far as getting fed and not having to do much cleaning…that makes it 
really ideal” –  benefits of lodge life 

Balancing personal life and guiding 

 “…my really close friends I just don’t see them in the winter…my friends who 
love to ski I see them a bit more…in the summer I’m [working another job] all 
the time…I’d say personal relationships they suffer”  

 “I do feel like it is a loss, a negative side of my lifestyle.  It’s something I 
would like to change” 

Future 
 
Look forward to implies and 
possible experiences and 
plot lines 

Certifications 

 She’s going to proceed to full mtn. guide status, “I actually intend to proceed 
with my other certs so longer process… I’m just going to chip away at it. It’s 
going to take forever!” 

Mentorship 

 Employer has a training program, “I think I just have to push a bit more for 
it…to see a little bit more mentorship from my superiors…” 

Career planning 

 “My own business doing safety/guiding work”   

Situation/Place 
 
Look at context, time, and 
place situated in a physical 
landscape or setting with 
topological and spatial 
boundaries with characters 
intentions, purposes, and 
different points of view. 

Married 
Husband is a guide 
Active ACMG member 
Full time guide in one discipline-winters only 
Has another career 
 
Interview was conducted in a relatively quiet café – no interruptions 
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Asha 

Three-Dimensional Narrative Table #8 

 To capture the women’s experiences on establishing themselves as guides, 
negotiating the ACMG process and the effects of being a guide on their personal 
lives. 

Interaction  

Personal 
 
Looking inward to internal 
conditions, such as feelings, 
hopes, aesthetic reactions, 
moral dispositions. 
 

Questioning whether to become a guide  

 “At no point did I ever want to be a full time guide…I didn’t see myself in that 
role because I didn’t believe I could be in that role” 

 “I was never exposed to Mtn. guiding as a legitimate profession” 

 “I felt I needed to be a doctor, lawyer, nurse…”  
Women participating in male environments 

 “I just feel as a woman if you tend or at least in my life if you tend to do 
more independent things or more skilled things then you’re automatically in 
a male environment…”  

The guiding lifestyle  

 “…I say freedom is the number one thing”…I think I really like the challenges 
and the freedom to figure out how to solve them” 

 “I decide what my day to day life looks like” 
Feelings of not being welcomed in the ACMG process 

 “that you’re not wanted”, in the ACMG program- personal feeling 

 “...just being a big person with a thick skin…” 
Personal gains from guiding 

 “I think confidence…skills” 

 “I’ve done lots of travel…lots of things…I have an impressive resume....” 
Questioning herself as a guide 

 “It’s like I never got self –esteem about my skills as a guide and I think in 
some degree I still wonder that” – referring to being attractive 

Working as a female guide in the industry 

 “I think people look at me and they don’t believe I am who I am” – has to 
prove herself  

 “that process of trial and error I guess that’s one way that I feel like I’m doing 
what I’m supposed to be doing” or “that the lifestyle is ‘addictive’ and suits a 
single person who has a high risk tolerance…not suited for having a family or 
needing stability” 

 “I think that both with men and women in the industry there’s an automatic 
thing that you know women aren’t as competent as men, whether we’re 
conscious of it or not. Most of us aren’t conscious of it…”  

Balancing personal and professional 

 “I’m really a well balance person in that I do fit it in (work and recreation); it 
just doesn’t look like the way a lot of other people fit it in” 

Decisions she made  

 “I’ve sacrificed having a family…stable community…aspects of my climbing” 

 “I am trying to come to terms with how I have chosen to live my life, grieving 
the loss of not having kids” 

 “I’ve chosen it” – her lifestyle 
Conflicting feelings in regards to her future of guiding 

 “…go back to school and do something more traditional and prescribed for 
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security reasons” 

 “I’ve worked really hard to get where I am,…[it would be] a real shame to 
walk away from it all” 

Perception towards promiscuity 

 “I’m single so obviously I’ve had lots of boyfriends…I just think of a male in 
my situation wouldn’t get the same negative energy…if anything they get 
more respect…” – perception within the industry of promiscuity among men 
vs women 

Social 
Looking outward to 
existential conditions in the 
environment with other 
people and their intentions, 
purposes, assumptions, and 
points of view. 

Gaining an appreciation for the guiding community 

 By working in other professions, “I really appreciated the fact that in the 
guiding community people you work with you really enjoy”- Lifestyles are 
similar 

ACMG influence 

 “…because a lot of work is in the National Parks and if you’re not a certified 
guide you can’t do a lot of work in Canada”. 

Possible ACMG examination barriers 

 On some exams (failed or passed) realizing that “an examiner didn’t want to 
pass me” 

 “…once they decided it’s really hard to get them to change their minds”- her 
gut feeling  

 “There’s not a they in the ACMG” - boys club.  

 “is just an old boys club” – experience unfairness within a University setting 
as a instructor” 

Working with clients 

 Majority of my clients, “their jaw drop open like this is your guide for the 
day…you can tell they’re not impressed”  

Guiding and personal life 

 Guiding - “My community is really spread out”.  

 “No one knows where to find me so I have to work really hard to maintain all 
my relationships because people don’t try to find me”. 

 Non -guiding - “I tried to maintain a little bit of community in [name of the 
town she resides in] but it’s desperate…there’s no continuity in those 
relationships” 

Continuity  

Past 
 
Look backward to 
remembered experiences, 
feelings, and stories from 
earlier times. 

Outdoor background 

 “I met a bunch of students by coincidence and they inspired me”- enrolling 
in a adventure program  

 “I think I was really inspired by my mentors…inspired by my instructors” 

 “Yes, mostly men…most inspired by those who were also good climbers…” 

 “Those courses you’re put into a leadership role right away” 
Training to become a guide  

 “I think I was very active in pursuing that”-mentorship 

 “I would actively ask like 5-10 operations if I can come to their training…” 

 “…out with people that are all taking the exams” – which she misses now  

 “You dedicate your life to it”! 

 Adapting her technical skills-“it’s actually a good thing because you don’t 
waste all your power unnecessarily”.  

 “I think it’s actually advised…it’s sort of thought okay. You just need to figure 
out where your limits are and work around that”- ACMG advises adapting 
tech. skills 
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 “we have to carry the same amount of weight”-physical challenge 

 “I don’t think I had the confidence then”, when she was refused acceptance 
into an exam and didn’t appeal the decision 

Frustration with the ACMG  

 “the instructor decided that because I was hanging back that it was because 
of my fitness and didn’t recommend me to the exam but actually it wasn’t 
my fitness at all”- had to go to bathroom  

 I alone cannot fail you” – one examiner commented 

 “…I believe on [one of my exams] that I failed …for subjective reasons…” 
Working with employers 

 “It’s hard to know I guess when you’re the female…at one operation I was 
quite experience…I tried to take a leadership role but I was new to that 
operation and they didn’t like it and I feel like it was because I was a 
woman…I don’t know for sure… a lot of times I sense it, but I don’t know, it’s 
so hard to know for sure”  

 “…because I thrive a lot on variety I get a lot of work....then I get a lot of 
beginner clientele…” 

Working with clients 

 “I feel that men with daughters are really awesome…they want a female 
guide… they recognize my skill level” 

 “As soon as you get them out of their comfort zone they deal/they need you, 
so they handle it” 

Present 
 
Look at current experiences, 
feelings, and stories relating 
to actions of an event 

Women working in the industry 

 “I do think both within the certification program and the industry, there’s 
the attitude of more doors open to women because every operation wants 
to try and have one woman (token woman) working there” 

 “…once there is one woman, it is very difficult to get two women in the same 
group or organization” 

Qualities for women to become guides 

 Women need to have perseverance and competence 

 “It’s good to get out with both genders but definitely find the time to work 
with women and train with women” 

Clients perceptions 

 “It’s like I am talking into the air and it just kind of wears down on you after a 
bit”.  

 “Like a client has a question and you’re standing beside each other and they 
turn to ask the men, it’s just like that every day” 

 “I just go with the flow, I just keep doing my job” 

 “I have to wear the pin because even when I wear it people still don’t believe 
it” 

Motivated towards private clients 

 “…I ‘m sick of that dynamics [signing up with operations and getting all the 
beginners], so that’s motivating me to want to do more of my own guiding”.  

Affects of guiding on personal life 

 “…I very much would like a relationship, it just seems impossible to find the 
type of guy: 1. Who would tolerate my lifestyle 2. That I am attracted to…” 

 “I am the antithesis of the word balance…so, it’s an all or nothing kind of 
job…” 

 “I love freedom, but sometimes I don’t know how to create the structure to 
survive financially” 

Guiding style 
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 Confident 

 “I think I have kind of a directive leadership style” – “makes it clear who is 
the leader” 

 “I feel like I do try and take into consideration everyone’s needs…more 
about the experiences as opposed to about the accomplishments”. 

 “I actually think that my feminine skills of relational skills is weak…there’s 
probably men that have better feminine skills then me” 

Future 
 
Look forward to implies and 
possible experiences and 
plot lines 

Guiding Future 

 She is thinking that it’s time to start her own private guiding and try a new 
business idea that she can apply her guiding skills. 

 “…unfocused and discouraged. I want to make money and I am not much of 
a business lady. I don’t have any structure or guidance” 

 “It’s expensive so we’ll see” 

Situation/Place 
 
Look at context, time, and 
place situated in a physical 
landscape or setting with 
topological and spatial 
boundaries with characters 
intentions, purposes, and 
different points of view. 

 Single 

 Active ACMG guide 

 Full time guide – year round 

 Travels for her job 

 Accomplished various ACMG certifications 
 
Interview was conducted in a quiet café with a few interruptions.  

 

Jaylyne 

Three-Dimensional Narrative Table #9 

 To capture the women’s experiences on establishing themselves as guides, 
negotiating the ACMG process and the effects of being a guide on their personal 
lives. 

Interaction  

Personal 
 
Looking inward to internal 
conditions, such as feelings, 
hopes, aesthetic reactions, 
moral dispositions. 
 

Motivation to becoming a guide 

 “I just figured I’ll never become a ski guide it just seemed daunting to me 
you know the avalanches, so much hazard that you can’t control…” 

 “I always dreamed of becoming a ski patroller”  

 “I thought it was only a pipe dream” – becoming an ACMG guide 

 “I also felt excited at the prospect of learning new skills, seeing new places 
and becoming more proficient in the face of winter mountain travel and 
hazards” 

Personal gains from guiding 

 “As much as I got mentorship from the men and learned a lot from the men, 
going out and doing stuff with other women made me more confident in 
myself” 

 “I’ve gained  a lot of confidence, self-confidence, a lot of knowledge…a lot of 
social contacts…making new friends and new clients…the big one is the self-
confidence” 

Proving herself 

 “I am still an equal in the skills I have and when I pass an exam I am qualified 
to do it”  
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Working in a male environment 

 “…I have learned to just not show my feelings of self doubt in that 
environment at all, but rather show my feelings of strength and comfort 
rather than display unease” 

 “I have always tried to remain a non feminist in my work as this has made 
me more approachable and happier with co-workers and employers” 

Male clients  

 “I find if I look less into the eyes of the men …being more assertive puts a 
little more of a barrier” 

Re-entering the ACMG guide process 

 “Honestly not that motivated to go for it again, however I know that I am not 
allowed to remain an apprentice guide forever, I know I would get more 
credibility and money in the industry if I were a full guide” 

Social 
Looking outward to 
existential conditions in the 
environment with other 
people and their intentions, 
purposes, assumptions, and 
points of view. 

National Parks 

 “In the National Park you [need it] that [referring to ACMG certification] and 
your IGA…” 

Employer support 

 “they paid/volunteered to pay for part of it - referring to backpacking 
course” 

Influences moment 

 “He was super encouraging and he came out on some of the trips …you 
know you should do it, you should go for it”- A friend who was an ACMG 
guide 

Boyfriend and mentors 

 “so, I got some really good mentorship from him and I got to pick his 
brain…through him I got to meet all these other mountain guides and got 
lots of mentorship” - Boyfriend 

Clients 

 “Clients just see you as an equal out there in general …,especially when 
[guides] switch off as leads…” 

 Male clients, “…clients like the older male clients are more withdrawn when 
they have a woman lead guide…less apt to follow or more analytical, 
whereas the younger men are just like yeah, whatever, she’s my guide” 

Co-workers 

 “The older mtn. guides have a completely different perspective then the 
younger guides…our generation of men are a bit more open to women and 
accepting and supportive” 

Continuity  

Past 
 
Look backward to 
remembered experiences, 
feelings, and stories from 
earlier times. 

Adventure background 

 Outdoor leadership experience since a young age- guiding trips  

 “I wanted to do something different so I went into overnight trips and 
expeditions trips” 

 “I decided to go for my ACMG hiking guide to work around this area”  

 “I did my assistant hiking and guided for a few companies around this 
area…one of the companies…needed me to get my full backpacking, so that 
they could have me lead guide and guide longer trips…” 

 “I’ll float around” in the winter - working at non-guiding jobs 

 During the winters, “…I [kept] organizing all these ski trips for friends”  

 “Loved being the one organizing them. Leading out there had various 
challenges with human factors, decision making and terrain analysis. It was a 
steep learning curve but fun at the same time with friends” 
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 Mentorship 

 “mostly males because all his friends were male guides…so that was what I 
got most of the time” 

 “I did meet some female guides in the process…I always watched what she 
was doing and she would tell me what she was thinking…I would pick her 
brain…it was good because I could actually see the difference between her 
style and his style, so it was good that way” 

Training for her certifications 

 “I always tried to be as fit as I could for myself” 

 “I think we balanced it out …the couple of people I trained with we just 
decided okay we’re gonna split the day and when you’re in the lead you’re 
the lead and when I am in the lead I’m the lead…” 

 “it was great practice, good learning and applying of skills and knowledge” 

 “guiding all those years…I gained a lot of competence in my strength and 
abilities” 

 “I did try and focus a lot more on ski touring…at the end of the day I’d force 
myself even though I was tired…I [had] to anyway. My cardio has never 
been…my forte” 

Examination Process 

 “Did I agree with them all, well does anyone ever agree with failure imposed 
on them by someone else in a subjective environment” 

 “…I just ended up always being the only woman in the ACMG process…I 
found I didn’t really have anyone to confide in…but, at the same time all my 
peers or the other candidates were always super they treated me the same 
as one of the guys…” 

Working as a guide 

 Working with other women, “…it was more relaxed and less competitive” 

 “I’ve always felt pretty equal” 

 “I’ve always seemed to have really encouraging bosses, which was really 
great…” 

 “all the guys there are super open to hearing what I have to say…” but at 
other operations a “trend towards not really listening to what I have to say” 

Clients  

 “…they are very sexist and they always make sexist comments, usually it’s 
like yeah whatever, over my head I don’t really care”  

 “I feel like it is a good challenge but an annoyance at time”-proving herself 

 “I think when I’m guiding, if there are women clients, they’re more apt to 
come to me for any issues they have…males would be more apt …they’ll 
come to me first if they have some kind of soft issues…” 

 Technical questions, “yes  both males and females tend to do this” – go to 
male guides 

 “I find it very stereotypical, annoying but at the same time chuckling” 

Present 
 
Look at current experiences, 
feelings, and stories relating 
to actions of an event 

Commitment to ACMG process 

 “If I had started younger I would’ve of gone for it, but at this point no” – 
referring to full mtn. guide status  

Involvement of husband 

 “…he makes a lot more money than I do…so it makes more sense for him to 
be [working] more than I do, at this point anyway…even though my sanity is 
at risk”  

 “He’s super supportive and so if I want to work he’s like yeah you go and 
work…” - her husband, 
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Guiding style 

 Her style is more explanatory, “they think I explain well…we always know 
where we stand and where we’re going with you”  

 “I’m not as comfortable with it, but I do it”, referring to being assertive, 
tough, or disciplinary.  

 “It doesn’t always work depending on the clients… - threats to return to base 
Transitioning into being a mom 

 “Right now having the baby…I don’t know how much skiing I’ll get in…” 

 “I’ve found it really hard transitionally for me…it definitely does eat up inside 
me…but at the same time I’m pretty psyched to have a cute little baby” 

ACMG community 

 “…it’s pretty much everywhere in my world…a lot of my friends are guides…” 

Future 
 
Look forward to implies and 
possible experiences and 
plot lines 

Ski guiding 

 “I want to go back to full time well not full time, but guiding next winter” 

 “…hopefully do my [full] exam either next winter or the year after” 

Situation/Place 
 
Look at context, time, and 
place situated in a physical 
landscape or setting with 
topological and spatial 
boundaries with characters 
intentions, purposes, and 
different points of view. 

Still trying to figure out how to balance her guiding and being a mom 
Active ACMG member 
Guides year round 
Has been guiding for numerous years 
Has received a few guiding certifications 
 
Interview conducted at her home – comfortable atmosphere – husband and child 
around 
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